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Wiithin the context of contemporary Canadian feminist poetry, Erin Mouré is
usually defined as an experimental poet whose work disrupts conventions of

form. genre, voice and content. Usudy read through her relations to other
f-st

writers-writing in both French and English-Mouré's experimental

poetry also draws innuence fmm a wide array of other sources. including her

involvement with queer communities in Montréal and across Canada, her job
at VIA Rail. and her interest î n bmin development and memory. To

recognize and acknowledge Mouré's poetic experiments. then, readers can
look to a wide variety of sources. in this thesis. 1 have elected to focus on a
srnail cluster of sources-those crys-g

around the term entropy and its

metaphoricai appiications in both scient& and literary discourses-that
fkequently recur in Mouré's later poetry. In particular. I highlight Mouré's

entropic imag(in)ingof inspiration (breath) as asthmatic. and her entropic

[ r e ) o r d e ~ gof grammar.

Once upon a time there iived a girl named Heather. Heather had many
grand ideas about her future, but she never knew what to do with them.
Luckiiy. Heather had a very smart and loving f d y that helped her fhd one

path for her future, a path that led her to university and. eventuaiiy?to
graduate school. There she had many important friends and teachers who
helped her define not only her academic interests. but also the kind of

person she wanted to become. especialiy Tamara Schwartzentruber, Melissa
McDoneU, Dr. John Fitch, Dr. Luke Carson and Dr.Eric Savoy among many

others. In particular, her supervisor. Dr. Susan Rudy, gave her the freedom
to follow her own paths when she needed to. and reined her in when she
didn't. Her wonderful Mends-the

B. Kurchaks (big and srnail)-gave her

enough love. understanding and red licorice to muddle through. And her
very special friend jacqueiine tumer helped her (relimagine her writing

back into the poetry. reminding her that desire is always entropic and
syntax always sexy.
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Since 1979 when, s a in her eariy twenties, she pubiished her first

book of poetry, Erin Mouré has had a rather messy relationship with
Canadian critical communities. One of the most popular poets of this
decade-as

is evidenced by her frequent invitations to speak at writing

festivals. academic and non-academic conferences. and to teach creative
wrïting in various forums-Mouré has yet to receive the critical attention

that three Govemor Generd Award nominations and one Govemor
General Award would seem to merit. A prollfic writer. she has pubîished

seven books in the last twenty years-Empire,

York Street (1979).

Wanted Alive (1983).Domestic mtel (1985).hufous (1988),W S W (1989).
Sheepbh Beauty, CluUian Low (1992)and Search Procedures (1996),

most of which were written in her off-hours as an employee of VIA Rail.
But there are, as yet, s a only a handful of critical essays on her poetry.

The sfx pubushed articles on Mouré's work have a l l been published
since 1989 [after FUrious won the Governor General's a m d in 1988).

and ail represent, often in extremely different ways. the critic's attempt
to engage with a body of poetry that he or she h d s difilcuit andfor

enigmatic. With the exception of David S o 1 . s "PronominalDebris."
which is little more than a vitriolic attack on Mouré's lesbian-feminïst
poeticsl, each of the other five articles attempt to negotiate the
David Soiway deflnes Mouré's pam."Ronouns on the Main," as derbative because she
sfmplty regurgitates the literary experiments of Gextrude Stein and Adrieme EUch, and the
theoretical position of Jacques Derrida (Sohmy33-34.47): "noneofthis is new. it'sjust
ttendy. fncreasf@y cammcmplace, Ilnguistico-femintct jargon served up in the
appmdmate shape of a poem or a prose-poem"(Sohvay 34. And the introduction of
Iesbian imagery does M e mon. aecorâfng to Solway, than dlstractthe reader "nom more
germane considerations .... Mourérsl poem, as is the case with so much conternporary and

relationship between Mouré's poetic and theoretical infiuences and the

experimental forms of the poeiry itself.2
While the critical essays on her poetry are few. there are an ever-

increasing number of interviews wrth Mouré appearing in Canadian

literary joumals. many of them conducted by some of the leading Uterary

m e s in experimental. queer and/or feminist writing. including Dennis
Denisoff, Janice Williamson. Pauiine Buthg, Robert Billings, Nathaife
Cooke and Susan Rudy. There is. then. not su much a Iack of critical

materiai on Erin Mouré the p e t , but rather a crucial lack of information
about reading and arialyzing Erin Mouré's poetry. Any critical reading of
Mouré's work therefore, must take this phenornenon into consideration,

and question why it is that, with but a handfùi of exceptions. literary
critics ofien h d it easier to approach Erin Mouré the person [through

the form of the interview). than they do to approach the poetry
unmediated by the poet's physical presence.
-

[a

-

especiayl Yeminist' verse. rely
on the double novelty of ostemibiy darlng Linguistic
specdation and arch lesbian aottcs to disguise th& la& of poetic distinction"(45).
in her "SpeaMngin Toques: The Poetry of ENi Mo&," for example. Susan GUclmian
positions Mouré's wriüng in relation to h a "profounaiyreligious response to the world"
(GUckman 136). Arguing that her CathoIic upbringing is somethlIig that Mouré always
writes through and against. Gliclmians essay Oners an extensim (although somewhat m r extendedl mading of Mouré's reïlgious fmagery in the eariy books of poetry. Stephen
Scobie's 'TheFootnoted Tart" reads Mouré through another frame ofreference e n w y the fiame of Jacques Demida's theory of the supplement. Arguing that M o W s use of
footnotes in iWbus fmctfon as "arcess. mer and above the 'or@mï text.' UnneceSSary to
its completion"(Scobie 721, Scobfe milintains that Mouré's f w b t e s create an elaborate
web of refmnce and cross-refimmce (72-3)by whîch M o e connects her poans wrth one
another. and with the poems presented in her prevlously pubïished texts.
Reading Erin Mouré." SusanRudy takes issue with
In her essay,
deRnitions of erc+ss. such as those presented in ScobWst e that situate I t as "unnecessary
to [the poem's] comple$iox~"On the contrary. F&dy argues. Mouré'sacesses are absolutely
crucial to reveal the lhmitations imposed by the structure of syntax and etymology itself.
particularly as those stntctures fnfluence the writing dlesbltin desire: "Mourê insists on
making desire visible. and in so doing she. paradcudcaily, works hard to make sense out of
nonsense by wrenchfngfhm conventional ïanguage usage other ways of s p e m (Rudy 1).
Sonja Skarstedt's Toetry and FemWsm The RequMte Duon attempts iilbeit
problernathdy. to define Mouré's relation to femlnrst communltes in Canada.
in "MergerShe Wmtc Politicubisn in Gertrude Stein and Erin Mouré,"Den- Denisoff

.

-

positioxk Mouré's primaxy influence as the a
*
of Gerbude Stein.

-

the "~o~ticubist"
wri-

-

-
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One answer to this question might ïie in the fact that some of the
most perceptive readings and analyses of Moure's experiments in poetic

form and language are written by the author herself. AImost as proMc a
critic of her own work as she is a poet, Mouré has pubiished numerous

essays and lectures-some contained within her poetic texts3-that
position her writing in relatfon to her theoretical influences. to her
formal Mluences, to her writing cornmunities, and to the social/civic
concerns that continualiy appear in her writing. This wealth of critical

material. particularly @en

the dearth of critical material coming from

extemal sources, is essential to a reading of Mouré's poetry; it also

creates, however, a certain anxiety for the critic in that Mouré has
already provided such detatled commentary on her poetic experiments.

With very few exceptions. the critics who do publlsh articles on

Mouré's poetry ground their analyses on these theoreticai writings, and
on Mouré's statements about her WTjting practices in the published

intervîews. Most critics. and I include myseif in this categorization, seem
to accept at face-value Mouré's statement in FicrIous: "1 want to mite
these things

...that can'tbe tom apart by anybody,anywhere, or in the

university" (92).

As both Susan Giiclmian and Stephen Scobie suggest in

their use of the phrase "strategic incoherence" to define her wrîüng

strategy, Moures poetic texts often resist easy coherent d y s i s . Does
this mean, however, that Mouré deliberateïy constmcts her work to
resist criticism of any form? The deverly [mis)placed "or"in the above
passage suggests that there is no one answer to this question. 'Ihe
distinction between "anywhere.or in the university suggests that, though

Mouré is suspicious of the kinds of criticism produced "anyivhere,"she is
Cf. 'The Acts" in Ftrrtous.
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particularly suspicious of the critical reading strategies used in "the
university"-that

is, the conventional strategy of close reading in which

critics "tear apart" a text in order to explain it according to a coherent.
almost mathematicai. formula. But it also suggests that what Mouré
suspects is not the nature of crîticism ltself-or more speciflcally. the
place from which that criticism comes-but rather the assumptions that
any critic brings to bear on a reading of Mouré's work.

In an interview with Dennis Denisoff. Mouré suggests another
possible role for the critfc that opens space for critical readers to engage
with her work in other. perhaps more creative. ways. Responding to

Denisoff s question about the responsibility of the critic. Mouré states:
"Critics should open the work. They should try to create a crltical

language that can help individuals approach the work" (130). Rather than

positioning the critic as a judge who renders opinions on the worthiness
or unworthiness of any particular text &er they have "tom [it] apart."

Mouré emphasizes the dialogic relation between the creative work of the
poet and the analytical work of the critic. For Moure. this relation is not

oppositional. but rather CO-relational-that is. the poet is always engagi.
in some way. with the critical discourses that respond to her t e . , and

the critic is always engaging (or could be. according to Mouré) w i t h the

creative discourses shaping her critical response. This presentation of

the critic in an active rather than a reactrve position opens a space to
imagine a différent mode of critical writing+a critical writing that
interacts creaffvely with the poetry, instead of adhering slavishly t o
conventional critical forms. a critical writing where the poeticd texts can
influence and shape not oniy the direction of the critical arguments. but

also the form that those arguments might take.

5
Rather than closing d o m discussion of these texts by offiring

unilateral explanatI,onsor definitional interpretations of the work, then, 1

see my role much more closely aiigned with the one Mouré outhes for
Denisoff-that is, to imagine possible approaches to this work, to "create"
a critical language that can bear the weight of multiple readings rather
than a singular one, to offer a set of critical metaphors that might be
useful in any exploration of these texts, and to contlnue to push myself as
both a reader and a writer to engage with this writing in interesthg and

meanin@

ways. Mouré's definition of the critical functfon allows me to

experiment with m y own forms, enabllng creatfvely critical responses to
her own critically creative works.

In refûsing to disengage my work nom the creative work about
which I am writing. 1 a m responding to Mouré's refusal to separate the

criticai function ikom poetry. Mouré's formal and Unguistic refusal of the

critical/creative divide destabilizes the idea of a fixed text existing in

isolation fkom other discourses and dialogues. as she writes in ('The

Existence of P o e w ) :

Can poetry exist in isolation fkom*
Can poelxy alone exist isolate
Can poetzy alone extst in isolation
(Search Pmedures 64)
The footnoted reference to the first Une connects to a single sentence
appearing at the foot of the page: "where the car slowed @&eh, he said)"
(Ibid.) This awareness of the intercomectedness of poetry not only with
the criticism written about the poetry itself. but also with the criticism
circuiated about the (fernale) body of the poet-where

a single expletive

overheard as a car passes can work itself into (or cannot be exdsed fkom)
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the writing itself-is one that shapes a l l of Mouré's later writing. and thus

must necessariiy shape a i i criticai responses to her work.
The role of the Uterary critic has long been deflned according to
the idea that poetry does, or shouid, communicate a message. albeit one
that is often dtfflcult to extract; thus. many Uterary critics continue to see

the principal task of the critic as one of decoding, as theorists Angrist
and Hepler suggest: "Poets fkequently do not Say exactly what they mean:
that is. they transmit a coded message.... The author's message or

fnforrnation is intended for a select audience-those

who can break the

code" (Angrist and Hepler 198). That poets do not say exactly what they

mean imputes a level of decepffon that a poet such as Erin Mouré
explicitly denies: she does not often present her poems as codes
designed to challenge, and in so doing define, a group of quaWied

readers. Rather her poems cal1 into question the very conception of

language as generally accepted and available code. refusing to foilow the
accepted (or imposed) order of semantics and syntax Mouré challenges
her critics to work with accepted critical vocabulary and syntax in ways

that cal1 into quesiion the authorîty of those models: "thework of the
critic must be to move to the edges of the encoding [of language]as weii,
where real speech is. stili is. is always. and is not going to leave. even if

the critics have forgotten it and think that what is not encoded is not
valuable" (Mouré "111 Start Out by Talldng'' 14).
The role of the critic. as represented in Mouré's texts. is not

therefore simply to decode or q I I i i n a poem to a readership that would
otherwise not understand it. Rather Mouré's ideal critic would engage in
the same processes of questioning and challenging that enable her own

work-that is. processes whereby language itself become the object of

scrutiny. in "Order 4." Mouré directly critiques conventional critical
practices as uitimatdy Wting and restrictive:

Donit be afraid of thinking
otherwise. All poems have
their own amazing order.
by which we decode
"theauthor's intention."
MiUions of people get sick of ehis in Grade 10
& never
read
p
o
e
w again
(WSW 100)
The conventional definition of the critic's role would accept. at face value,
the idea that every poem has an irnpkit order or code which the m t f c
must discem and reveal. Such a position places aii power of

interpretation with the critic. and suggests that there is but one correct
way of "decoding'a poem. Mouré's work. as this brief passage reveals.
often actively attempts to undermine these conventional criticai reading
strategies. By presenting multiple versions of the same piece. by
embedding references to her own pubiished work within the body of her
poems. by writing theoretical position papers on her own reading and
writïng strategies, and by incorporating the role (and the voice) of the
critic into the body of her poeticai texts. Mouré frees herself as poet to

occupy [and thereby resist) the conventional role of the critic. as she
states in an interview with Robert Biiiings: "F'reedomis something you

have to use: if you dont use it, you give it up to someone eise. And thatts

why people Say only academics do criticism. Or only academics write
about poetiCS. By our sflence we give away o u r powef (33).
Wtiting does not cease, Mouré's poetry seems to argue. at the

moment the book passes into the hands of the reader. Rather. the
writîng process contînues. imagined back into the wrîter through the
critical and creatlve responses her mrk inspires. In a radical

experiment breaking d m this divide, Mouré presents forms that are

8
in

excess of those forms permissible in conventional critical and creative
discourses. and that, as a resuk can be read as neither conventionally

poetic. nor convenffonaiiy critical. In her first break with poetic
convention-Ftutous 4-for example. Mouré presents poems that are

footnoted. aibeit in unconventional ways. as w d as a sequence of essay-

poems/footnotes-'The Actsl'-that outline her engagements with
feminist and dass theory as it intersects with her poetic writing. in a

more recent text, Sheepfsh &QU@, CLuilIan Loue. Mouré m e r

challenges the creative/crftical àivide by humorously incorporating the
critlcal voice of an imagtned reviewer into the body of the poems

themselves. In her poem "Corrections: 'Ehecutive Suite'."which
accompanies a poem entltled "Executive Suite."for example. Mouré
highlights many of the elements of her poetry that often cause

consternation among her critics:
The poem lacks simple narration. Simple narration is absent and it
doesn't work to make a mystical image out of celery, even as a joke.
Jokes are improper in poems. even if people know they are jokes.
and why should this be a joke. (SheepishBeauty, CwiIfan Low 19)

Mouré's humourous critical voice pushes critics to re-examine the
Unguistic tools of their own discourse in the same way that Mouré reexamines the iinguistic tools traditionally made available to her as a poet.

In each of my three chapters, then. 1 have tried to present a critical
language that opens this poetry, and indeed opens the possibility of m y
In an unpubllshed interviewwith Paullne Butling and Susan Rudy (1993).Mouré States
that EMuus represents her attempt to break out O€ what she terms "the Mouré poem":
_cimiIatly, i
n her interview with Janice Wllliamson conducted in December 1986
(published 1993)Mostates that nFtdotrsis radfcally m e r e n t fiommy other pmtry
because Iîn working. progressing. and cïxmghg &undhg ~ e m œ 2s13.
4
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own writfng about this poetry. In each chapter. I have found m y source

for this critical language embodled within the poetry itself. and in each
case. 1 have attempted to focus on those issues of fonn and content that

have o f i been overlooked by other critîcs of Mouré's work. In the first
chapter. 1 introduce the scientific concept of entropy and explore how it
might function as a metaphorical concept that works to "open"some of
Mouré's poems and essays in fnteresting ways. The term entropy-usually
d e h e d as a shorthand for chaos and disorder, although 1 wiil argue with
these defhitions-appears frequentiy in Mouré's pubushed texts. yet it

has garnered virtuaily no critical mention. Exploring how entropy
operates as both a us-

metaphor to represent Mouré's social

consciousness. and as a structuring principle in her poetry, 1 attempt, in
this f b t chapter, to position Mouré's "entropic"texts in relation to the

srnail but influenthl tradition of "entropic"writing in the United States. 1
conciude this ffrst chapter suggestîng two possible directions that criticai
responses to Mouré's work might take using the language and imagery of

entropy. These two directions corne to shape the content of the

foIlowing two chapters which. although underpinned by the definitions of
entropy offered in the first chapter, essentially spin these preiiminary
d a t i o n s and anti-definitions in radicdly different directions.

In the second chapter, 1explore Mouré's reiationship with
conventionai stxuctures of grammar as a potentiaUy entropic one.
Looking k s t at the conflation of grammar with order and entropy with
noise (or disorder) in the theodes of information science-particuiarly as
it is ouüined in the work of Jeremy Campbell-1

explore the possibility

for disorder. or entropy, inherent withln the very system of syntactic
order itself. Because poetry ofkn disrupts the conventional mies of

10

grammar applied to prose. 1 look to grammatical studies of poetic

language to support my hypothesis that poetxy often occupies an entropic
position in relation to regdatory systems of grammar and syntaxe 1 then
move into a further compiication of the grammar/nofse btnary by
examining the representatïons

and roles of grammar and grammaticai

concepts in the work of contemporary women writers whose theories

have iduenced Mouré's own. I conclude this chapter with a
paradoxicaiîy entropic grammas lesson using the theories and forms

presented in Erin Mouré's poetry.

In the third and h a 1 chapter. I explore the ways in which entropy
functions as an operating metaphor in the wmiting of iiiness-in particular,
the writing of asthma. Working from a metaphor that identifles illness
with entropy and health with order in the body. I examine how the

experience of chronic ilines. and the subsequent writing of chronic

illness. interferes with the simple health/iiIness binaxy. Using entropy as

a starting point in this analpis. 1 look primarily to fe-st

writings about

the experience of iiiness to h d a way to open out discussion of an illness
that has received very Uffle textual attention. even wfthin the medical
establishment. Looldng &st at the vague descriptions available in

medical texts. 1 move quickiy into descriptions offered by asthma
sufferers themselves. in this section. 1 attempt to examine how diseases

that affect the breath and the act of breathing have an intimate relation to
the abiiity to write. and to the quality of writing that is produced;

working principally from Charles Olson's theories of breath-Une poetry
presented in "ProjectiveVerse." 1 suggest that wrifîng asthma might

represent a way for Mouré to assert the primacy of the Iungs in her
writing. In the ttnal section of this chapter. 1 focus almost entirely on

II

Erin Mouré's poehy. suggesting that her actual physical experience of

asthma as a writer is transformed. through her poetry, into a metaphor
for her relationship-as a woman and as a lesbian-with the Ianguage in

and through which she works. LLnking some of the eiements of asthmawriting in Mouré's poetry with similar elements in the poetry of Elizabeth

Bishopanother chronic asthmatic-1 conciude by suggesting that
perhaps the inabiïity to breathe in one's own naturd element-for these

two poets-becomes the ideal metaphor to represent those desires and
experiences that conventional uses and structures of the English language
cannot.
I will condude this prellminary atternpt to "open"Mouré's work

with a brief aftemord in which 1 wiU o u m e the many gaps and

omissions in my own work which. in tum,open possibilities for myself
and others in future critical projects. in many ways. writing an

introduction to this work seems iike a contradiction. as the entire
project seems Uke Uttle more than an introduction for me. I have only

just begun to h d a way into this work and it is one that wiil change as I

grow as a reader and WTiter over the next few years. To put this work
into written form, to have the sense of Wty that printed text aiways
implies is one that is. in this case. entirely fdse. Even as I mite this m y

mind is aheady overWlTiting it with other, perhaps more meaningful ways
of openîng Mouré's texts to critical readings. Somewhere in this
process, 1 a m also bying to better d e h e my role as a critic of this work-

a critic who is trying to imagine a different approach to critical practices
and criticai discourse. In opening this work, 1 am discoverhg that 1 am
also opening m y own writing practices up to creative possibilities 1wouid

not have otherwise imagïned. 1 am iqïng to "createa critical language"

that responds in creative ways to the weaknesses inherent within the

conventional uses of the language itseIf, weaknesses that often exclude or

compromise m y own position as a feminist readeriwriter strugghg to
weave myself in and out of language.

Itts eniropy. p u see, that t u m s finesse into mess.

A palace to a pigsty-why it's simply scandalous!

Energy. once neat. degenerates into waste heat
[wemust repeat] because of entropy.
- M q vous ("Entropy")

The term entropy, flrst coined in 1868 by German physicist Rudolf
Clausius to represent the process outlîned by the Second Law of

Thermodynarnics (more comrnonly known now as the Entropy Law). has
become, in non-scienti8c discourse. as the epigraph above suggests,
synonymous with the processes of chaos and disorder to which it is
iikened. Unllke chaos theory. however. which outhes the behaviour of a

system whwe the deterministic laws are so unpredictable as to appear
random, the enlropy principle-in thermodynamic theory-operates as
one unchanging deterministic law: that usefid energy (also known as free

energy) in a closed system will, over a period of üme. alvr7ays dissipate
into a f o m that is mavailable for usefd work (also known as a bound
state). The entropy law is. then. a mathematical principle used in the

field of thermodynamics to measure the rate at which energy in a closed
system is transformed fkom an ordered to a disordered state. as the entry

in the New Shorter Oder-d English D [ c t i o q states:
A thermodynamic quantity that represents numerically the extent

to which a system's thermal energy is unavailable for conversion
into mechanical work [the change of entropy of a system when it
undergoes a reversible process is equal to the amount of heat it
absorbs or emits divided by the absolute temperature of the
system). Also (equivalenüy),the degree of disorder of a system.
measured in terms of the natural logarfthm of the probabiiity of
occurrence of its particuiar arrangement of particles.
(The New Shorter Oxford English Dtctfonary 831)

in simpler terms. entropy describes the processes of material and
energic decay, over time, that we see around us every day. As Eric
Zencey -es

in "Entropy as Root Metaphor." the matedal H e c t s of

entropy are "asnear at hand as the closest msty tool. the nearest
dilapidated bdding" (Zencey 193).5 Far from its original narrow and

intensely spedfic defhitfon in the field of thermodynamics. then,
entropy has corne to stand in for-or figureall the processes of

dissolution and decay visible in the material (and elemental) world.
For Erin Mouré, however, the term and concept of entropy is
shaded with meanings excessive to these conventional apocalyptic ones.

In her body of poetry-and even more in her theoretical essays-she
invokes enkopy as a term that both enables, and constrains,her poetic

practlce. Paradoxicaiiy, Mouré's poeby both is that which resists the
inevitable process of material decay by preserving, in language. traces of
memory ('TheAnti-Anaesthetic"20), and is also the enactment of that

process of dissolution itself. Particularly in her later wrftings where she
interrogates the idea of the fixed text. Mouré continually works with and
in this ewmple 1 am essmtiany confiaüng the Second Law ofThemodynamicç-the
Entropy Law-with the simllar Fourth Law. whlch a p p k the lessons ofthe entropy law to
mattu. From the non-spedaiistts perspective*the two l m appear to say vimially the
same thing, as economfst Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen states in the afterword to Jaemy
Rifktn's hitropy: A New Wortd V@u: "[the Fourth Law] prodafms for matter what the
Entropy Law proclaims for energy. One Mesence [between the two] is that in a n fsolated
systmi. iastead of tending toward heat death (when al1 enagy fs unavailable)).it tends
toward chaos (when aIT matter-en13 unavailable))"
(Georgescu-Roegen 265). WIkln
states essenüaüy the same distinction without referring expllciüy to the fourth lm "When
energy becornes unmailable we use the term heat death. When matter becornes unavailable
we use the term 'matter chaos.' The resdt in M mses îs entropy: a randomization of
matter and enboth less concentrated and thus less fît to perfom work? (Rifldn
39).mat is interesüng about the development of the fourth law,however, is not the law
itself (which appears to the non-speclallst as much more self-evident.because more ea*
visible to the naired eye, than the Entropy Law). but rather that it toûk more thsin half a
century for thermodynamic theory to artrulate the operations d the entropy pmcess in
relation to matter, a b U spot Georgescu-Roegenspotlights: "MatterIs mentioned in
thennodynamfcs on@ in relation to the waste davailable enthrough nonuseful work
against fkiction" (265).
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against entropy as a shaping principle. Mouré's poetry explores the

potential for meanin@ communication using forms and devices u s u d y
characterized as meanlrrgiess. if characterized at aii. Alerting readers to
the limitations imposed by their narrow fiunChari@ with the standardized
rules of communication, Mouré draws attention to the entropic processes

that infiuence our every utterance. o u r every thought, and instead
articulates a poetics that opens spaces for meaning within or as entropy.
Before moving into a discussion of Mouré's interaction with entropy

as both process and prindple. it might be useful to define the ways in
which entropy is represented and applied in systems far removed nom
those of the themodynamic laboratory, partfcularly those that have

profoundy influenced Erln Mouré's engagements with the term. The
function of entropy as popular metaphor. as evidenced by its inclusion in

Moxy Früvous's recent album. has received a great deal of attention fkom
cultural critic. Eric Zencey. Focusing primarily on Zencey's two articles

on entropy as metaphor. the f3rt section of this chapter wiiï outUne the
metaphoric potential inherent in the term entropy.
The function of entropy as metaphor in recent environmental and

economic science has probably had the most direct influence on the
popular representations and understanding of the term. Looking
primarily at the imbricated work of Jeremy Rifldn. environmentai

philosopher. and Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen. macro-economist. the
second section of this chapter will attempt to outme how entropy is
deployed to challenge and criticize post-industriaï capitalist culture in

ways that clearly influence Mouré's engagement with the term in her

essay "Poetry,Memory and the Polis."
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In the third section of this chapter. 1 will examine the applications

of the entropy principle-figured by the term mis-fn

information

theory. Looking primarily at the h c t i o n of entropy at the level of

grammar, 1 wiU examine the ways entropy in information systems is
something that Erin Mouré c m both work against and embrace.
And f k d y , in the fourth section of this chapter. 1 will explore how

entropy has been used in recent iiteraxy criticism. By tracing a few

threads in this srnail but potent body of critidsm, I will attempt to
position my own analysis in relation to other iiterary critics of the past
decade,
htropy andlas Metaphor

In m y application of entropy as metaphor and poetic practice in
Ertn Mouré's poetry, it wiiï be useful-even necessaqr-to

draw

distinctions between entropy and the apocaîyptic metaphors through
which it is often represented. In its origfnal formulation. as both a term

and as a theory, entropy desclfbes only the energy transformations that
occur in any ciosed system? As Hubert Zapf wrItes in his "Entropic
imagination in Poe's 'Masque of the Red Death."'the t e r m entropy is "a
miwtum composltum between the taro Greek words energefa (energy) and

trope (transformation)" (212). Entropy as a term. therefore. carries no
positive or negative duation. but simply refers to a process by which

energy is transformed from one state (determined as useful in its abiîity
to perform mechanical work) to another [determfned as non-useful

because it is unable to perform mecharird work). The moral and

A ciosed system may be deened loaelyas any system that does not exchange matter or
energy with any qstem outside of itself'

emotional resonances that attach themselves to the use of the term
entropy in common (implying non-scientific) discourse. which are.
almost without exception. negative. exist not at the level of the
denotativethe literal definition of the tem-but

at the level of the

co~otati~e-themetaphoricai and figurai representations of the term.

and are based on a cuitura), judgment that values energy able to perform
mechanical work over energy that is unable to perform that work.

Even within the field of thermodynamics. however. entropy, as a
determintstic prindple, is essentiaiiy a contradiction in terms. in that it

measures (and thus orders and categorizes) the amount of disorder in a
system. Entropy is an ordering principle. then. that determines and

introduces disorder. Because an understanding of the principle of
entropy is grounded upon an understanding of its foundational paradox,
entropy is open to an almost infinite number of figurai interventions that

play with the tense relation between the binary opposition of order and

disorder. I t is this contradiction inherent in the entropy law itself. the
contradiction that there can be any Law (generally understood as order)

that legislates disorder (generaiiy understood as the absence of Law). that
makes entropy appealing as a concept outside the realm of
thermodynamic theory. As Eric Zencey notes in "SomeBrief
Speculations on the Populsrity of Entropy as Metaphor." "we can fmd

evidence that the second law has become embedded in our culture's

collective imagination to a degree unusual for such physics esoterica" (9).

The reasons for this unprecedented popularity of a te= that in
the understanding of the general cdture. is intenseiy negative are
numerous. as Zencey argues. But centrai to Zencey's position is the basic
fact that "entropyis a vague idea. difBcult to understand. in part because
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it is difflcult to picture" (Zencey 9). This vagueness compeis

an endless

chain of metonymic figurations of entropy as a process that inevitably

displace the original denotations of the term (and the concept) entirely.
Not only is entropy a metaphorid concept in that its invisible operations
can be made visible by comparing them to other visible processes, but it
is also intrinsicaiiy W e d to metaphor through etymology: tangled in the
roots of etymology is the semantic conneciion between entropy and

metaphor. for. as we have aiready noted. the term entropy sprlngs from
the Greek tropos which is the root of our contemporary iiterary term,

trope. In "Entropy as Root Metaphor," Zencey comments on the

overlapping semantics of entropy and metaphor: 'We may add here that
to speak of entropy as metaphor ts to speak. in a p e c d a r way,

redundantly. for metaphor is a S p e of iiterary trope. a device through
which the apparent meanings of words are transformed through

incongruent use or juxtaposition" (189. emphasis added).
R o m Zencey's string of visible material examples Cthe closest rusty
tool. the nearest dilapidated building"). then. to iiterary crîtic Peter

Smith's use of Hexman Melville's "Bartieby the ScrivenerJ' as an example
of entropy. writers m

g to understand and represent the implications

of the entropy prfnciple--even those wrîting about the impîications of

entropy as metaphor-are

drawn to metaphor. and in a paradoxical tum.

those metaphors corne to deflne o u r understanding of the entropy

principle. We are captivated by the concept of entmpy predsely because
it seems to have so liffle definlaonai shape: it haunts our imaginations as
"ashadow reaiity. abstract, invisfbIe. and not quite immanent in our
world" (Zencey 9). yet it is rooted in a science that purports to explain

and define (and thus order and contain) predsely those unknown
elements that the term entropy cornes to represent.
What the metaphorization of entropy suggests. therefore. is that we

can never know the full implications of the entropy principle. Even a
metaphorical understanding. given the abstract concepts to which the

process is compared. often exceeds our grasp. Zencey views this will to
abstraction and metaphor as one of the greatest fiaws in the
incorporation of entropy into the popular imagination: "[Entropy]is, on
the whole. better than the concrete chaos of Armageddon. but as a
shadow reaiity

... it is pwr consolation" ("BriefSpeculations" 10). This

negattve interpretation seems predimted. however, on a valuation of

precisely those structures that entropy seems to threaten: order and
stability. I t is the abstraction of entropy as metaphor. rather than the

materiai and energic effects of entropy as process that seems to inspire
the greatest concem.
As Zencey continues. entropy adsts. in the public imagination. as

the uneasy marriage between "scientiîlcrationaiity and

... inscrutable

magic" (Zencey 9). between mathematical measurement and superstitious

talisman (against the forces of disorder). In its ordering of the process of
dissolution. entropy blurs the Unes separating binary opposites-order
and disorder for example-at

the same time that it supports that binary

logic. With such rich contradictions at its definitional centre. it is little
wonder that attempts to define entropy almys end in metaphor. in that

metaphor itself describes a mixIng of (or transfer between) t w o
seemingly unreiated. and even contradictory. concepts. And because the

basic prfndple of the entropy law (and indeed one of the terms fkom

which the term e n t r o was
~ formed] ïs transformation. it is not
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surprishg that the term itself should be transformeci-as metaphor-to a

extend to a range of systems far beyond those originaiiy defined by

Clausius and other physfcists of his generation.
Entropy and the Economics of Environmentalism

Jeremy Rifkin. in his popular text Enttopy: A N e w World V k w
which explores the principles of entropy in relation to the economics of

environmentalism. offers an example of a wider definition of entropy than
that avaiiable in the field of thermodynamics:

According to the Entropy Law. whenever a semblance of order is
created anywhere on earth or in the universe, it is done so at the
expense of causing an even greater disorder in the surrounding
environment The second law... states that matter and energy can
only be changed in one direction, that is, fkom usable to unusable.
or fkom avaiIable to unavailable, or kom ordered to disordered.

...

(Rindn 6)

According to Rifkin's definition. entropy is flgured as the spectre of
disorder that haunts "evexysemblance of order" created in the materiai

world. Turning the principle of enîropy into something of a divine.

because incontrovertible and irreversible. Law (marked by the
capitabation of the term).7 Rifkin uses entropy as both the threat of

disorder, and as a %guraffonof that disorder itself. In such figurations.
entropy confounds the conventional understandings of progress and
economic growth and expansion associated with occidental capitalfsm.
The expansionist mode1 for economic [and impexial) development must,

Consida. for example, one of the captîons on the cover of the thM edition of Rifkfn's
Entapy: ANew W H V k u "ENTROPY fs the supreme law af naand governs
everything we do." By eIevating cntmpy h m scientfflc logprlthm to "supremelaw,"or.
perhaps more appmpriatdy. dei* this captfon communkates, albeit in hyperbolic
fashion, the exceptionai status of tbis mathmiatfcai prindple,

in Riadn's formulation. "corneup hard against the truth of
thermodynamics" [Zencey "Speculations"8).
No longer. Rifldn argues. can we see the world according to the
Darwlnian mode1 of evolution and development-that is. progressing

steadily to a more ordered (and. by natural selectîon. more perfect) state:

rather. the entropy principle c a s the nature of that ordered world into
question, rwealing it as Uffle more than an appearance of order that is

continuaily vulnerable to. and haunted by. the more likely tendency to
disorder. Technological progress is. in this paradigm. not a means of
improving human Me on earth, but rather an ever more complicated
method of drawing on declinhg energy resources. As Rifkin continues:

"Sincehuman sUI"VIvddepends upon available energy. this must mean

that human Me is always becoming harder and harder to sustain and that

more work. not l e s . is necessary in order to eke o u t an existence from a
more and more stingy environment" (66).

By pointhg to the scarcity of easily available energy sources, Rîfkin
highllghts the fact that technological advances in the areas of nuclear and

solar energy have taken place not to împrove the existence of human N e
on earth, but rather to sustaIn it at its current level. And while these

alternative energy sources may be cleaner and more efncient as they
perform mechanicai work. they are dso much more difecult to convert

into usable forms. and therefore require much more energy to produce
than do the energy sources they replace. For Rïfkin. then, the entropy
principle "destroysthe notion of history as progress

... destroys the

notion that science and techn01ogy create a more ordered world (Rifkin
6). Rather. a recognition of the entropy principle in the economics of

human sumfval forces Wfk[n to ask: at what expense do we continue to
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value order over disorder? and at what expense do we continue to believe
that the natural state for human environments is one of ever-increasing
order and progress? As a response. Rlfldn articulates a theory of material
and energic conservation that delays the increasing entropy of the
universe. although it cannot contain it. According to Eric Zencey, Rifldn

and other environmentalists use the theory of entropy as "the ulttmate
justification for a new-age politics of grass-roots decentraiization and a

new-age economics that values the hand-made. home-grownand durable
over the store-bought, plastic and disposable" ("Speculations"8).
As economist Nfcholas Georgescu-Roegen comments in the

aftemord to Rifkin's text. 'TheEntropy Law in its extensive f o m sets

material limits to the speciflc mode of Me of the human species. iimits
that tie together present and future generations in an adventure without
pardel in our knowledge" (265). What Georgescu-Roegen terms
adventure is. in most other interpretations. viewed as impending

apocalypse. as a r e m to the chaos from which the world began
(whether according to Christian myth. or the sdentific corollary of the
Big Bang theory among others),as an end to Me as we know it, and.

almost inevitably, as an end to Ufe on earth. Because the entropy law
measures the deciine of avaflable [or fkee) energy in inverse proportion to
the amount of work we expect this energy to perform. the process of

entropy is often anaiogized to various prophecies that decree the
approaching end to M e as we know it. Even. or perhaps parücularIy. the

titles of Rifldn's chapters use the terminology of impending doom:

"NonrenewableEnergy and the Approaching Entropy Watershed." As

Zencey writes in "Some Brief Spedations on the Popuhity of Enbopy as
Metaphor":

Entropy is pessirnistïc. Its use as a metaphor is a convenient
shorthand for articufating a sense that things are runntng downhill.
falling apart. getting worse. Its popularity may thus be related to
the cult of nostalgia that modem culture calls forth as a reacffon
and then exploits. (9)
Although he argues against this interpretation in later chapters. Rindn

acknowledges that the authority of entropy as a term and as a law, stems
from its overwhc?lmfngly negative connotations: 'To a civiiization
nutured on the modernist notion of a future without physical constraints

and a world without material boundaries. the truths of the Entropy Law
will at Brst appear sobering, even somber. ?bat is because this law

defines the ultimate physical boundaries w i t h which we are constrained
to act" (Rifkin a).
In most environmental and biological appiications, therefore.

eniropy no longer exists simply as a series of mathematical fomulae to
measure avdable matter or energy, but becomes. rather. representative

of a process that is fkeighted with moral and aesthetic concems. In a
passage from his text, Grammatical Man, Jeremy Campbell describes the

"objectivitylof the entropy process in terms that reveal how subjective an
interpretation of this "objective"process may be: 'Zntropy is objective in

the very important sense that when it rises to a maximum in any isolated
system,that system is incapable of doing anything interesting. novel, or
useful"[Campbell33). That the sdentific qualification (which is. of

course. already loaded with moral overtones) "usefiil" is complemented by

the aesthetic valuations of "interesting"and "novel" [theirjuxtaposition
indicating that. in fact the one e s s e n W y requires the other-that is. to
be "interesting."something must necessarily be "novel"]indicates

precisely how subjective the application of the supposedly objective

entropy law becomes when it leaves the (supposedly) objective laboratory

of thermodynamics. and appears in more obviously social (and thus
poIitical) contexts.

One of the contexts with the most obvious connections to my
current anaiysis of entropy in the poetic theory of Erfn Mouré is that of

infornation theory. Information theory,which wolved out of the

communications bonanza that occurred immediately after the first World
War, incorporates the notion of entropy as that against which the

transmission of a message-or meaningfid information-must battle.

Jeremy Campbell, in bis book-length study of entropy in information
theory-Grammatical M d e f h e s entropy in terms that are virtualiy
identical to formulations of the entropy principle in economic theory, but
with one signiflcant difference:

Forces of chance and antichance coexist in a cornplementary
relationship. n i e random element is caiied entropy, the agent of
chaos, which tends to mix up the unmixed, to destroy meaning.
The nonrandom element is information. which exploits the
uncertaïnty inherent in the entropy principle to generate new
stnictures, to idorm the world in novel ways. (Campbell 11)

In the economic theory presented by Rifkin and Georgescu-Roegen, the
only resistance to entropic processes was energic and material
conservation predicated on a revision of occidental notions of progresse

By introducing information as that which resists entropy by exploiting the
'tagueness"inherent in that principle (to return to Zencey's analysis of
entropy as metaphor). Campbell presents a mode1 of resistance that

seerns to subvert the very underpinnings of the entropy law:that is. the
seeming disorder of the world (as system) oniy masks an already exïstîng,

but never entirely apparent, order. The entropy process ceases to be
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interpreted as a degenerative one. and becomes instead the principle
that enables, even inspires. generation: in this case. generation of

information that enables a resistance t o the increasing tendency to
disorder. According to Campbell [and indeed most other Information

theorists working &ter Claude Shannon). the transmission of information
is continually complicated by entropie processes, usuaily consoiidated
under the name "noise." According to Campbell. "noise is anything which

corrupts the integrity of a message: static in a radio set, garbiing in a
printed text, distortion of a picture on a television screen" [Campbeli 26).
Thus. noise is precisely that which the message source (orthe

transmitter) needs to fîiter out. or overcome. in order to transmit the
message without confusion. without disintegration. without entropy.

Callisto. a character in Thomas pYnchonrsshort story ''Entropy" describes
noise in a way that echoes (with only slight distortion) Campbell's
defhition: "Ambiguity. Redundance. Irrelevance. even. Leakage. AU t u s
is noise. Noise screws up your signal, makes for disorganization in

the

circuit" (qtd. In OtNeiil 9).

To transmit an error-fÎee message. therefore. the transmïtter or
sender seeks a method of codification that will enable the receiver to

fflter out the "irreIwantf'noise of "ambiguiy'and "redundance." and hear
only the correct message. in standard conversation, however, speakers

rarely. if ever. use this ideal method of codification: instead. their

messages must be "decoded on the basis of much more unstable grounds:

that is. context, the known and generaliy accepted (assuming that both
speakers speak the same language) mies of syntax and semantics. and the
phyçical gestures that accompany message transmission. As a result.

there are very few error-fkee transmissions in an average conversation.

This high proportton of error in message transmission prompts
information theorists U e Campbell to distinguish between

"cornpetence." which is reg*

and orderly. and performance, such as

conversation, whîch he sees as "entropic. 'noisy,' fidl of errors" (Campbell
185). "Cornpetence." according to this formulation. remains an ideal in

the realm of theory. whereas what emerges In practice (or
"performance")is a message compiicated. imbricated. and permeated by
noise. Noise prevents any ideal (or error-free) transmission or reception
of messages.

For information to be communicated, Campbell continues. there
must exist a certain degree of uncertainty in the iistener as to the
message he/she expects to hear. If the message is entirely predictable.

no meaningful Monnation passes fkom source to receiver. At the same
time. however, the message must be somewhat predictable. if only tn the

sense that it will conform to the standard rules of grammar. logic and
semantics. If a message entlrely abandons these rules. it will be
impossible to separate that message out from the surrounding noise. and

thus no meanIn@ communication can occur. O d y the right balance of
predictabiiity and uncertainty enables meaningful communication. But

[and this is a question that Mouré seems to ask repeatedly in her poehy)
meaningful according to whom? What, or rather who, determines which

messages are meanfngful. and which are simply noise? Information
theory would respond that it is the participants in the transfer of

information that determine which messages will be constituted as
meanin@:

but they would also concede that the degree of f-ty

in a

message. the degree to which the receiver recognizes the content of the

message as not enbtrely foreign to th& already known models of

perception, also determines which messages w i l i be remembered (and

thus become meaningful), and which will be forgotten. The enixopy or
noise of a given information system. then. is in part a measure of the

messages that might have been transmitted. but were not (Campbell
114):those unsent messages becorne a part of the entropy of noise.

Noise. then. is not some separable or separate phenornenon from
communication; rather it is the communfcation that does not survive the
transmission process, it is the message that fails to measure up to the

accepted (and expected) code.

For a poet iike Mouré whose enüre poetîc practice is predicated on
leamhg to hear and produce "noise"-to "acknowledge the red spades"
(Denisoff "Red Spades" 124) of our verbal messagesLas potentialky

meantnghil, this M t e d (and Wting) definition of communication
cannot s a c e . Mouré instead articulates, through her poetq, a model of

communication that privileges noise, that incorporates the noise
intermpting the message as part of the message itself: 'khat I long for is
the gaps. folds, stresses that appear to the eye as tom edges or
disruptions. where you can't grab on but have to iisten ... [the] gaps in
words. where time is ready to reverse if the tracing can be visible, audible

enough Mouré 'TheAnti-Anæsthettc" 17). This description of her
poetic process, while similar in ianguage and tone to many of the

passages cited fkom Campbell, positions Mouré's poetry. or at least her
desired poeîxy, as precisely that which Wonnation theory would fflter

out, as this passage from Campbeii demonstrates: "as a message moves
In an interview with DeMis Denisoff, Mo& explaw that people, when shown a red spade in a
sequence of playing car&, will mt register having seen it; as she states: "Sinceit doem't fit your
paradigm for a playhg card, p u literaiiy do mt see it. Now
is scary. To me a part of what
poetry is about is king able to see and acknowledge the red spades. They're theren(Demisoff 133)-
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nom the source in the brain ... [it is]distorted by 'noise,' in the form of
mistakes. siips of the tongue. memory lapses. repetitions and
distractions. The receiver rnust make sense of the message

... Unless this

is done, communication is tmpossible" [Campbell 161). Whereas
Campbell vie-

the noise that enters into a message through the speech

process as that which needs to be filtered out by the receiver. Mouré
views those interruptions of the intended message as the potential for.
rather than as the disruption of or impediment to. meanfngfd

communication.
In information theory, those gaps and siips (noise)that âisrupt the

message of the conventional sentence are viewed with distaste and
suspicion; for communication to occur, Campbell argues, these
distractions must be overcome (161). Mouré's poetics articulates a

rather different view of the speaker and the iistener than those offered in
the sender-receiver mode1 of communication: what the listener must

listen for according to Mouré is not the one true message, but rather the
many possible messages that exist within andior beyond the Iimits
imposed by our famtuar rnodels of perception and understanding.

Campbell's paradigm is created by (and for) a speaker in a position of
authority and domination. and thus need not take into account those
messages that are never transmitted. let alone received. because they are

never perceived to be anything more than noise. Because they are not
valued. messages utterêd by anyone n o t in a position to assign value and

importance t o any given message often fail to pass through the elaborate

coding systems in place to separate information fkom noise. And yet.
because no message can be transmitted perfectly-that is,without

interruption by some Ievel of noise-these non-messages. or potential
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messages. exist within the range of our perception if we can only Ieam to
hear or understand them as messages and not noise. By pushing on the
boundaries of o u r perceptive processes. by making us recognfie and hear

noise as p o t e n M y meaningful. Mouré's p o e w spotUghts some of the
non-messages that have been carefùlly fltered out of our quotidian
patterns of speech through the filters of grammar. among others.
Compiimting the contextual signais such as syntax and semantics
that enable the receiver to (re)constructthe transmitted message. Mouré
rnakes us reconsider what constitutes a valuable (and valued) message.

and who designates it as such. As she writes in "I'll Start Out By Taking":

Whatever a language cannot codify. whatever it caxmot put into the
word system [the way vocables are ordered and used, as well as
what they mean) is "forgotten." This doesn't mean that it doesn't
happen or exfst. A diffërent code. the code of the ceiis perhaps.
still retains it. But it often means it is distorted and denied, or
drfficult to speak to a t ali. I t means that those who try to speak it
take ris& with themselves, and with the reactions of others, as
weii: they risk being dismissed. feared. and/or ridiculed by those
who discourse dominates. (13)

In this passage, Moure criticizes the "sender-receiver feedback model of
communication" ('hmer 27) that "forgets"that which it cannot codifl

according to its own narrow h e . She does not attribute this process to

some agency of the language itselt but rather queries who profits by this
"forgetting." and who it is that is "forgotten" in this filtering process.

To destabiiize the authority of this model of communication, Mouré
priviieges other modes of communication that do not fUter out the noise
of those "forgotten" voices/messages: "Re: noise. 1 dont just mean how

we recognize what is said. but that we hear not only what is being said
and read not only what is in fkont of us. but we hear and read. notice.
everythhg else going on Ln our environment [and tn our head. for that

matter) and anything else we absorb" m e r 28). Mouré seems to be in
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direct opposition to Campbell here. arguing that noise is something we
out entireiy it always permeates our messages in that we
c a ~ o screen
t
are always able to hear (even ff we have not yet learned to do it)

"everythingelse"going on around us. 'ibis "interference"from all other
sources of communication is our %ackground,"the background that

foxms the basis of our notion of culture (Tuner 27). Patrick O'Neffl

conceptualizes a relationship to noise that ciosely echoes Mouré's own:
'Total order is just as sterile and deadly as total chaos. M e . language.
Merature are ail possible only because of the ewploitation of noise"
(O'Neill 10). Perhaps what both Mouré and O'Neill argue is that the
binary division between noise and information. between the one "true"
message and al1 of the possible messages that might have been heard but
were not-which, as Campbell notes. indicates the level of entropy in a

system (1 14)-is a fdse one: this binary construct divides in theory that
which. in performance. is never r e d y separable.

In recent decades, particdarly since the 1970s. the principle of
entropy as defined in both social economic theory and in fnformation
theory has begun to appear in Uterary analysis of texts-particuhrly
American fiction. The postmodem practice in contemporary iiterary

criticism of deconstnicting master nanatives-the conventional

structures that order our approach to language and Uterature and the
issues they present-finds new expression in the general principles of
entropy theory.9 Because it contradicts the logic of a naturd orderhess
The co~ectron
betanen the equanyvague COIlcepts ofpostmodand enmpy
appears in one tongue-in-cheek example that mght indicate the fmportance af e m p y as a

in the material (and thus in the sodal) world. entropy becomes a
shorthand notation in iiterary critichm for the instabiiity and tendency to
disorder inherent in the structures of language. parücularly the language
of fiction. U&e
minimize

information theorists who seek out systems that will

this tendency toward disorder. iiterary critics are. for the most

part, excited by the possibflities opened out by the deconstruction of the
binary opposition order/disorder performed by the concept of entropy.
As Bernd K i h n writes in his analysfs of entropy in the fictional texts of

Robert Cooveï and Thomas m o n : 'The idea is to eschew any
precipitate contradiction between informational theory and

thennodynamics in Fynchon's narrative world-orientation. and to start
fkom a non-demonic model of entropy instead. A procedure iike that
.

ensures an open startlng perspective without implicit dudstic

constraints" (42 1)-10 The non-demonic model of entropy. according to
Kim. presents a challenge to the "duaîfsticthinking" that shapes our

world view; as such. entropy ceases to function simply as a metaphor for
deterioration and decay and becomes a metaphor for blurring of margins
between binary constnicts. In his analysis of Edgar Allen Poe's "Masque

of the Red Death,"for example, Hubert Zapf uses entropy to deconstnict
concept in current academic work On the back mer of Stan Fogel's î k Postmodem
Unbersl%y,there appears a photograph of Fogel's buttocks tattooed with the word
'Z~~tropy*~
This cheeky ( p u intended) representation of entropy as a postmodem practfce
in the UIlfVersity indicates the growing recognition of entropy in acadfields outside
those of econombcs and information theory,
10 Because qmcbon invokes the concept of entropy by name in hls works-rnost notably in
his eariy short story "Entropy" (originaüy publfshed in the Kenyon Revfew in 1960)crlücism of hfs wrk &en depends upon the deRnt:tions ofentropy dted in earlUer sections
of this chapter. Thfs entropic approach to Pynchon'swork-partidarly to the k o 110nie Cq&g of Lot 49 (1965) and Cllravity's Rafnbow (1973)whkh d d o p q?lchon's belief
that "thermterminoIogy is not transferable to r d - m r l d systems ... (because]
thermodynamic metaphors [are inadequatel for anthropomorphous situationswtKHhn
422]-seems to be partlcularly pop*
among graduate students who are responsfble for the
xmjority of articles (found i
n conference proceedings and the Dissertation Abstracts
Intematonal IndexJ on the subject of entropy in Ifterature.

the oppositional modei of inside/outside as it usuaily hctîons rn
representations of plague and illness." In this short story, Poe

introduces a fictional plague-the Red Death- that is characterlzed by
blood: 'Blood was its Avatar and its seal-the redness and the horror of
blood. There were sharp pains, and sudden dizziness, and then profuse

bleeding at the pores. with dissolution" (Poe 269). To protect himself

fkom this plague, Rince Prospero removes himseif and one thousand
fkiends to a sealed environment away from the city. In creating this
closed system, the Prince beUeves he is safe from the extemal threat of
the plague. But the Red Death seems to corne fkom within the human

body itseif (and indeed its symptoms in &ect turn the body inside out),
and the Prince's attempts to defend against it externdy only ensure the

destruction intemally. Hubert Zapf develops a complex argument that
uses entropy not to Bgure the dissolution of the plague itseK but rather
to intervene in the inside/outside binary that inevitably destroys the

Prince and his Company.
What Zapf and other ïiterary critics seem to flnd compelling in the

concept of entropy, then.-to return to Zencey's analysis-is

its inherent

blurriness-the vagueness of bath its definitions and its applications
within real world (rather than abstract scientific) systems. fncluding
those of hnguage. What better way to figure a fictional world like that of

Poe's "Masque of the Red Death" where everything is haunted by spectral
11 Connections between entropy and phgue metaphors are not confined to th& story alone.
As Patrick McCarthy writes i
n hfs "Heartof Darimess and the Earw Nwels cfH.G. Wells-.

Evolution,Anarchy, Entmpy": Tandomness and disorder. moral relativity. physical
decay-alï of these atmbutes ofthe piague are also assodateci with the entropic or d y i q
universe. Just as plague once threatened the inmediate extinction ofail human Me.so
entropy promises the eventual death d t h e worW (McCarthy 56). This fnterestingmerging
of the discourses of entmpy Wth those of plagues will be particulariy interesting in my
third and final cbapter where 1wiR examine the plague metaphors drcdating aromd
asthma as an environmentai disease.
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imaginings and shadowy haif-meanings than a concept that has corne to
embody that very shadow realfty: "[Entropy]is a shadow reaïity. abstract,

invisible, and not quite immanent in our world (Zencey "Brief
Speculations" 10)-12
In his article on en&opy in Melville's 'Barüeby the Scrivener."
Peter Smith uses entropy in a siightly different way. basing his analysis

much more closely on the definftions of entropy offered by information
theory. Smith uses entropy to flgure the enïgmatic flgure of Bartleby and

his refusal to interact or engage with the world. Smith argues that it is
Bartieby's work in the Dead Letter Office-where his job was to destroy

unclaLmed and unread mail-that demonstrates the pointlessness of all

attempts at human communication [Smith 1%).

Language being useless,

at least in Bartleby's world. Bartleby refuses to speak except to respond to
questions and requests with "1would prefer notft[Melville 126): this

silence. rather than being the opposite of communication.'3 however.
represents Bartleby's attempt to communkate the oniy message of any
importance to him-that is. that all messages are doomed to be

corrupted. Iost or misunderstood. and thus that al1 communication must
inevitably fail. The narrator responds to Bartieby and to the ciosed

information system that he represents with increasing hstration.
accusing him of being difficult when in fact, as Bartleby's death eventuaily
12 This connextion between the ' h o t quite îmmanmt in our world" and entropy rrcursindirect&-in Herman Mehtille's "Bartleby the Saivener." where Bartleby who is,
according t o Peter Smith, the 8guration of entropy in the story (see "Entropyin Melville's
'Bartleebythe Scrlvenei" 155). is variously called a "ghost" net a man (hkMIiel32).and a
ale creatrrre (Ibfd.1who "persists in haunting the building gen(134).
y3 In this representation of silence as c o m m a t i o n , 1am remlnded of Foucault's
a d p i s of silence in nie W i s t u q of SemaMg Vdume E "SLlenceiM-the things one
declines to say* or is forbidden to name .,. is kss the absolute timtt of discoune ,,,than an
elexnent that fuoctions dongside the things said with them and in relation ta them mithin
over-aii strategks. There is no binary dtoision to be made between what one says and what
one does mt say" Foucault 27)

-
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reveals. it is meaningful communication. and not Bartleby. that proves
difficult.l4
As these exampIes from reveal. entropy is a concept and a term

with a wide range of possible appiications within literature and iiteraxy

analysis. What is interesting, therefore. is that al1 but a handful of the

articles written about entropy in iiterature concem only fictionpartlcularly American fiction. Applications of entropy as metaphor in
poetic texts or poetic practices are, with the exception of one or two
texts. virtualiy invisible within contemporary îiterary criticism.

Interestingly, I was only able to locate two analyses of the use of entropy
in poetry-"Entropy in the Poetry of Gary Soto" by Patricia De L a Fuente,

and The Silence of Enttopy or Untuersal Discourse: The Postmodern
P o e W of Hefner Müller by Arlene Akiko Teraoha-both of whfch use

entropy as a pninciple that is undiarerentiated fkom chaos theory. Even

when poets iike Mouré directly invoke entropy as a term within their
texts. critics do not seem to address this term in their analyses. The

idea of an entropic poetic practice. then. is something that does not exist
in contemporary crfticism. except as a coroliary to the concept of

entropic fiction. Working through Mouré's defhitions and applications of
entropy in poetry, the remahder of this chapter will examine the ways

that a feminist Iesbian poet working with experirnental forms takes on
the concept of entropy and uses it to 6rame her own critical practice.

l4 As a coruiiary to th& characterization of Bartieby (the sender in the sender-recelmer
modei of communication) as diflkdt, f t is intereSfing that Erin Mouré is o f t a defined or
described as a difffmilt writer [cf. Gillian Harding Rusdi's "ItRo Df.illcuIt Poets") even
though she attempts. l i k Bartleby. to demonstrate that aI1 rn-id
cammunicattnn is
dif3dt. and is always compkated by. and thus inseparable hm,the mise that
supposedly corrupts or destroys it As she writes in Toetry, Memory and the Polisn: 'Tt's
not easy. And a's amdous. And it t a k s attentWenessn(203).

For a poet whose relationship with the dominant structures of
order in language has been dif3cuit and a n ~ l o u sthe
, ~ ~vagueness and

"shadowreaiity" of the entropy metaphor seems to offer a different kind
of hope-a

hope that within these apparent structures of dominance.

there is space for tntemiption. displacement, noise. Like many

postmodem writers. largely Innuenced by the shifts in scientific
thinking, Mouré takes the apparent order of the world as simply that-an

appearance: "Justas contemporary science posits alternative.
nonexclusionary explanations of reaiity-acp1anations assigned
probabilities rather than advanced as absolutes-postmodern writers

regard reatity as more elastic than did the& predecessors" [Schachterle
181). Knowing that entropy is a metaphor that indicates a desired

relation rather than an actual one aliows the contemporary writer to

intervene in the evolution and acceptance of that metaphor.

In her seven books of poetry, Erin Mouré outlines a poetic practice
that both embraces and challenges the role of entropy as Law (and.

although not explicitiy, as metaphor). Although she does refer to entropy
in several of her essays in the context of social or cultural criticism in
ways that echo books like Rifkin's. she also consistently pokes fun at such

stable and seemingly grounded representations of what is fundamentdy
an unstable concept in the pubiic imagination. Mouré's relationship with
the concept of entropy, therefore. continuaily shifts nom one of eamest

concem. to one of resistance, protest and. perhaps especially. humour.

l5

Cf."Poetry, Memory and the Poiis" p. 203.
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Her poetic praxis seems underpinned by the theories of entropy, as this

passage fkom an essay entitled The Anti-Anesthetic"explicitly states:
Poetry is. in its nature. protest, because it opposes, even as it uses,
ordinary speech. where the gap/heat loss Ls entropic. Its context is
a disruption of order, which is reaily a disruption of dfsorder
because entropy is the constant tendency to disorder. measurable
as heat loss. (20)

in this passage, Mouré points to the confused rehtfon between poetry
and "ordinasr speech," between the order/disorder of that ordinary
speech and the resistance to, or disruption of that order/disorder that
poetry presents. Poetry interacts with the structures of language known

as ordinary speech in a way that reveals the gaps ("disorder.measurable

as heat loss") present in those seemingiy ordered structures. In this
passage. Mouré simultaneously exploits entropy as metaphor, and yet

resists entropy as a concept and as a necessary process. What Mouré

questions and challenges is not the presence of entropy in the system of
language, but rather the conventional representation of entropy as a flxed
concept, a concept fixed in opposition to order. Entropy exiçts as
disorder in a system that contlnually attempts to appear ordered by

covering over its tendency toward disorder.

The binary logic that language imposes-compIicated in the passage
above by a repetition of the t m s order and disorder-is preüsely the
subject of Mouré's criticai intervention into the processes of language, as

this passage fkom Mouré's extended poem The Acts" presents: 'The

language imposes duallsm on our thought W c h must be broken. so to,
speak" (Acrious 90). Even at the level of syntax, Moures Une interrupts

our conventional expectations, and thus our conventional reading
strategies. The insertion of the comma afker "so tomdemands that we

resist the temptatîon to read the final clause simply as the clichéd
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expression. "so to speak;" and instead insists that we break the Une. that

we read the t e m s separately, piacing emphasis on "speak." This shift in

perspective-brought about by the simple '%break" created by the comma-

inspires another reading that makes the act of breaking the Ilne crucial

to speech itself.
Resisting the either/or structure of bfnary systems of power, Mouré
struggies toward a ianguage and a poetic form that can allow for not

simply a both/and identification. but perhaps multiple identifications:
It's really important to me to note that binary structures tend to
erase contradiction. paradox. ambiguity, incompatîbility of terms.
or tend to erase by use of those very terms a multifoliate
impetuosity that underiies. underfolds. inhabits. and drives our
universe. These terms signal what does not work or carmot be
explained in the current order of language. syntax. structure. We
just have to go h r t h e r than that, because the terms cover over an
immense richness y& to be explored. (Tumer 26)
As this passage indicates, meaningful communication, or the abiiity to

speak. depends not on deciphering the code. or breaking through the
noise, but rather on the abiiity to break out of binas. models of
organization that eradicate difference whiie pretending to accommodate

it. Binary categorizations-orderf disorder. fnformation/entropydo not
alïow for. o r even represent. merence: rather, as Mouré writes.
"Opposition itself just leads back to sameness"CPoetry, Memory and the
Poiis" 202). Because oppositions such as the ones mentioned above are
represented as pairs. we are fooled into beiieving that there are only two
possibiiities. What binaries deny. or "cover over." therefore. is the
erdstence of that "immense richness." which is the richness of possibility,

the richness of those messages that rnight have been sent but were nwer
received. When Mouré invokes binary structures. as indeed she m u t
because they are inherent within our structures of speaking and writing,
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she searches for a way to leak out of the either/or model, to suggest, if
o d y by vague connotation. the potentially iimitiess variations that may
exist just beyond the scope of o u r perception.

in reoccupying the term entropy then as both the order (the Law)
and the tendency toward disorder (poetry) that resists that Law, Mouré

presents a term that embraces both polarfties of binary thinking, as weil
as aU of the "shadow realities" contained, and uncontained. by the

vagueness of the definitional metaphors: 'Theage of civic despair we iive

in. The City (Pulls: Western soclal oiganization) itself 1s eniropic ... It
seems that. because entropy IS the organlzing law of the City, what we
perceive as order is actually a continuai process of decay-same for the

City as for the cells" (Mouré "Poetry, Memory and the P o W 201). In this
complicated passage, entropy is positioned as both the opposition or
resistance to the Law of the Ci-here

as order-and

the Law of the City is understood

as the actud. aithough unnamed and unrecognized, Law of

the City itself. Mouré emphasizes that order and disorder. like silence
and speech, do not exist as oppositions. but rather as relations that

contlnually intenningie. Entropy as Law, then, can easiiy dispiace order

as Law without decting any material change in the operattons of the City.

In refusing to define entropy in this passage as anything more than the
abstract "Law."Mouré refuses to give deilnitional soUdity to a concept
that she views as defhitionaliy unstable (and thus rich with the potential
of ambiguity, paradox and contradiction outiined in the first section of
this chapter). Entropy both upholds binaries in that it aiways retums to

its position opposed to order: but as Mouré invokes it as the organizing

principle of the ci% it a k o blurs the rnargins between order and

disorder. being both the principle that organizes the city, and the
principle that introduces the tendency toward disorder.
Mouré's entropic poetic project attempts to peel back the surface

of binary constructions to reveal both the coherencies and incoherencies
that lie concealed beneath its surface; as she mites: "[the poet mustl peel
[the Law of language] back to reveal its brokenness. the non-congruity

behind it" ("Poetry, Memory and the Polis" 204). By seeking out the
contradictions. the gaps and fissures in the seeming order of binary
constnicts, Mouré displaces language nom its cornfortable, familiar
position. a displacement that Mouré views as critical to. rather than
disruptive of. meaningful cornmunfcation: 'Thought. unwatched. tends to

resolve itself in a binary way, a n a t d leaning toward decreasing arudety
in the

organism: leading to poetry/women's poetry; women's poe-

/

lesbian poetry ..."YPoetry, Memory and the Polis" 202-3). Binary

const.ctions. as this passage suggests. reduce arudety in the organism
because they are the terms that are acceptable to the dominant order

(Ibid 2021; but these oppositionai fomdations oniy seem to reduce
m e t y because they anæsthettze the organism into a state offorgetting, a

state where what is left out of our conventional sentences ceases to
matter. ceases to be of any consequence. Mouré does not sirnply advocate
breaking binaries. then; rather she attempts to articulate. and draw

attention to. those gaps between binary polarities-the very gaps that
potentially empower those e d u d e d by oppositional logicto leak out of.

and into, language.

To protect against the tendency toward the anæsthesia of binary
thinking, Mouré insists upon the protest of poetic writing, a protest that
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is imbricated with the layering of memory in the poem, as this passage

from 'The Anti-Anæsthetic" impiies:

Poetry or poetic structure as 'enactment' is therefore important. to
defi the second law of thermodynamics. To disturb the organism.
to apply stress to the cells-because actually it ts the tendency to
the centre, to stasis or anesthesia. that destroys the organismeven those ceUs cailed 'feminism' or femfnist writing. Because they
too are t m s . When we speak the relational vanishes. unless we
create questioning folds in the order (using the order, which we
need to express the relationai
(21)
..Je

In her extended poem. "Memory Penitence / Contamination Église,"
Mouré enacts this entropic protest at the level of the letter by exploring
the meaningfid communication that can occur through a seemfngly

random arrangement of letters. Working in two Ianguages-Fhnch and
Engiish as the poem's tltle suggests-Mouré

explores the incoherence in

a coherent (butunicnown or unfaxdiar) language. and simuitaneously
explores the potentiai coherence of a language (or more speciflcally an
arrangement of letters and other graphical symbols) that is seemingly,
according to the systems of spelling and gramrnar. incoherent:

If 1 am an invention 1 invent: ecstasy
(Clearing off the table with m y

Readability a context raises leaf a clear holographies impedi
ment holyoke, a crie donc aimable etruscan hole emmedial
,imtrespt , obligate perfulx creede Iewejk fea tueauoriu '1 a
( S e a h Procedures 13)
ï f k èaoeiur 0p;ajdvkrleu:

.

...

The siide into an unordered arrangement of letters slips f h t through

he-breaks such as "impedifment" and strange spellings of famLUar words
such as "holyoke"for holly oak (which also introduces the "contamination

église" of the title through the term holy) that internipt our customary
patterns of reading: shifting briefly into French for "acrie donc aimable."
Mouré then seems to abandon referential language altogether as she
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introduces an apparentiy random. and thus apparently meaningiess

arrangement of letters. But this arrangement is only meanlngless if we
look for conventional arrangements of letters and words. What Mouré's
entropic alphabet represents is the basic typographical diEaculty of
working between languages on a standard keyboard that is only defined to

work in one language. The nonsensical arrangements of letters "perflux
creede."for example. while not words. do conjure images of Cathoiic

church services conducted in Latin. where the "contamination égllse"is
not a contamination of ideas, but a contamination of sounds only partially
understood as meanings. The noise of Mouréts transmission, increasingly
cluttered by graphemes that resemble the accent gràve (') in French.
begins to represent something of the typographical diWculty of
introducing Fkench letters and accents into an English poem. where the
keyboard must be reconfigured for each graphical instance of a French

symbol.
The readabiiity of Mouré's noise, then. as she states in this passage,

is dways and only a "context"-we only read (and thus understand)

according to the context that we expect. By disrupting this contact,

then. Mouré communicates (through apparent disorder and nonsense)
something of the sense of our own act of reading, and writIng, across

languages.

Mouré's relationship with the concept of entropy. as it has been
defined by s p e W s t s and non-speriialists allke. necessariiy must be a

compiïcated one. not only because she writes poe-which

itself seems
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to be a gap in the analyses of entropy in iiterature and communication
generally-but also because she is a woman, a lesbian. an experfmentd

poet among other means of classifications. Because entropy, until now.

has been defined primarily by men (and ostensibly for men, as the
continued generaiizations about h m t y under the rubric "men"
attests), issues of gender and sexuality, and indeed any marginai(ized)

discourse, have failed to Inauence the evolution of the term and the
metaphors derived fkom it. As a term, therefore, it cannot stand
uninterrogated.

One of the central non-messages presented as a site of potentialy
meaningful communication in Mouré's poetry, for example, is that of

women's,speciflcally lesbian, desire. Even at the lwel of syntax, these
potential messages of lesbian desire -expressed in the doubled feminine

pronouns "herand her" (SheepishBe-,

CCivfllan Love 5914ften

dissolve into noise. ffltered out by the expected relation of pronoms: him
and her. Mouré discusses this filtering process in 'The Anti-Anaesthetic'':
"It'shard to make an identity-discourse out of women's desire. because
its terms slip. they are not priviïeged so they nwer reassert themselves

over 'therelation' in the same way" (18).When Mouré takes on the

concept of entropy. therefore, she "takes it on"in more than one sense:
she ernploys it to discredtt its mascuiinist and heterosexist impiications

and appUcations, but also to make use of its potential to protest those
very practices. Mouré disorders the bdamental (or at least

conventionally defined as such) prindple of disorder both to challenge
the authority of that disorder. and to celebrate the possibiiities that it
xnakes a m l e .
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In navigating these compiicated waters swirling around order and

entropy. it might be argued that what Mouré is doing is "queering"
entropy to make it accountabie to cornmunitles other than those for
whom it was originaiiy intended -specificaiIy, but not exclusively, the
queer community. The act of "queering" impiies both the act of

introducing queer sexualities and sensibiiities into an ostensibly
including

who profess

with the

concept) theory. Queering entropy. therefore. extends the range of
possibiiities made avaiiable through traditional appiications of the
theorem to include poetry. and more specfically, poetry written by

queers.
Llke the term "entropy." "queer"has vexy broad interpretatîons and
appiications in the various contexts in which it appears. The focus of
much queer practice in the academy has been to question. destabillze and

resist the seemingiy natural and appropriate status of hegemonic
systems. including, but not exclusively. the system of language. But this is

not the only practice coilected under the rubric "queer." Some of its

most known proponents argue persuasively that the term "queer." as it
circulates in theoretical discourses. can never be said to denote anything

in partic*

as Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick states in Tendencies:

That's one of the things that "queerf'can refer to: the open mesh of
possibilities. gaps. oveilaps. dissonances and resonances. Iapses
and excesses of meaning when the constituent elements of anyone's
gender, of anyonek sexualrty arent made (or can't be made) to
sig- monoIithically ...A word so hught as "que&' is-hught
with so many social and personal histories of exclusion. violence,
defiance. excitement-never can only denote; nor even can it only
connote: a part of its experimentai force as a speech act is the way
in which it dramaths locutionary position itself. (Sedgwick 8-9)
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Sedgwick's conception of que-

is one that caiis into question. or exposes

as false, the "seamlessand univocal whole" that identities [specifically
"sexual identities")supposedly represent: queer reveals. much as entropy

has been used to reveal. the "incoherence"that lies beneath a seemingly
coherent surface. What Sedgwick emphasizes. however. is not what
queer is-that is. what it can denote or comote-but rather what queer
does: what it calls into question. what it " c mrefer to" as it "dramiitizes

locuttonary position." The force of queer. according to Sedgwick's
argument. stems precisely from its position within (and paradoacally
outside) language itselfi by drarniitizing l o c u t i o q position-that is, the

position fkom which. by which and in which we speak-queer grounds
itself at the level of gr-.

while refusing to m e m anything at the level

As a critical term. queer draws its force largely from its abflity to

interrogate, and thus destabiiize the very terms under which it operates

as a critical practice. As Mouré illustrates in this interview with
Jacqueiine Tumer. the term queer is inherently unstable:
A lot of people think lesbian poetry is aii about sac or a i l about oral
sex and that's not so. AU kinds of things enter into my work and to
me my work is a kind of queer practice but i'm not necessarily
writlng about sex in terms of content alI the tïme.
C'Queer: Act: Queer" 46)

...

The formulation of her "practice"as ' a d of queer" suggests two possible
readlngs: &SC that Mouré has an understandlng of a "queer practice"
with which she. at least partially r'kind of'). identifles; and second, that
Mouré has only a vague understanding of what such a "queerpractice"

might be. and therefore cannot name her work as such without the

q u ~ c a t i o nof 'ldnd of." In drawlng such a clear distinction between
'lesbian poelq" and "queerpracüce,"Mouré also implies that a "queer

practice" need not necessdy be W e d to lesbian sexual practice,

whereas 'lesbian"must aïways tacitly (or overtly) signal s a if only
because of the homophobic assumptions and prejudices circulating
around the term "lesbian."
Many critics echo Mouré's sentiment that although queer can never

entirely dissociate itseif from specf8caUy gay and lesbian sexualities, it is
similarly never redudble to those models:

Nor is the name queer an umbrella for gays, lesbians, bisexuals, and
the transgendered, Queer publics make avaiiable merent
understandings of rnembership at dmerent times. and membership
in them is more a matter of aspiration than it is the expression of
an identity or a history. -lant
and Warner 344).
What is interesmg in this formulation Is that Berlant and Wamer. like
Mouré, can ody describe what might be meant by queer in the vaguest of
terms-even the term "queer publics" underscores that specificity is

precisely what this "anti-encyclopediae n w ' (Berlant and Warner 344)
refuses. The only specifications this "entry"articulates are what a "queer

public" is not; what a "queerpublic"might be remains almost entirely
open to speculation.l6

Introducing the theories of entropy and queer to one another,
therefore, has the effect of extending the interpretive possibiiities of any

project to which these joined concepts are applied: and this is. after all
the primaxy role of the critic. as 1 quoted in the introduction:
Critics should open the work. They should try to create a critical
language that c m help individuals approach the work. 1 don't know
if critics should say that th& is shitty or this is good, Who cares
what the critic thinks in that sense? I want to know some things
about the work and then 111 decide whether it's shitty or it's good.
(Denisoff "Acknowledgingthe Red SpadesWl30)

l6 David Halperi. in Scifnt Fouauilt- Toutmds o Gay H-hg.
articulates a slrntlar
sentiment, whai he describes queu as a "horizon of possibiiity" (HaIperin 62).
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in opening Moure's work to the discourses of entropy in both scientific
and pop*

contexts, then, 1 am also conttnually opening, or

interrogating, the very concept of entmpy itself. Using Mouré's
revisionist grammar as a starting point, in the next chapter 1 explore how
1 might. as a reader of this poetry, open m y own writing practices to the

same discourses that influence and direct Mouré's theoretical writing. In

the two chapters that foliow. 1 w i l argue that introducing entropy as a
mode of writing as weU as a potent metaphor is, necessady, a queer

practice. and one that resonates closeIy, dbeit indirectly, with much

lesbian writing fiom this century.

"An entmpic order. Say 'en)Mpichorde of':
Ipflecting Entropy through Mourets G-tid

Practice

Help us.
cure our sentences.
(Erin Mouré. WSW 89)

In the "Foreword"to his book-length analysis of the role of

grammar in idormation systems. Grammuticai Man. Information.
Entropy, Languzge and Lre, Jeremy Campbell articulates the way in

which the structuing principles of grammar might become a metaphor

for the progress and development of human Me:
The proper metaphor for the Me process may not be a pair of
rolling dice or a spinning roulette wheel. but the sentences of a
language, conveying information that is partly predictable and partly
unpredictable ....They enable language to be familiar yet surprising,
constrained yet unpredictable within its constraints. Sense and
order ...can prevaii against nonsense and chaos .... M e . like
language, remains "grammatical." The classical view of entropy
implied that structure is the exception and confusion the nile. The
theory of information suggests instead that order is entirely natural:
grammatical man inhabits a grammatical universe. (12)
For Campbell. grammar is not simpiy that which enables meaningful

communication through the disruption of noise. but also that which

enables-metaphorically-a

belief in the naturalness of order and logic in

the human universe. Grammar is not a structured system imposed fkom

without to order communication. and by extension all human systems. but
is rather inherent as order witbin those systems themselves. Grammar

becomes. for Campbell. the overarching metaphor to represent a world
view at odds with the one presented by Jeremy Rfndn in the previous

chapter: according to Campbell's description of fnformation theory,
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grammar, which is an umbrella term representing terms such as "sense"

and "order."stands in direct opposition to the function of entropy. which
represents ali states of "nonsense.""chaost1and "confusion." Thus,
gramrnar is never. for Campbell. simply a system of niles designed to
communicate information, but is. d e r . as a figuration of order and

logic, the operathg system of human experience.
The valuirig of order [and +ç

the grammar that represents that

order) over disorder is one that Campbell never questions. I t is a valuejudgment that is given, evidenced by the unequivocal statement

"grammaticalman inhabits a grammatical universe" where the intended
meaning is clear: grammatical is coextensive with order, and order is

unquestionably good, so it foilows that "grammaticalman" and the
"grammaticaluniverse"whfch he inhabits are good. Campbeil's use of the
term grammatical does not simply represent order and sense, but also aii

that is valued as good (valuable)in human experience. As Campbell

continues in a later chapter: "Orderis valuable in another sense. because
it is much more drfficult to produce than disorder. Chaos is the easiest,

most predictable, most probable state. and it lasts indefinitely. Order fs
improbable and hard to create" (42). Repositioning his argument from
the foreword-where

order is represented as "entirelynaturaltt-CampbeU

here fornulates a justification for the valuation of order that echoes those
sentiments criticized by Rifkin and Georgescu-Roegen. I t is not order
that is entirely naturd to human systems. then, but rather the pursuit of

order, the desire for order at any cost to the larger systems of the
riniverse. By extension. grammar is not an ordering principle (or the
principle of order) inherent within systems of language. but is instead

imposed as ordering prindple on language.
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According to Campbell's rather murky definitions, grammar is both
a metaphor for all order and logic in language and the universe. and the
system necessary to produce that order fkom the more predictable and

probable chaos. This ambiguity of reference hinging on moral value

judgments is evident in more common defhitions of grammar also.
Although the terms grammar and syntax are vfrtualiy synonymous, in that
they both denote the word order of the sentence by which words

communicate meaning "coïiectively by their comection and relation"

(New Shorter OED 3191). the term grammar carries c o ~ o t a t i o n sof a
value judgment that the term syntax does not. According to the

defhition in The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary. for example.
the evaluation of writing and speech enabled by grammar reiies heavily on
aesthetic (and. by CO-extension,moral) distinctions: "speech or writing

judged as good or bad according as it conforms to or violates the rules of

grammarft(1128). The language of this definition makes the distinction
between "good"or "bad"language not simply an aesthetic concem, but

also one laden with juridical import: writing is "judged."and sentenced
on the basis of its confonnity to, or its violation of, the mies of grammar.
The term "gramrnar."according to this definition. always already contains
within it a judgment. The rules of grammar cannot exist prior to this

judgment, because the evaiuation of good or bad (conformity or violation)
is precisely what enables grammar to exist as a law. Without this element
of judgment. it would be impossible to enforce the "miesof grammar"
because there would be no threat of a pend& or. every pun intended. a
stiff sentence.

This relation between grammar (order) and iogic (sense) inherent

in both the dictionary definition and in Campbell's more metaphorical
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description is a relation not recognized in most approaches to gramrnar
in iingufstics and information theory. In his own work. Campbell

presents the definition of grammar more curent in the field of
information theory: "Grammar

... acts as a fflter, screening out errors and

incorrect arrangements of words. showing a speaker which sentence

forms are admissible, and whether they are c o ~ e c t e dwith other
sentence forms by niles of transformation"(Campbell 165). Grammar is,
according to this appiication, one of the principle codes that prevents
the corruption of a message (information)by noise (entropy). Grammar
is. in this appiication. a partition dlviding non-sensefkom sense: it itself

conveys no meaning, it only enables meaning to be kansmitted through
the transmitter's and receiver's shared famiiiarity with its structures.
This refusal of grammar as productive of meaning is one articulated

clearly in one of the seminal texts in the field-Noam Chomsky's Syntactfc
Stnrctures.

In this book-length analysis of the huiction of grammar in

information theory. îinguist Noam Chomsky states expïicitïy: "thenotion

'grammatical' cannot be tdentlfled with 'meaningful' or 'signttlcant'in any
semantic sense" (15). To support this position. Chomsky then produces

several examples of grammatically correct sentences that are-according
to his strict criteria-ntirely

nonsensical in that they convey no

meaningful [because not semantically ordered) information (Ibid).

In Chomsky's theory of grammar, syntactic units become equivalent
to the u n i t s of measure in any scientific field. In and of themselves. parts
of speech have Iittie or no denotative value untiL they are combined

(properly) in sequence with other parts of speech:
A grammar of the language L is essentiaïïy a theory of L. Any

scientlific theory is based on a finite number of observations, and it
seeks to relate the observed phenornena and to predict new

phenornena by constructing general laws in terms of hypothetical
constructs such as (in physics. for example) "mass"and "electron."
Slmilarly, a @ammuof English is based on a finite corpus of
utterances (obsenrations).and it wiiï contain certain grammatical
rules (laws) stated in t e m s of the particular phonemes. phrases,
etc.. of EngUsh (hypothetical constructs). (49)

For Chomsky. grammar is simply the "generallad' constructed to analyze
m-l predict probable sentences in any hguage-in

this case. Engsh.

The proper ozgstnization of words is, as in the d a t i o n of grammar as
fflter. not inherent within language itself. but is. rather, one level of

codification constructed to determine, and enable. meaningfid
communication. Other levels, Chomsky suggests, might include the
social context in which the message appears. or the physical gestures of

the speaker that accompany the message.
Although the deilnitions and applications of grarnmar in the works

of Campbell and Chomsky seem quite different, they do share one

cornmon element: that is. the fundamental belief that grammar and
grammatical structures-whether

at the micro level of the sentence or.

metaphorically. at the macro level of the universe-are absolutely
necessary as ordered and ordering systems for the transmission of
information. For a contemporary feminist poet We Erin Mouré. however,
such an unquestioned and unquestioning belief in the value of

grammatical structures-and ïndeed in the ir'lherent and given value of
order-is

not possible. Uke many of her contemporaries, Mouré

recognizes that these definîtions stem fkom. and thus uphold. approaches
to language and to human Me with which she is uncornfortable.
Campbell's statement-intended. most likely. to reassure his readers t&~t
the world is more ordered than it often seems- that "grammaticalman
-bits

a grammatical universet'is one that will not reassure a poet iike

Mouré who. as a woman, is not included as one of Campbeii's

"grammatical men." To beiieve in the value of grammatical structures.
one would have to see oneself and one's experiences represented by and
through those structures; women. as Mouré notes i
n her interview with
Peter O'Brien. do not often figure into conventional structures of

language: 'Women know what language means, but it doesn't refer to
them. Knowing that makes you more careful with words. not just with
the pronouns. but with approaches to syntax You start to reaiize a lot of
syntax is just convention" (O'Brien33). Questioningthe status of

grammar as a aven, then. Mouré's poetic pracffce suggests that no
ordering system 1s inherently more valuable than the disordering
processes-entropy for examplethat c d those systems into question.

Rather. Moure's poetic approaches to grammar and grammatical
categories continuaiiy break open conventionai interpretations and
applications to reveal the entropic gaps in those seemingly ordered and

logical structures.

Perhaps the term that best reflects this unconventional approach to
conventional grammatical structures is that of-to
this chapter-inaecttng.

retum to the title of

In using this term. 1 am consciously invoking aii

of the dictionary defhitions of the term. not simply the commonly
understood deflnition as a variation of vocal intonation. According to the
New Shorter Oxjiord EngIish Dfctfonaty. the transitive verb inflect means

..

"1 v. t bend inwards; bend into a c m e or angle . 2 v.t. Op-

Difkact ..- 3

Gram vat. ModLfy the form of (awordl to express a partfcuiar grammatical

function

... 4 Vary the intonation of (thevoice): Mus. fhtten or sharpen (a

note) by a chromatic semitone" (1363). Moues poetic practice Lnflects

conventional definitions and appiications of grammar-bending them in

on themselves, dfficttng them so they appear-momentarily-as
fragments (parts of speech perhaps) that in themselves are potentlaiiy
meaningfid. Refusing the binary categorizations that ally grammar with
order and sense in opposition to disorder and nonsense, Mouré's
grammatical inflections explore a grammar that conveys sense through
seeming nonsense, that exploits disorder as ordering principle. that

questions the logic of Iogical utterances.
By suggesting that meaning may be produced through and in

discrete parts of speech and their compiicated inter-relations, Mouré's
poetic grammar is slightly out of tune with that presented by information

theorists. in presenting seemingly nonsensical arrangements of words
and letters. Mouré does not simply Bout the rules of gramrnar-as critic

David Solway argues in his "Pronouns on the Main" (33);rather, her
entropic grammar illuminates the disorder inherent in the supposedly
ordering and ordered structures of language. Her entropic grammatical
practice questions the basic premise of information theory-that only

language ordered in the specific form of the bear English sentence is
meaningful. Mouré's entropic inflections of grammar through poetic

forms suggest a grammar of poetry that is not constrained by. even as it
makes use of. the conventional categorizattons and orderings of parts of

speech.
For the remainder of this chapter, then, I propose to develop this

theory of grammatical poetry / poetic gr-

dong three different but

intersecmg lines: in the Brst section entitled "GrammaticalF(r)ictions:
Re-DeBning Terms," 1 explore the imbrication of grammar and poetry

through the work of some contemporaq iiterary and language theorists.

SpecLficaiiy, 1 wiU explore how grammar can be re-occupied through

poetic laquage to make possible, in Foucault's terms. a reverse discourse
Foucault 101)-that is. a discourse that simultaneously invokes the
constraining b c t i o n of grammar. di the while making possible its
destabtlization. Through the work of Paul de Man. Roman Jakobson. Julia
Kristeva. Jacques Derrida and Gayatri Spivak 1 will examine the ways in
which poetry simultaneously depends upon and undermines the authority

of grammatical d e s . and how it exploits the unceftainty inherent in the
term "grammar"itseîf in order to forge new relations between parts of

speech.
In the second section entitled 'Toward a n (En)Tropic Grammar" 1
will attempt tu d e k e an entropic grsunmar in which the very niles and

regdations of conventional grammar are turned in on themselves to

present aitemative defiriitions of grammatical functtons using texts by
Mouré and some of her closest contemporaries-speciBc;iUy Daphne
Marlatt and Nicole Brossard. In the third section. entitled "Parting
Speech: An Entropic Grammar Lesson."1 will ouüine some of the ways in

which Mouré inflects grammatical parts of speech through her poetry

using the structure of a conventionai grammar lesson. This section will
be M e r divided into seleetive "parts of speech" in order to question

and challenge the ways in which we corne to l e m grammar (and thus

Ianguage). and to present an aitemate approach that places in the
forefkont the spare parts of conventional grammar-that

!S.

the parts of

speech that slip between the cracks (formed by the noun and verb) of the

standard sentence,

Grammatical F(r)ictions:Re-Defining Terms

As an ordering structure. grammar has been a subject of study and
critique in most language-based literary theory in recent decades. To

focus m y analysis. therefore. I am limiting my sunrey to some of those
works that explore the operations of grammatical structures in
speciacally poetic language. Because poetic language. defined by Julia

Kristeva as language that îs "polyvaientand multi-determined. [and that]

adheres to a logic exceeding that of codified discourse" Wsfre in
Language 65).has a distinctly different purpose and form than the

language-primarily conventional prose-assumed in the discourses of

information theory. many of the definitions of grammar articuiated by
theorists iike Campbeii and Chomsky do not translate readiiy to

discussions of poetic grammar.

One of the prtncipai distinctions between what Kristeva caiis poetic
language and the language of the standard sentence is the ambiguous
relation between the structures of grammar and the more poetic

structures of trope and rhetoricthat is. figurative language. In his essay,
'The Resistance to Theory." Paul de Man articulates a relation between

grarnmar and rhetoric that is, at best shadowy and undefined in
contemporary theory: 'The uncertain rdaffonship between grammar and
rhetodc (as opposed to that between grammar and logic) is apparent ... in

the uncertain status of figures of speech or tropes. a component of

language that straddles the disputed borderlines between the two areas"
(366).The representations and deanftions of grammar as inherently
ordered and logical (as indeed a shorthand expression for order and

logic) are, according to de Man's d y s i s of contemporary theory,
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predicated on a rmunciation of the imbricated interconnections of figure

and trope in gmmmar and rhetoric. Arguing that iiterary analyses that

rely on conventional distinctions between grammar and rhetoric dways
leave out meanings that cannot be explatned in texms of grammatical

function alone, de Man postulates an approach to iiterary language that
foregrounds the relations between the grammaticai and the figurative
functions. Gmmmar alone cannot account for the complicated and
interwoven layers of meaning in iiterature. de Man continues; on the
contrary. using gmmmar as a system of en-or de-coding texts always

leaves "aresidue of indetemination that has to be. but cannot be.
resolved by grammatical %ans"(de Man 366).
The figurative potentrai of grammar, and the grammatical potentiai

of figure. is precisely the realm in wuch Kristeva locates poetic language:
"Itis poetic language that awakens our attention to this undecidable
character of any so-called natural Ianguage. a feature that univocal,
rational. scientiflc discourse tends to hide" (135). The Unes sepkrating
the rhetoricai and the grammatical functions of poetic language are

blurry: the imbrication of these two functions is not easiiy classifled
according to "rational.scientific discourseft-induding, we might assume,
the scientific discourse of linguistlcs-and

so are more often covered over

or hidden. This factor of undecidability-the degree to which meanings
cannot be explained adequately through systems of gramrnar and logic-

cornes. at least Ln part, fkom the rnultipiicity of meanings or levels of
meaning in operation in any text. Never slmply reducible to one meaning
or interpretation, poetic language depends upon a multi-lateral reading

that conventional approaches to grarnmar resist:

There is. within poetic language (and therefore, although in a less
pronounced manne, within any language)a heterogeneousness to
meaning and signification ... this heterogeneousness to signification
operates through, despite and in excess of it and produces in
poetic ianguage 'musical'but also nonsense efZects that destroy not
only accepted bellefs and significations. but. in radical experiments.
syntax itself. (133)

n i e heterogenousness of sighiflcation disrupts not only the sense (the
semantics) of poetic language, but also the entire system of grammar
(syntax] itself. Because conventional applications of grammar allow oniy

one anaiysis of a sentence-ofkn reducible to a mathematicai formula (cf.
Chomslq)-any reading that is predicated on a multiple reading must

necessarily extend beyond grammatical interpretations. But the marked
separation in Kristeva's formulation between this "heterogenousness to

signification" and syntax is one that supports, even as it appears to
disable. conventional binary oppositions of sense and nonsense. order and
disorder. Arguing that poetîc language destroys. or has the potential to
destroy, semantic and grammatical fiinctions is to suggest that there is a
language that exists separately from these functions. a language that
acists before or beyond the enabmg structures of any language.

In contrast to this view, Roman Jakobson, in his essay "Linguistics
and Poetics" which explores the complicated inter-relations of poetxy

and grammar, describes the role of poettc writing as one that must
contînualiy negotiate the relation between systems of grammar and other
modes of expression, including. but not exclusively, those modes that
actively resist the order and sequence of conventionai grammar: 'The

obligatory character of the grammatical processes and concepts
constrains the poet to reckon with them; either he smves for symmetry

and sticks to these simple. repeatable. diaphmous patterns, based on a
binary primiple. or he may cope with them. when longing for an 'organic
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chaos"' (Jakobson 94). In t m s that echo the binary opposition of
information and ent~opy.Jakobson articulates a vision of poetic language
that sfmuitaneously disrupts that opposition even as it invokes it: perhaps

yearning for "organic chaos." the poet must stiii "reckonwith" the
"obligatorycharacterttof grammar. Jakobson's theory of poetic language

continually interweaves with hguistic discourses of grammar and
grammaticai function. Like any verbal communication. poew always

makes use of, even if only to question or chsllenge, grammatical
categories and structures. Even those discourses that undermine the
authority of grammar as ordering structure s a have to invoke that
authority in order to challenge it. As Jakobson writes: 'Thepoetic
resowces concealed in the morphological and syntactic structure of

1anguage.-briefly. the poetry of grammar. and its ïiterary product. the

grammar of poetry,-have been seldom known to critics and mostly
disregarded by linguists but skillfuly mastered by creative writers" (47).
As this passage rweals. Jakobson is interested not ody in the ways in

which poetîc forms make use of grammatical categories. but also in the

ways in which grammatical categories, and the various subversions of
those categories. might be said to be poetlc. U U e the formulation of

grammar presented by Chomsky and Campbeii. then. Jakobson's
grammar is not simply a Nter separating meaningful information fiom
meariingIess noise. but is. in itself. productive [or at least potentialiy

productive) of meaning: "grammaris full of semiotîc potential

translate the most diverse semantic values. and

...it can

...a great ded of what

poetry is lies in the poet's subtle but persuasive use of linguistic

categories" (Jakobson xvii)-17 Jakobson's theory suggests that in poetic
17 It should be noteci, havever. that Jakobson does not enth& coIlapse the semantic and
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language the noise. or the entropy, in a language system is net just

of

those messages that were sent but not received. but rather all of those
potentiai messages made possible by the structures of grammar itself.

Another way that grammar has entered into discussions of poetic
texts in iiterary theory is through the etymological roots of the term. The

semantic openness and undecfdabflity of the roots of grammar as a term
open out other interpretatîons of its function that exceed those
interpretations offered by information theory. in her introduction to Of

Grammatology. for example. GayaM Spivak examines Derrida's use of the

Greek root of grammar-grczmmè-as

the root for his term

grammatology.l8 According to Spivak. Derrida works through
etymologies to fmd the sense of grammar (and its correlative science.

grammatology) as the trace of rneaning which the sign always gestures
toward. but never adequately represents (Spivak xvli).19 Derrida's
grammatology, then. fs both "the science of the effacement of the trace."
and "thescience of the 'sous rature.' That sleight of hand is contained in
the name itself. 'thelogos of the gramme' (xîviii)"

syntactic functions of language. He still malntains, for example, the "deamut
discriminationbetween .,. two classes of express& concepts-material and r e ï a t i o ~ r .
in more technical terms,between the lexical and grammaticai aspects of laquage"
(Jakobson87). The hteresüng thhg about th& formdation is that Jakobson uses the
same terms that Leon Roudfez uses to desczibe Knisteva's conception of the gmmme in the
introduction to M e in Lcrnguage,on& in this case it is the le& concept that is the
material, while the grammaticaï concept is the relational, In Kristeva's formulation.
which is perhaps more apt for m y purposes, she blends the material and relational
fimctlons of language (and thus gramrnar) through the fnterloping Qure of the gmmme,
This paraMtsm between the relational and the grammatical, however. also împlîes that
any study of grammar is also a study of dations. an implication that will have sigdicant
repercussions for fater drscussions af Mouré's grammaticalpoetry,
l8 in fact. grammatology was tkst coined by 1. J. GeIb in A Shicly of WWng: Ihe
Foundattons of Cmmmatdogy (University of Chicago Press, 1952)19 In his introduction to Jidia -tevars
aesfre tnLrmguage. Leon Floudia similarly
summarlzes KrIsteva's deplayment of the term "gram/grammeNin terms of its etymology
"From the Greekgmmma, that wtiicfi is written, Used .,.to designate the basic, materiai
elexnent ofwriting+the markhg, the tracen[14).
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The blurring of "science" and magic ("sleight of hand")in these
Unes also appears in the more obscure etymological mots of the archaic
Engllsh term gramarye. from the Old French mot. g r m i r e [or

grammar) which means. in addition to the science of leaming, "Occult

learning: magic. necromancy" (Ibid.). Our own understanding of g r a m
as a concept is not entlrely dissociable from this archaic relation: the

overlapping meanings of speU, as an incantation or narratîve intended as
charm. and as a method of correctiy speiïing words according to

grammatical niles, perpetuate this relati0n.2~ Another homophonicaliy
iinked. but etymologîcally unrelated, t m "grame." also carries

denotations that surface as non-scientiflc connotations in our
contemporary definition of grammar as a system of rules: as a term,

grame signifies intense emotion. particularly anger and grief (New
Shorter OED 128). This denotation spus over into our farniiiar

applications of the term grammar in the form of intense emotions
associated with the correct usage of grarnmar: bad grammar, for example.
seems to produce intense anger in some readers which might indicate a

forgotten Ilnk to this obscure etymological root.21

Leatlng out from these roots that foreground the relation between
the shadowy reaùn of figure and emotion and the supposedly logical

[scientSc) realm of grammar, these altemate definitions refuse to cl-

the Unes separamg conventional oppositions. These etymological traces
gesture toward readings and appiications of grammar that operate both
within and against the definitions and applications of grammar in
2o M y thanks to Dr. Susan Ru@ for pohting out this connectio~~,
21 The recent heated debate in the Globe and Mds Books and Focus sectfon over the
hquent use ofthe tenn "gonna"injournalisfic writing is one example of the intenseïy
exnotional responses to grammaticai structures suppose@ devoid of exnotionaï weight.
See Walter Clan& Word Phy" afAugust 2, 1997 (Ctobe cmd M d D6)for a dixussion of

tais phmornenon,
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information theory. The term grammar, as these definitions suggest,
always exceeds any denotation as a stable andior completely knowabie set

of rules. 'ïkacking the often ambiguous and multi-directional relations

weaving in and through the term complicates its unitary or monolithic
interpretation as science or law. Playtng on these etymological turns

(tropes) produces entropic definitions that, paradoxicaUy, refuse
defhitfons. and rather blur the shadowy Unes between denotation and
connotation, between sense and nonsense,
Toward M (EI11RopIc -G
There is. then. a sense in which poetic in(ter)ventions in

grammatical systems always border on the entropic in that they question,
and in so doing, displace the definition of grammar as the ordering and
organizing principle of language. This entropic grammatical practice has

been partlcularly apparent in the work of contemporary feminist writers
in Canada. RecognizLng that the d e s of syntax uphold and even underpin

a patriarchai structure that excludes them as women, as lesbians, as

mothers. these writers use some of these redefinitions of grammatical

structures to caii into question the authority. and indeed the necessity, of
these structures. As Canadian writer Daphne Marlatt writes in "musing
with mothertongue":

how can the standard sentence structure of English w i t h its linear
authority, subject through verb to object convey the wisdom of
endlessly repeating and not exactly repeated cycles her body
knows? or the mutuality her body shares embracing other bodies.
children, fkiends. animais. ali those she customarily holds and is
held bfl how can the separate nouns mother and child convey the
fusion, bleeding womb-infant mouth. she experiences in those b t
days of feeding? what syntax can carry the tumhg herself inside
out in love when she is both s u c h g mouth and hot gush on her
lover's tongue? (28)
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Marlatt's response to the iimitations imposed by conventional sentence
structure is -metaphorically-

to "[shovel out the walls of taboo and

propriety. kirking syntax, discovering M e In old roots" (29). Working
through etymologies. then. Mariatt emphasizes an approach to grammar

and syntax that is inherently entropic: "riskingnonsense. chaotic

language leaflngs. unspeakable breaches of usagett(29). By refusing the
constraînts of the h e a r sequence of conventional grammar. Marlatt's
prose stylewith her repeating question foxms. her iists of actions that
dsplace the singular authority of the conventional subject-verb
combination-presents a writing that blurs distinctions between the

grammatical and the nongrammatical, between the ordered and the
disordered. Her sense. as these passages reveal. is entirely clear, yet her
forms do not conform to the rules that govem the production and
circulation of sense. Thus. grammar and grammatical structures are both

the object of her scnitiny and the form against which she works. Her
writing enacts-on the levei of figure as well as on the level of

grammatical structure-her primary criticism of grammar as

"patriarchally-loaded"(28). Even in the refisal of the syntacttc

conventtons of capitalization by which sentences are distinguished fkom
one another-a device that has. tblrteen years Iater, become ubiquitous in
contemporary feminist writing-Mariatt

questions the authority invested

in the act of writing itself where the wrîter is gîven the task of

instmcting the reader how to read her tact.
For Québecoise &ter Nicole Brossard. every use of language that

attempts to inîroduce a woman's voiceparticularly when that woman is
aiso a feminist and a lesbian-is a use of language that mus&necessariiy,
internipt, or even disrupt. the given d e s of grammar: "Inwriting, 1can
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foi1 ail the laws of nature and 1 c m transgress all d e s , inciuding those of
grarnrnar. I know that to write is to bring oneseif into being: it is Zike

determining what exists and what does no&it is

me determining reaiity"

(TheAerlal Letter 139). The emphasis of the term "like"in the h a 1
sentence of this passage undermines the power of writing articulated in

the previous sentence. In this enactment of her basic premise that
writing offers a space where women can hold and exercise a power that
they c a ~ o in
t social contexts, one itaîicized word changes the entire

direction of our reading: by breakhg the mies of nature. inciuding those
of grammar. Brossard as writer seems supremely powerfùl-she creates
and destroys at d:
the introduction of the "iike." however. calls the

reality of that power into question, making us wonder what the ciifference

between determining reality and seeming to determine reality might be.

Arguing that when women write. when they occupy structures of
grammar, they do so with an accent-an Mection perhaps-that
continuaily marks th&

difkence as sUghtly out of tune with the

patriarchal order of language: 'What characterizes people who have an
accent is that they distort sounds, and consequently each time they speak

a foreign language they may create misunderstandings. ambiguities. even
non-sense" (The AeriaI Letter 107). Incorrect inflections-having an
accent-mark a speaker (or writer) as different nom those for whom the
language is entirely natural. But these misunderstandings,ambiguities

and even nonsense are not necessarily bad. Brossard argues. Ratfier, they
reveal the potentlal misunderstandings and ambiguities. even nonsense.
inherent within the language itself. a theory Mouré explores Ln her poem
'Visible Spectiuni": "inour accents. our fine or terrible/ accents. The

relationship between 'accent'/ and a green le&.

(Sheeptsh Beardy,
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C i d i a n Loue 34). PIaying with the nonsense always circuiating around

-

and through our constructions of sense. Mouré's poem introduces an
accent that confounds our expectations, that introduces nonsense in the

service of sense-that

is. where the nonsensicai relation of an accent and

a green leek introduces exactly the kind of mistake or misunderstanding
that occurs when people speak in an unfsmflfar language.

Mouré's interaction with poetic language, and specificaiiy her
interaction with the role of grammar in poetic language. owes a profound
debt to both of these writers and indeed to many more too numerous to

mention. Generally speaking. her interest in grammar (which becomes,
in some of

the later texts. almost an obsession) stems fkom the

perception that conventional structures of language. indeed conventions
at all, only serve the interests of those in positions of power and

authority. In our patriarchal society. Mouré argues. those who occupy

those positions are. with few exceptions. white heterosexuai men:

'Women know what language means, but it doesn't refer to them.
Knowing that makes you more carefid with words, not just with the
pronouns. but with approaches to syntax. You start to r e h a lot of
syntax is just convention" (O'Brien33). Mouré gestures toward the

importance of poiitical movements that attempt to rethink the ways in

which language creates and upholds hierarchies of privilege within our
society-the

most infamous example of which is the position of the

mascullne third person pronoun as signifier of humanity in general. But

she also stresses that a revisionist approach to language cannot stop at

the pronouns. They are but one part of speech that works to erase the
presence [the trace) of those who are not in positions of power fkom

language, and thus h m society. I t is no& however. only one part of
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speech. but the entire structure of language that poses such a threat. To

change our ways of thinking as they are produced in and through
language.w e must shift emphasis from one or two parts of speech
(usually noms. pronouns and verbs) to the whole convention of grammar

and its largely unchdenged authority:

...

narrative [ m a r e . to rehtel. then c m force holes into the
arbitrary social distinctions between parts of speech and syntactical
constructions ... Correspondence is a relationship that extends
beyond the name. Even our fonnal structure and definition of parts
of speech have caused our failure to recognize correspondences
because the code of our language is about POWER, and power is
about ELIMINATION of correspondences, because it requfres one
thing to dominate.
("I'll Start Out by Talking" 14)

Like Jakobson. Mouré refuses the "arbitrary"distinctions between syntax
and semantics: parts of speech. iike syntactical constructions. are

meanin@

only in comecüon or conespondence with other parts of

speech. W e do not understand ianguage. Mouré argues. through a divisive

categorization of words and phrases according to the& grammatical
functions within the sentence; rather, those grammatical functions.
always interpreted in the contact of a particular sentence and the related

series of sentences that precede. and proceed fiom. that sentence. add

another dimension of meantng to those never entirely discrete parts of
speech. The paradox of grammar, therefore. covers over and disguises
those very relations which are the cnix of grammatical study: a noun, for

example. is only meanfngful as a discrete part of speech in so far as it can
be distinguished from (and thus contlnuaiiy compared/related to) other
parts of speech.
Lfke many wrfters influenceci by the theories of deconstruction,
Mouré recognizes the importance of exposing the connections and gaps

in language that the "arbitrary"conventions of grammar attempt to
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eradicate. To expose language for the false univocal whole that it is. ali
the whlle conünuing to use the same structures of language to

comrnunicate her ideas, the poet must remairi ever-attentive to her own
w

uses and abuses of grammar: "If you dont decomtruct images or
deconstnict ways of speech. then you can't reaily be alert to your tools,
your resources. language. the images that corne to you. And then y o u risk
just reprodudng the status quo. staying locked inside a culturai,

conceptuai. and contextual h

e that ts structured in and by the

ianguage" [Billings 42-3).22
Unlike Derrida who defines the practice of deconstruction in terms

of the play (with the concept of the centre or origin) that it makes
avaiiable (Wrltlng atui Dwence 292). Mouré deflnes her
deconstructionist poetics in the terms of sumival which echo Brossard's

weU-known statement: "A lesbian who does not reinvent the word is a
lesbian in the process of disappearing" (Aerlal Letter 122). Rather than
reinvent the word. however. Mouré redefines grammatical relations in

such a way as to wrench words out of their cornplacent referentialfty.
Moure. as Susan Rudy writes in "Excessively Reading Erin Mouré,"
"writes in excess of signification:abandons conventional word order and

usage: redeployç conventionaI g r a m . punctuation. syntax, and

As she indicates in a letter to B r o n .Wallace (published fnlirio W m TaUcing).
Mouré's use of the tenn deconstruction does not represent a new approach to language. but
rather a new nnnie to describe a process inwhich she, like rnany fwriters of her
generation, already ands h e r s e
Ifthen are stiuctures/systerns in language that Itmit us. then in ordv to
speakfleeiy, we must question, be aware d...takeapart (deconstiuct) those
systems, to see where we can keep and where we can alter -..jDeamstmction
is a practtce] I found myself dofng before 1had a name for it. The tenn
deconstructionist theory just means to me that we have to question the
sbnicture/systems/origfns of our own me& as we are engaged in using
tban
139P
22
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spelling: juxtaposes as many as ten versions of a poem; and ignores the

conventions of pronominal and prepositional reference" [2).
If Mouré writes in "excess of signiflcatron"-which 1 understand to

mean in excess of the conventional referents attached to spe&c words
and orders of words-however. she also writes to expose the failure of
signification. what she calls. in her poem 'Romance." "lyric noise (Not
romance but the failme/ of the sign to mean" (WSW 111). This failme of
signification is precisely the faflure of language to narrate the stories. the
connections, the relations between parts of speech. parts of bodies. parts
of society. She exposes systems of language. speciscally systems of
grammar, as taxonomies: the means of dividing and classifying, not the
means of bridging and comecting: "1 am tired of the same old
intenrelated logic of the signs that we insist upon as if it were m e . Ain't

true. M y . The blew ... Ittsthe way people use language makes me
To destabiiize the referentiality of language (or. using Rudyts term.

to write in excess of referentiality). Mouré shifts the emphasis from the
referent to the process of re-pladng those referents in consistently
different ways to alter signification:

Taking a lot of cornmon locutions 81 ustng them over & broken in
the piece. the sound of them being irnportanti and the sense not at
all. Because everyone knows what they mean and refer to. The
poem doesntt have to defer ...Refkrentiaiity distorts more than it
conveys. it injects us with the cornfortable.
[Mouré Furious 89)
Gramrnar is not. and c a n never be in Mouré's entropic poetry, a

comfortab1e set of niles that we have learned by heart: it wLll not "inject
us with the cornfortable." but rather force us to reconsider our relation to

those dearly imparted parts of speech.

PartingSpeech: An Entropie Crammar Lesson

zlams

a word used as the name or desfgaation of a person, place or thing
also neun [pronomced no o d
At one and the same time

a noun is a name, a means of designamg

a person or an object, but phonically, and since the sound is. in this
grammar school, as important as the sense. it is also no one, the absence

of a name, or perhaps the name for an absence. In her poeby, Mouré has
dernonstrated a very uneasy reiationship with names and with the
process of naming. In an unpubIished interview with Susan Rudy and
Pauline Butiing,Mouré describes her uneasiness in terms of a feminist

interpeilating practice: "namingis really problematic. because that's what

the patriarchy does." Naming both enables us to talk/write about

something, but also closes off all those other possible names; naming
hems us in, it reduces our discussion to the one when we might want to
invoke the multiple. it privileges the object when we might want to
consider the relation:
1s it impossible to conceptuaiize [in Engiish) without using 'the
thing'? Our language that obiecmes TiME (Le. the words 'phase,'
'touch,' which are really relations. not things) is one that supports
easily the hegemony of 'singleness,' 'individual power. ' 'phallus'[...]
It isntt that to change the weight and force of Engllsh will
necessariiy make women's speaking possible. But to move the force
in any language, create a slippage, evenfor a moment ... to decentre
the 'thing,'unmask the relaffon.... (Ftuious 98)*3

Unmashg the noun/name as a relation rather than an object makes.
according to this passage. a multipîicity of meanings possible if "euenfor

23 Mouré's use of the word "Torcenseans to derive hom its applicationin physics where
force is the measure of the amount ofenergy needed to perforni useful work in a moving
object, rather than its more fiimiliar denotation as phpicai strength.

a moment' that are disallowed by the singieness of the grammatical
structures of naming.

In much the same way, one of the Brçt grammatically entropic
poets. Gerhude Stein. exbibits a distmst of the noun that stems.
prlmarily. fkom the absolute-ness of a noun's meanfng. from the

unidirectional interpretation that the noun can offer: "Nouns are the

name of anything and Justnaming names is airight when you want to cail
a roll but is it any good for anything dse ...As 1 say a noun is a name of a
thing. and therefore slowly if you fed what is inside that thing you do not
call it by

the name by which it is known" (LecturesIn America 210).

The role of the poet, according to Stein. is to f h d an approach to

nounsfnames that refuses convention. that refuses common semantics on
the basis of the fact that when they become common. that is when they

no longer make us think about the relation between referent and word,
they no longer actually refer to anything at ail. If we can Say "glass."for
example. without thinking of a glass. without feeling that cool smooth

texture against our Ups, without hearing the ping' it makes when it
touches another glass, then the noun no longer names that relation to the

material. to the senses: thus. the noun no longer makes sense.

To reintroduce sense to the sentence. therefore, Stein. not unïike
Mouré. attempts to displace the noun from its comfortably predfctable
referentiaiity:
Was there not a way of nnming things that would not invent
names, but mean names without naming t h W e that is any
human being Uving has inevitably to fed the thing anythrng being
erdsting. but the name of that thing of that anything is no longer
anything to thrfll any one except rihrldren. So a s everybody has to
be a poet, what was there to do. This that I have just described. the
creatïng it without naming it, was what broke the rigid furm of the
noun the sfmple noun poetry which now was broken.
[LIA 236-7).

...

The process of creating it without naming it24
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of using the tools at hand

(language) to h d a way to speak in excess of ianguage (signification)is
the &st task for the entropic grammatical poet.

Mouré, like Stein, is concemed with the connections between

things, and that includes the comection between the referent and the
noun that is supposed to name it; but she is yet more interested in
shifting our focus away from the thing and its name to examine the
relations-not fixed objects but rather processes that are continudy

changing. The relation between a name and its referent is one that is
never stable. What the name communicates is not the materiaï object

itself (which would be a linguistic impossibility], but rather the trace (the

gramme) of the relation to the material object. the barely visible track
that poets, among others, must foilow. These c o ~ e c t i o n sare still

present. although shadowed under the name, as this passage from "Pure
Writing is a Notion Beyond the Pen" suggests:

in spite of us. the comection
between words. are words things. are they names of things.
the speed of Ught notwithstanding,
why do we go mad & forget everything, & be unable to speak of it,
as if: pure writing is a notion beyond the pen
she said. & held her head to keep the wind in,
& and named it this
(Fiuious 74)

In the end. Mouré refuses naming ali the while tnvoking the spectre of
the name-that is, she introduces the verb "namedbut in place of a noun,
24 Like Mouré. Stein îs not cmcemed with creaüng a new language. or wlth iillventing
names for things that our current language does mt su88dntly address, For Mouré. th&
would be but a temporaxy and inadequate solution that wortld not address the underlyhg
structures oflanguage whkh ltmit whatwe can and cannot stc and hcar in language. in an
interview with Catherine Lampert. artist Fm& Auerbach [whose tact appears as an
epigraph to Mouré's Sheeplsh Beau@. CYuaCan Loue) wimilarfv describes his arastfc process
as one that -ses to dkrknhate between refhntial marks and other marks: 'The
marks that seem to stand for something niimeable and those marks which seem to you to be
inventive ones, are not in my mimi separate. It's ahays a pmcess diwention ... m e ghast
that is floating in b n t of me is something totaily new and raw and strange and axbftrary.
the Ilke ofwhich has not been seen More but which is true to my experience af the subject"

(191-

n
she offers us an article with no referent. a gesture toward a name. "this."
The madness of trying to think beyond the name. like the madness of
trying to think of writing beyond the pen. ends in one thing. aphasia.

being "unableto speak of it": "1 want to fail to understand notation. & the
sounds. Aphasia. 1 love you

...The words ldss & question unconnected

until nod' ( W S W 19). Only through madness or loss of speech can these

traces of c o ~ e c t i o n sbe brought into the foreground. And this force of
connection is, in this passage. clearly a force of desire, of attraction. The
words relate ("kiss")
when the connections are made, and those

connections can only be made by a fatlure-a faiiure to understand the
written traces and the sounds of language.25

Not unlike conventional grammatical structures, the traces of this
entropic grammar cannot be followed in any straightforward linear way
because connections radiate out in a i i directions. linking noun with verb
(in terms of conventional grammatical position in the sentence). llnkfng

noun with pronoun (in terms of conventional grammatical fùnction within

the sentence). linMng noun with article. Whether working with
conventional or entropic grammatical structures. it i s imperative to rernember that any one part of speech can never really be parted fkom
other parts of speech: to beiieve in the separabfflty of grammatical
fùnctions would require us to beiieve that a noun can exïst without the
verb [even 'to be' or 'to exist' are. after aii. verbal concepts): 'That the

noun and verb possess the strength. power force in language has been
25 Speakfng offdures. hem 1encounter a faflure ofstructure. where the structure ofthfs
section is inadequate to the task at band. H m can f track the connections between parts of
speech If,in the vezy structure afmy entropie grammar 1ess~n.
I reproduce the same
divisions that operatte unquestioned in c01wentiona.igrammar lesso~zs?Letting sections
1ea.k into one another, repeaüng names and rehtions in W e r e n t twises, these are my oniy
responses to tbis Mureof [dis)ordererUnabie to abandon entire@ the order that both
structures and COmy argument. 1can on& lntroduce entroplc shadows that haunt
the peripheries ofx q ownd e r e d structurestures
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ingrained in us h m our earllest school. The sign for gbiect/names. and
the signs for the niovement of these objects. 'ïhis re/presents reaïi&.

The thfng & the act. Space. & time" (Furious 94).

I?izBs

a word used to indicate the occumnce of or performance of an action
f. Latin u e r f , meaning
~
word

In her revolutionary theory of gmmmar found in. among other
essays, "Poetryand Grammar,"Gertrude Stein negothtes a relation

between verbs and nouns that satisfies her need for motion in the narne.

As thismow famous passage reveais. the noun is largely displaced by the
verb in poetry (at least in Stein's poetry) even when the noun is the f h m e
for the sentence: "Poetry is concemed with using with abusing. with
losing with wanüng, with denying with avoiding with adoring with
replacing the noun" (LLA 231). With the exception of the two nouns that

appear at the beginning and end of this structure, and the article that
q u a e s the Anal noun. every word in this long sentence is either the

present participle of a verb. or a preposition. And yet. the noun is never
entirely displaced since it is both the subject of the sentence, and the
h a 1 word (both iiterally and fîguratively) on the subject.

The sentence opens and closes with the noun. but the relation to
the noun is indicated by the grammatical t e m ~ sof motion-that is, the

verb and the preposition: "1 say again. Verbs and adverbs and articles and

conjunctions and prepositions are ii.vely because they a l l do something

and as long as anything does something it keeps aiive"(UA 214). The
implication in this phrase is that nouns. because they no longer do
anything once the name is known. are dead; but Stein aiso acknowledges
in the previous passage that in poetry, udike prose. one can never

entirely do away with the noun. because the noun is the name of
something, and the poet's role is to discover that name which is not

necessarily the name by which that something is known.

Stein cornes to the name oniy through the motion of the verb and
the preposition. Erin Mouré, howwer. approaches the name through the
"hidden tensity of the verbs" (Fur[ous 98). moving through time. rather
than circling in the continuous present iike Stein. in order to negotlate a

present and fùture reiation that might express something of 'Women's
speakingt':'The verb moves forward or backward in time, erasing

everything behind it. Contains in itseif nanation. The verb tells a story

because it walks off & the noun Justhangs on! Dear Me!" (muIous 97).
Much of Mouré's poetry and prose. U e that of many of her

contemporaries. attempts to deflne what tense of the verb rnight

speakfmean to/for/with women in language, as she says in this interview
with Janice Williamson: 'Words. even verb tenses. are physical presences

and markers of physicaiity. You c m move something doser or further

away by using different verb tenses" rSexing the Prairie" 1 18).
Québecoise miter France Théoret articulates this struggïe for location-in
time and in space-in

relation to the supposedly tenseless W t i . v e f o m

of the verb: 'Verbal tenses threaten to corne back to the infhitive

women's gestures outside time: those -out

age not even the factory's

[J Suspension points ...They say memory is short. The sentence
stopped at the sigh" (23).

For Stein. in her Modemist moment, the present participle which
is always occurring and has always already occurred represents her
women's gestures (at least the gestures of Stein the woman) as
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completely in time.26 For Théoret. the tenseiess Lnfinitive tense

represents "women's gestures" as timeless. or "outside time." For Mouré,
who takes into account the erasure of women's histories as well as the

siiencing of women's present/presence. neither the infinitive nor the
present participle sunices. In fact, no verbal form Ieft unremarked
s a c e s : "Hidden tensity of the verbs without tense. Because the past

tense exists IN us speaking. or is not anywhere. We c m speak of it

separately because out language pefmits it. The fbture tense too. They

do not erdst outside our bodies! But in us as memory, & desire. Those
relations"( M u s 98). Like her preoccupation with the name. Mouré
focuses on the relations that are erased or covered over by the tensity of

verbs. There is. in human memory, no clear distinction between past.

present and future. Events that occurred yesterday may ifluence wents
of today, but it is equaiiy Uely that the events of today will influence our
memoxy of the events of yesterday. Thus. time accordhg to the human
mind is never simply a îinear progression but rather an imbricated. or an

intertwined relation of desire and nostalgia which the taxonomy of verbal
tenses. like the conventional structure of the sentence, eradicates. In his

essay "ProjectiveVerse." Brst pubiished in 1950. Charles Olson
articulates a theory of verbal tenses that resonates with Mouré's own:
W
' hiWhich brings us up. immediatdy. bang. against tenses. in fact against

syntax, in fact against g r a m generaïïy. that is. as we have inherited it.
Do not tenses, must they not also be kicked around anew, in order that
thne. that other governing absolute. may be kept, as must the space

tensions of a poem. immediate...?" (21)

m...

"Ic=irin~trepeatthistooaftenanyonefsofone's
andeachofustnourownway
are bound to express what the worId in which we arc lMng is doiag' [Stein Uil. 177).

26
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Introduclng the body into language means coiliding with ('bang")
some of the categories of verb tenses in order to create a stutter in
tenselsense that exposes the gaps into which memory and desire might
siip, as this excerpt fkom Mouré's poem "Gorgeous" inzplies:

in what book, conceaied, is its name.

1 river, 1 river, I river.

Trust the verb.
Motion.
h the iine, too, motion.
1 love you. The book is ended.
The blood gorges gorges gorges the bed. (Furious 81)

The repetition of the noun "river"-innected as a verb through its relation
to the repeated I-creates a sense of motion in the present tense sfmply
through the force of the repetitions. Tnistlng the verb that fsalso a noun

is what enables the intransitive phrase "1 love you" to become a motion. to

indicate a physical relation across tune and space. to become an action.
The repetitions in this poem-in

both examples repetitions of a

word that fùnctions as a verb as well as another part of speech (in the

final example. through the pun on the adjective "gorgeoustt]-highiight
the importance of repetition as an entropic grammattcal practice, as a
practice that disrupts the logic and order of conventional grammatical

structures even as it reinforces them. The power of repetition to disturb
the lines separating sense fiom nonsense appears in many poetic and
theoretical analyses of language. In Wrllfng cvid DzBrence. for example,
Derrida credits repetition with almost unllmited potential for a

disruption of meaning: "Pure repetition. were it to change neither thing

nor sign. carries with it an unlimtted power of perversion and subversion"
(296). In an entirely different context. Gertnide Stein uses repetition [as

both subject and practice) to break down the Mes separating "confusion"
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The difference between thinking clearly and confusion is the same
difference that there is between repetition and insistence. A great
many think that they know repetition when they see or hear it but
do they. A great many think that they know confusion when they
know or see it or hear i t but do they. A thing that seems very
clear, seems very clear but is it. A thing that seems to be exactly
the same thing may seem to be a repetition but is it. ( U A 173)
The hinge in Stein's prose is the repeated term "seems" which

suggests an altemate reading that is never made expikit. This ambiguous
function of repetition is precisely that which Mowé embraces in her
repetitions of verbs in the present tense. Not only do these repetitions
enforce the very presentness of these words as verbs (even if they do not
exist grammatically in a verbal form]. but they also cal1 the function of
those words as verbs fnto question. The phrase "1 river" for example. if

only appearing once, would not be an obviously verbal construction; only

the repeated invocations of "river"in the position of verb convinces us of
its fûnction. In contrast. the verb "gorges."when repeated. ceases to
function as verb only. and also fictions as the adjectlve "gorgeous"in
relation to the title of the poem.
The use of the present tense becomes more prevalent in WSW

where Mouré frequently d u d e s to her feminist writing practice as one
that always exists in the present tense: "1think, one uses, for memory.
the present tense" (WSW 17). This statement runs counter to many of

the conventional representations and inscriptions of memory in/as the
past tense. For Mouré, there is no distinction between the tenses except

in Ianguage. In the body, and in the relations between that body and the
world. tenses slip and leak in and through one another. She plays on this
in her long poem 'The JewC when she fs "trying to think of the seven
uses of the past tense./ Self-hatred.self-pity. guilt. fear of the body.

separation nom the mother./triais Ln public court,

..."[WSW 19). This

tncomplete list of six ends with an empty space following the f b d

comma that fniplies that the swenth use. given the negatlvity of the flrst

six. is. perhaps, in "excess of signification." W e may have no language to
adequately represent the ways in which the past tense divides us from
knowledge of our bodies. our mernories. our pasts and o u r presents.
Once these relations are translated into the past tense. they disappear
from the reaim of the present, except as barely perceptible traces that
form the underpinnings for these six (seven?) negatlve effects. For
Mouré, then. the only tense that can express memory and desire is the

present tense. but it must be a present tense that is always aware of its

tensiw, that always foregrounds its relations to pasts and fiitures so as not

to sever those relations.
an indecllnable word upnssingrelations between worde
the action of placing in front
Because verbs are so complicated by tense. their abilie to
communicate motion. and thus, in Steman terms, to be aiive, is often
compromised. The part of speech that expresses motion and relation

(seeing that it can relate disparate ttmes and spaces uniike the verb) is
the preposition. Much more than the verb. the preposition. because it is
unable. according to grammatical d e s . to s t k d alone. offers potential for

resistance to. and subversion of. conventional grammar. Mouré
essentfaily pre-positions (that is she places in the forefront) prepositlons.
She displaces the noun/verb centre tu focus on the ofken overlooked

preposition that actudy carries so much weight (because it bears ail

relations) within the conventional sentence: 'To defcentrahe the force
inside the utterance fiom the noudverb, say, to the pre~osition. Even
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for a moment. To break the vertical hold. To empower the preposition
to signify and utter motion. the motion of the utterance. and thereby
Name" (Furbus 94). Like Stein, Mouré's shift in focus is an attempt to

Bnd new approaches to the name/noun that does not adequately serve its
function in conventional structures of language.

To "break the vertical h o l d figures. in this context, In several ways.
On the one hand. it signals the vertical hierarchy of parts of speech in
conventional grammar that privileges certain parts (Le., the noun and the
verb) over other less important parts. A single noun combined with a
single verb can, in the English language. form a complete. grammaticaiiy
correct sentence: a single verb can. in the imperative voice, function as a
sentence. No other part of speech can stand alone and operate as a
sentence which is perhaps why it is the Latin term for word (verbum)
that f o m s the root for our term "verb":only verbs are crucial as words.

for a sentence cannot exist without them while it can exist without any
other part of speech. Thus. the valuation of the noun and the verb. but

particularly the verb, is predicated on a desire to f o m sentences

(meaning) fkom random arrangements of words (and thus mintmize the
entropy or noise of the message system). If this is the goal. the other
parts of speech including the preposition are merely decorations and

elaborations of the already autonomous core of the nounlverb smcture.
But the vertical hold is also a reference to the visual image
presented on a television screen: a broken vertical hold results in the

constantly rolling repetiffons of a screen that can never remain still. is
always in motion:
Like the eye reads the TV screen: the screen's multiplicity of
repetition creates the image for us. the image not On the screen
but embedded IN the repetîtions. The THING w e are seeing is a

MOTION. The Motion beforg the Name. The image/thing is not
gbiect. but êçt. Not act. but act act act-a continual relation.
(Almus 95).

Although this passage seems to refer to the distinction between nouns
and verbs, Mouré's visual emphasis on the prepositions in the passage
"IN,""On" and ''before" draw our attention to them as producers of

motion. and therefore of the "continual relation" that is the end result of
the image. Prepositions are. in these television metaphors, intensely

visuaï and visible. They are the traces of motion that we c a n see in the
sentence: 'Thekind of motion that our eyes read not Verb-al, but

Preposition-al. On across under t o m us ... It is the force of the
prenosition that alters ~lace!"(Furlous
95). This is the first indication in

Mouré's text that there might adst a geography of grammar. Whereas a
verb might indicate an action, it is an action that goes nowhere (literally

and flguratively) because a verb cannot indicate movement between
places. Thus. the sentence "1 run" conjures images of a person running
in place (rather than to or from or between or on or over or under a

place) with no sense of either the passage of time or the travershg of

distance.

The lone preposition "between," however, already signais motion if
only because it invokes a spatial andior tempord relation between two a s

yet unspeded places. objects. persons or time periods. Despite what
conventional grammar teaches, therefore. a preposition standing alone

can commwifcate meaning: it communicates a potentid relation in space
and time that remains open-ended [and thus ungrammatical) because not

hemmed in by the noun and verb of the sentence. As Dennis Denisoff
writes in "MergerShe Wrote": "In. by. to. at. of-the

-position

always

forces a ~positioning,a shiWng from one imagined position Ip another"
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(116). Although 1 might question his use of the word "force" in this

context because it seems to imagine only one possible direction for this
motion, Denisoffs emphasis on the "imagineci position" is rich with
potential interpretations. The representation of the preposition as a site
of necessary imagination mecause a preposition cannot signal the objects

that it relates) makes it the ideal part of speech for poetqc its
denotations are never fked as any one thing. but rather slip and shift
according to the imaginai context in which they appear. Thus. "between"
as a t e r m does not mean anything without a conception of two things.

places o r people that it might be said to comect. Whereas nouns and
verbs c m be hemmed in to one or men several definitions within the

lexicon of the language, prepositions are entirely positional; thus. their
rneanings are potentrsllly unllmited: 'To put the weight of the utterance

on the preposition. or even to let the preposition enter the field 'out of
order'. changes this. Creates. what sounds iike. a stutter. To the trained
ear. Our 'weïi-trained' ears" (FurIous 95).
We see an example of the stutter introduced through out-of-order

prepositions in Mouré's poem "Rolling Motion" where strings of
prepositions with no apparent referents bear most the weight of the

utterance:

face into under into rolling
over every upward motion
r o b g open over your
Face in m y neck again over ...
dweiiing upward face
in your soft leg open
iïfted upward airborne soft
face into under into motion
[ m u s 35)
The repeated structure of "face into under into

...."even without a verb to

indicate action. already indicates a motion that is fâirly evident: this is the
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motion of lovemaking where faces. legs. necks and mouths roll over and

into and between and undefone another in a sea (iike the rolling motion

of waves) of prepositions. These prepositions convey meaning predsely

because they appear out of order. It is the motion of prepositions
following one another. relating to one another. that creates this repeating
visual image [the vertical hold broken) of roiïing. desiring. and somehow

not entirely separable or distfnguishable. except through the possessive
pronouns "mf and '~our."bodies. The only other part of speech that
carries equal communicative weight in this poem is the possessive

pronoun which signals. in the very fkst Une. "Your face in m y neck â."
that we are deaiing with two bodies relating to one another. Without

names. we already know from these markers of possession that this is a

poem about two lovers in the act of making love. Their genders are
unknown. as are the& ages. their professions; but in the context of the
poem. all of the information we need to Imow-that is. that there are two

people who are making love-is communicated through the parts of
speech usuaily given the least denotative weight in the conventional
sentence: the preposition and the pronoun.
pronoung
f. pro meaning for + noun
a word used instead of a noun to designate an object already identi8shle
h m context
Uke the preposition, the various pronouns of the Engiish language
carry no constant denotaave value: in f

e their meaning within a

sentence is so contextual as to create considerable confùsion when that
contact is not clearly estabiished and understood. ThW princlple

h c t i o n in conventional grammar is to circumvent needless repetition of
-

noms; as Jakobson describes them, 'The pivotal role performed in the
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grammatical t e e of poetry by diverse kinds of pronouns is due to the
fact that pronouns. in contradistinction to alï other autonomous words,
are purely grammatical. relational units" (Jakobson95). Thus. pronouns
are Uffle more than stand-fns. stunt-doubles if you WU.for the true stars

of the sentence: the nouns. But these mere stand-fns certainly cause
more than the& fair share of referential confusion. in fact, of aii parts of
speech. gender specific pronouns [followed closely by gender-specific

nouns) have generated the most discussion in academic and corporate
institutions in debates about equity issues.
Like the preposition. the pronoun is almost inthitely substitutable.
But in this partlcular case, the "almost" carries significant weight,

because unlike prepositions. pronouns distinguish between genders
(masculine,feminine and neuter) and between people (desfgnated by he.

she and they) and non-people [desfgnated by it). Thus. pronouns c a q
certain denotations regardiess of context. and it is these denotations that

often cause the most profound semantic confusion. For example. when
wrîüng of more than one woman. the pronoun "she" cannot be used in

conventional grammar without specifylrig to which particular "she"the
pronoun refers. If this designation is not made explicit. the result is a
noun-like term that no longer fictions as a nom. that is. it no longer

refers to anything or anyone in parücirlar. but instead refers to any one of

a number of possible things or people; this is. of course. an effect of
pronouns that ~ t e ceiebrates:
h
"[pronouns] of course are not reaiiy the
name of anything. They represent some one but they are not its or his

name. In not being his or its or her name they already have a greater
possibiiity of being something than if they were as a noun is the name of
anything" (LIA214).
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Critic David Çolway, however, does not share Stein's enthusiasm

with the referential indeterminacy of the pronoun. In his article

"PronominalDebris."Solway vents his frustration about this foxm of
semantic entropy in a summary of his students' responses to Mouré's
"Pronounson the Main": "Deborah]is troubled

...by the indiscriminate

use of the pronouns, the congeries of 'shes'which do not seem to be
properly distinguished from one another" (33).Solway responds to this

student's concem with Mouré's "pronominaldebris" with an acidic

charthg of aU of the possible "sheWs
in the poem with the intention of
demonstrating how very ridiculous Mourets poem is for famg to
"properlydistinguish between a i i of these potentfal "she"s.
What Solway's student. and indeed Solway himself, fail to consider.

however. are the social ramifications of Mouré's pronominal debris. By

refusfng to name "proper1ft-that is, with a proper name-each of these
"shensbefore referring to them with the pronoun, Mouré underscores the

heterononnativity of grammat[cal forms that demand a 'proper"
distinction between persons if they are of the same sex. If a heterosexual
couple were referred to using the pronouns "he"and "she."there would

be no confusion as to whfch pronoun referred to which person. as this
text by

France Théoret iiiustrates: "he she him her the words of love

dream sentences incoherent 1 mar myself 1 becorne inarticulate the

sentences s o quiet in m y head so clear I repeat myself' (281. Even

though we do not know the identities of this he and she. this him and

her, we are not confused by this formulation. The genders are balanced
with one another: every he has his she. every him belongs to a her.

Théoret's words of lov-the

mascuiine and feminine gendered pronouns

in the first and third cases- may "dreamt*
incoherent sentences because
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they violate the grammatical demand for a direct reférent. but they do
not produce semantically confusing sentences in the way that the words

of love for a lesbian couple might. When pronoms are used to refer to a
homosexual couple. whether male or fernale. the result is pronominal

chaos: 'Their llves touch. She looks back at her 81 smiles as she smiles at
wery woman. She smiles she folds back

...She & she.

Who who is. Or

seems" (Mouré Sheepish Bearrty, Cfvüian Love 52).

The pronouns of love in the lesbian sequence are much more
disconcerting than those in Théoret's sequence simply because the
relation of two feminine pronouns does not seem gammaticdiy natural in
the way that the relation of two differently gendered pronouns does.
Mouré discusses this homophobic aspect of grammar in the third poem

of '"riiree Seems to What 1s":

The trouble is, the pronouns: her. & her. No one
h o w s who they belong to! So much is. indescribable
because of this. Because there are twol Because the
two are getting m e r . Who won't see who. Who
who 1s.
[SheepishBeauty 59)
The repetition of the possessive third person feminine pronoun. "her,"
results

indescribable confusion

that "no one [no-un]

who who

is." The breakdom of order, that "en(tripfchorde or" of the title, resuits
not only in referential chaos.but in a chaos of punctuaffon: "So much is.
indescribable because of this." The seemingiy misplaced comma in the

middle of the line actuaiiy produces a reading not otherwise apparent:

the pause after "is"suggests that in fact "somuch"cornes into being as a
result of this pronominal confusion. rather than the more obvious reading
that so much is indescribable because of it. Thus. the "pronominai

debris" that David Solway so despises becomes the producer, rather than

the destroyer, of meaning. These pronouns are not debris in the sense of
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waste or broken wreckage, nor are they simply the homophonie French

equivalent, "debruit." meaning noise. They are. despite. and perhaps

because of. the surface disorder. information;they become an entropic
message. even several such messages, that conventionai grammar mtght
have fltered out.
lBlm=am
points or marks used in d t i n g or printing to aid the sense

Although punctuation is centrai to the study of grammar and
gammaticai structure. it rarely figures prominently in language-based
theories of grammar which foreground the parts of speech composed of

words. As non-verbal s f m g units, punctuation markers are unique
within grammar as, paradoxicaiiy, that upon which grammatical sense

reiies even as it covers over or hides that reliance. In poetic
theorizations of grammar, punctuation figures a iittie more prominently.
although

qutte rarely. In "Poetryand Grammar,"Gertrude Stein

devotes several pages to her diatribe against the "servile" comma and the

other parts of speech that impede wrïting "gotng on":
When I first began writing, 1 felt that writing should go on, 1 stiU do
feel that it should go on but when 1 first began writing 1 was
completely possessed by the necessity that writing should go on
and if writïng should go on what had colons and semi-colonsto do
with it, what had commas to do with it, what had periods to do
with it what had srnall letters and capitals to do w i t h it to do with
writing gotng on. (LIA2 17).

Although Stein later concedes that semi-colons and periods might have a
function in breddng things up in interesthg ways. her detest for the

comma is unwavering.
It may appear surprising that s u c . seemingly innocuous

grammatical markers could provoke such intense emotional responses.
but Stein's basic point that punctuation is never innocuous. perhaps

especially when it seems innocuous, is one that has influenced many
writers. including Mouré. In her revision of the role of punctuation in

poetic syntax, Mouré &aws on the conception of punctuation as

overlooked in conventionaï language usage. In a sequence of poems
entitled "Devotlons,"Mouré devotes the third section of each poem in the

sequence to a sentence conceming punctuation. Although each Ilne
functions differentiy within its given poem. strung together, the m e s

fkom these discrete sections articulate a theory of punctuation that
destabilizes conventional organizations of grammar:

.

Hurling over the far fence, the heavy iron comma.. . Braquing
sudden at the concrete barrier. periods stacked two deep:
Heading at high speed toward the quotatlon mks....Bowed in the
ICU. heart hooked up to the semi-colon. Why punctuate anything
she said makes Art mad the letter Ai What were they thinking?
PuiIing the apostrophe through the head wound?
(Search Procedures 76-8 1)

...

...

...

Wfth the exception of the second last Une. each of these sections

articulates a relation between various punctuation marks-the

comma. the

colon, quotation marks. the semi-colon. the apostrophe-and graphic
physicai materiallty. partidariy that related to bodily injury or the
potential for bodily injury. Translating punctuation marks into objects

that operate on material bodies removes punctuation fkom the seemingiy
objective and nonmaterial realm of grammar into the realm of the
hospital-the ICU for examplewhere punctuation becomes a means of
suturing the injured body together.

The accident of punctuation

described in these Unes occurs not at the level of the sentence, alone, but
on the figurative level where a misplacecl colon becomes a Nethreatening occurrence. Perhaps gesturing toward the often hyperbolic

sentiments that attach themseives to conventional grammar lessons-
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where the incorrect use of a punctuation mark can seem as dangerous as

taking a corner in a car too quickly-Mouréts punctuated poetry about

punctuation causes us to review the importance of punctuation in our
understanding of ianguage. and thus in o u understanding of the world.
By locating punctuation-figuratively-in

the recognizable material

world through which we navigate evexy day. Mouré forces u s to consider

the parts of speech we are most Uely to disregard in common language
usage. As she wrîtes Ln "I'll Start Out By Talking":"It is a dead end to
match up punctuation to a list of what is right in grammar. It is a dead

end to decide why a comma is here, and not here. in the Ught of how the
soiitary conbernent of syntax works because. the code. must. be broken
in order to speair" (13-14).internipting the progression of the

grammaticaliy ordered sentence with seemingly misplaced commas
surroundhg the word ".must." Mouré articulates a theory of punctuation

that. me her theories of other grammatical parts of speech. grounds

itself in the relational. Criticizing the "soiitaryconfinement of synW1
that operates as a code (or filter). Mouré's entropic punctuations

foreground the role of punctuation in the construction and presentation
of meaning- Although the excessive commas in this passage are easily
brushed over as we read. they s a introduce a pause or stutter in the

progression of the Une. Without reaiizing it, our eye fiickers as it passes
these grammatical anomalies. causing us to register this location as

somehow significant even if we are unaware precisely how or why it

might be signi8cant.
Mouré's poem "Arnygdala" uses punctuation in a similar way to draw

attention to the importance of pux1ctuation marks: '73.i.r.d.s w.i:l,l co.m:e." (Search Procedures 15). Interrupting the sequence of Ietters
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forming the phrase 'Birds will corne" with an assortment of punctuation
marks. Mouré draws attention to the paradoxicdy invisible centrallty of

punctuation in common usage. Annoyingly distracting on Brst reading,
the punctuation in this Une quickiy ceases to hold attention: we quickly
dismiss it as unimportant once we realize that it does not affect-in

any

discernible way-our reading of the h e for semantic content. But what

appears meaningless as an arrangement of punctuation marks placed

between letters is actualîy meaningful in that it situates, as central, the
often marginal (because placed at the beginning and end of sentences or

clauses)markers of punctuation. And because these grammatical
markers disappear before our eyes. this Une forces us to consider how
often we absarb or ignore those elements of language that we cannot
immediately understand or explain. or that seem irrelevant to our
seemingly more important interpretation of semantic meanhg.

As 1 prepare to conclude this chapter, 1 find myself poised to
spring fkom Mouré's own focus on the intersection between parts of

speech or punctuation markers and parts of physical bodies, particuîarly
.those parts that s u f k pain. These relations between the constraints of

patriarchal language and the conçtraints of pain and illness in the body
ofien materiaiize-in Mouré's texts-through an entropr grammatical
practice. Thus the human body sufferlng pain or experiencing i h e s s in

any form becomes one representation of Mouré's m o u s reiattonship
with and to language. Writtng an entropic grammar lesson. then.

particuiarly when that lesson is so neatly incised into parts of speech

segues, albeit uneasify. into a reading and writing of bodies in pain and

the various incisions that enable wriüng about that state.
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In this way, 1 a m attempting to weave together the two strands

generated by and through these first two chapters with a new elementthat of the writing of asthma. Mouré's interest in the f'unction of breath

in the production of poetry seems inseparable fkom the discussions of
entropic inspiration and grammar that dominate these Brst two chapters.

This final chapter. although seemingly only tenuously W e d in content to
the subjects of the Brst two. then. is actualiy only possible as a
consequence of the analysis opened out through these fhst chapters.
Only after 1 venture definitions of Mouré's use of the term entropy as

metaphor and poetic practice. as weil as some entropic re-defhitions of
the d e s of grammar, am 1 able to imagine a chapter that re-defines.
entropically, the relations between writing i h e s s and writing health.

between breath and wriüng. between the lungs as physical organs and the
lungs as metaphor. By opening the work-both Mouré's and my own-

through the criticai mting in these first two chapters. then. I am
discovering a mode of reading and writing that creates space for me to
explore some of these c o ~ e c t i o n sbetween Ulness and writing that

inspire my own work. as weii as Mouré's poetry. I am learning, to quote
Nicole Brossard. to "makeuse of writing in order to rediscover the

obvious, lost in the multiplidffes of sense and the contours of language"

(AL149).

In any project of this size, there is iikely to be repetition fkom one
section to the nact, men when each section introduces an entirely new
concept. In m y next chapter, then, 1 continualiy retum to the arguments

presented in the previous two chapters both to draw some lines of
relation between the three parts. and to subject my own critical WZiting
to yet further d y s i s . Refusing to let any one reading of these texîs
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stand in isolation. 1 want, to r e m to the title of this chapter. to inflect
each of my own readings and reading strategies through as many
modulations. both tonal and positional, as I can. to interrogate the

priviieging of certain voices and c

m critical positions in readings of

Mouré's work. As Rance Théoret writes: 'Urhat's understood? What's
listened to? It's to be repeated an infinite number of times before

something else wiU be ïistened to. Break where it's hardened" méoret
41). My reading of Mouré's entropic grammatical reflections and

inflections. then, forms the underpïnning for m y readings of asthma and
asthma-writing in the following chapter. But this underpinning is not, in
itself. grounded. stable or "hardened":rather. it is a foundation that

contlnually shiffs in a tectonic entropy that refuses solid ground even as it

seems to guarantee it. My argument. as it is shaped and contained by
these chapter divisions. then. c m never be read as sirnply hear, but

must always bend inward on itself, intlected in and through Mouré's
poetry.

CHAPTER III
Waiting t o inhale: Asthma as Enîmpic inspiration
I t is my lungs rnake m e feel this.
(Erin Mouré. Domestic FtceO

in my original plan for t u s chapter, 1 envisioned comecting the
previous two chapters on entropy in information systems and in grammar
to an exploration of entropy as it operates on and in the body of
someone-in this particuiar case. Erin Mouré-who suffers fkom a chronic
and often debilitating dfsease. 1 outlined my approach grounded on the

basic premise that a fe-st

poet's relationship to her body. where that

body is continuaiiy mediated by a medical estabiishment designed to both

preserve and constrain her existence. is one that can never be expressed
in terms as simple as those presented in Jeremy Campbell's G r a m t f c a l

Man: "Illnessis entropic, irregular, an error in the living system. while

heaiing is cybernetic. restoring the body to its original state. correcting
the m o i ' (23). In this sentence. Campbeii attempts to W. albeit
cursoriiy, his theories about entropy in information theory with the

human body generally. and with the sick human body in parf3cula.r.
Aithough. even initiaUy, 1 questioned Campbell's simpiistic distinction
between what he terms "entropic"and what he tenns "cybemetic"with
relation to physical bodies. 1 accepted. at least superficially, his argument

that illness is an error in the Uving system- a sign that somethfng is
wrong in the internal and extemal environments of those who are ill.

This winter, however. a medical diagnosis shifted m y personal
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perspective on this issue in ways that have had a profound &ect on my

academic approach to the subject.

Having sdered recurrent and steadily worsening attacks of
bronchitis for more than four months, I was haUy diagnosed Ln Febmary
with miid but chronic asthma resulting fkum allergies. Although my

symptoms quickly disappeared under an intense medical regirnen of

inhaled steroids, antibiotics and bronchodilators. I discovered that this
brief period in my own medical history was to have consequences not
only for my future heaith. but for my entire relationship with my physical

body and the material world in which 1 Uve. No longer could 1
complacently expect a healthy, disease-fkee adstence. Instead, m y
health became something that 1 had to protect fiercely through a radical

change in Mestyle, and, more importantly, through a new reiiance on
pharmaceuticals. Having asthma, or. to be more precise, having a
medical history that predisposes me to develop recurrent, debiiîtating

asthma in the future. has. as it must for most diagnosed with the iiiness.

shaken the very underpinnings of the relation between what 1 have always
considered a fairly clear distinction between the states of iliness and

health. For the rest of my Me. I wiU never be entirely healthy, dthough at

any given moment (and indeed for extended periods) 1 may be
completely fIee fkom ail symptoms of my disease. And, to paraphrase

Campbell. there is no one way to permanently correct this error in my
iivfng system: if illness 1s entropic and heahg cybemetic. then my

physical body, and indeed the bodies of ail those who s d e r chronlc

iihess. must adst as a tense, and always imbricated. relation between the
two.

In fact. chronic ihesses iike asthma caU into questton. even break

d o m , the predse binary divisions between h e m and illness, between
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the entropic and the cybernetic. between the naturai and unnatural states

of the body.
Illness as something that is chronic rather than something that is
either terminai or temporary is a concept that 1 accept very rductantly.
And the absence of a recognized discourse on the subject of chronic

mess in contempomy iiterature and literary theory-which. for the past
six years, have been the discourses in which 1 locate my work and indeed
my identity-has made it easy to continue to overlook a body of Wfitlng
that remains largely invisible in most areas of 1item.q~
study. Once I began

Iooking for writings of chronic iiiness that 1 could introduce into my

study of Erin Mouré's asthma poetry. particularly writing about asthma

and other respiratory diseases, however, 1 was surprised at the volumes
of material 1 discovered (particularly in texts by women) on the
relationship between writing and illness, where iiiness is not simply

something that threatens writfng, but something that enables a different
approach to writing.

This discovery made it possible for me to imagine a slightly
dinerent approach to my own writing in this chapter-an approach that
would serve several goals simultaneously. O n the one hand, focusing this

chapter specifically on Erin Mouré's asthma-writing offers a perspective

on her work that differs si@cantly

nom those presented in recent

criticism which tend to focus on the function of contemporary Uterary

theory in her work, or on her classification as a working class poet, a
lesbian poet. a difflcult poet. On the other. centering on asthma and
writing asthma gives me the personal opportunity to research, and mite

about, a disease that wiil now define how, where and with whom 1 Uve
and write. And. by shifüng the focus f?om the opposition between heaith
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and iiiness t o the relation berneen the two conditions. 1 can c d into
question the cherished ided that there is a natural state for the human

body. where natural is. perhaps mistakedy. understood as free fkom both
disease and fkom the medical intenrention that prevents or cures disease.
When the distinction between health and illness is blurred. when the one
state is seen as CO-terminouswith, rather than antithetical to, the other,

we begin to imagine a dinerent relation to not only our individual bodies,
but to the bodies of those around us. and even to the body of the materid

world generdy. I t is my hope that this work. prellminary and

incomplete as it may be, will open up discussion of an mess [and a body

of writing about that illness) that has, until now, stood in breathiess
silence.

Asthma. and an asthmatic's relation to the medical system that

paradoxicaiiy constrains meaninghl existence even as it enables it. is an

mess that is not easily represented by traditional discourses or
metaphorizations. Part of my project in this chapter. then, is to highiight
some of the assumptions and gaps in these traditional discourses. and to
outüne the ways in which twentieth century feminist work-by

comecting abstract theorkations of illness to personal experiences of
disease-makes possible a discussion of chronic iilness in general, and
asthma in particular. In the f3st section of this chapter. then. 1 will

chart the often vague and imprecise definitions of asthma in both medical

and literaxy texts on the subject; usîng these (non)dFtfinitionsas a starting

point. 1 will problernatize the often oppositional relation presented in
curent theories of heafth and ihess. In the second section of this

chapter, 1 wiii outme some of the approaches ta writing asthma. llnklng
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it through contemporary poetic theories of the breath and breath-iine

writing. attempting to define a theory of asthma as entropie writing
practice. In the third section. 1 WUuse the metaphor of the fish out of
water as a way to figure the cornplex relationship an a s m t i c wrïterparticularly when that writer is also a woman and a lesbian-has with her

wheezing lungs. and. by extension. with her written language. To
conclude this chapter, 1 wiii document some of the ways in which writing
asthma intersects with writing desire. with writing as protest. with
writing as practice in Mouré's poetry. I do not attempt, as I trace these

developments here, to produce any kind of complete anthology of asthma
writing. nor do I profess to provide any solutions to the many problems

this work opens for me. 1 only hope to see a Uffle of myself in this work,
a liffle of ail of us as we draw breath thousands of m e s each day. This
work enables me to explore why it is that the functioning of the lungsuniike the heart or any other in the organ- is takm as a universal given

that need not be protected. and thus need not be represented. And.

related to this flrst Une of questïoning, why it is that diseases of the lung
are often represented in wayç that detach the illness fkom the physical
body sdering kom it-why

it is. in short. that lung diseases can only be

represented by ffgures that effectively erase the presence of the
principally affected organ. the lung.

Asthma: Some Entropic Definitions

In researching the clinical definitions of asthma. 1 was struck by
how iittie is actualiy known about a disease that affects such a huge
percentage of the population (sllghtly more than 200/6 of ail Canadian
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adults suffer nom some form of asthma). Briefly. asthma seems to be
caused by werything. or. aïtemately, by nothing at a:extemai triggers

vary not ody according to patients. but according to the particuk

time

and place in which that patient is currently ïiving. Thus. an asthmatic
who has always been sensitive to particuiar foods or pollens may suddeniy

Bnd they are able to s a e r exposure to these allergens without having a

reaction. AIternately. and thfs is the more common development.
asthmatics who have never had a sensiüvity to a particular ailergen may.
without waming. trîgger an acute attack by exposure to that substance.

And it is not just patients that are puzzled by the varying causes and

eEects of asthma: as J o h n Toogood and Dr. Jean-Luc Malo note in Euery
Breath You Take: Coping with Asthma and ûther Respimtory Diseases,
asthma is still aimost as much of a mystery to the medical profession now

as it was a thousand years ago: "Onewould think a disease so 'old' and
much-noted would present no challenge to modem medical science. Yet
it does. The cause of asthma is stiil a mystery. What's more. actuaiiy

definhg it has proven fnistratingly difficult" (13).To distinguish asthma

fkom other branchial conditions. doctors have to rely much more on
appearances and educated guesses. There is no one s p e d c test for

asthma, and often what is originaily diagnosed as bronchitis or a

persistent cough is later re-diagnosed as asthma not because of any
change in the symptoms. but simply as a result of their duration.
According to dictionary defbitions. asthma is defined by: "DïfBculty

of breathtrig: spec. such a condition characterfzed by attacks due to
bronchiai spasm and often of aüergic origin" (TheNew Shorter OED

135). Stemming fkom a Greek root meaning to breathe hard or pant.

asthma was originaUy used to diagnose a wide range of breathing
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disorders. In contemporary usage, asthma is disthguished from other
respiratory conditions not so much by the distinctive nature of the

symptoms. but by the&fkequency. ' m a t often distinguishes the
respiratory condition as asthma is the variable nature of the obstruction
in the aïrways and the wheezinethe sound the breath makes as it's
squeezed through the narrowed airways of the lungs. More speci8caiIy.

asthma 1s characterized by repeated episodes of breathing difficulty"
(Toogood and Ma10 14). Even the sound of wheezing is not a consistent

indicator as asthma can also be defbed by a persistent cough. or the
over-production of mucus in the alrways in response to an allergic
reaction.

Perhaps the most hstrating aspect of asthma-in terms of both

diagnosis and treatment-is that its often debiiitating effects. while
perhaps triggered by external agents. are productions of a patient's own
immune system. The increased mucus secretions and narrowed airways

are. in fact. efTects of the lungs' hyper-responsive defence mechanisms
responding to often harmless external agents. When dergens are
introduced into the airways. the body responds by rnounting a massive
assault on the invading ceils that results in an overail effect far more

dangerous than contamination by the ailergen. Breathing is the most
inümate contact we have between the interior of our bodies and the

extemal world: the reg*

interchange of air and carbon dioxfde through

the process of respiration contfnually exposes what we normaUy consider
our closed intemal body to the '"foreign"element of the externai world.27
27 in lhe Body fn Pain. Elaine Çcarry theorfzes the relation betareen intenial and externa1
consciousness in a way that Lnvokes. at least m e t a p h o r i ~the
, act ofbreathiq: The
Interchange of inside and outside Surfaces requîres not the Itteral musal of bodily linings
but the makfng of what is
interior and private into someth<ng exterior and
shareable. ad,comme@.the rcabsorptfon of what is now cxtezior snd shareable into the
intirnate messes of individuai consdousless" (284).
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In an asthmatic's airways, thfs "natural"interchange of elements. this
conünuous intermixing of inside and outside. is seen not as nourishing

and necessaxy. but rather as threatening. as d e n . as disease: "Diseaseis
by definition intimate contact between ourselves and an alien

environment" (Brookes 174). In the case of asthma, the disease is
intimate contact between a harmless nahiral element that is perceived by

the body to be a dangerously &en one. Converseiy, perhaps an

asthmatic's over-sensitive lungs recognize what heaithy lungs cannot: that
our seemingly natural element is one that does not belong to our natural

(intemal) environment and can. on the contrary. stimulate the most

violent of auto-immune responses.

This confusion inherent in the condition and experience of asthma
itself is a confusion between conventional understandings of heaith and

illness. between what is natural to a body and what is foreign to it.
between a properly ordered body. and an entropic one. In returning to

Campbell's clearcut distinction between illness as entropic and health as
cybemetic. we discover the concepts. if not the terms themselves. that
define our most common understanding of the two conditions. Although
it may seem excessive to suggest that illness is entropic and medicine

cybemetic (where the term cybemetic carries denotations of stability, of

constant* correct functroning). these concepts have permeated not oniy
medical discourses. but Uterary discourses as well.28 Susan Sontag

28 Thfs oppositionai representation of illness and health relies on a relation fff only a
metaphorid one) between bodies and machines, between the Ifvtng systems that exîstin
our bodies, and the mandacttlred systems that humans have created to assrst them i
n theîr
work By representing bodies in this way (andI do not daim to assess the vaklity or
indidity of thfs similarity). Campben mggests that bodies can. with proper maintenauce
be ordered, regulated and ccmtrdied as easily as can machines,
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upholds these distinctions in her discussion of lllness in her now famous

Order is the oldest concem of poiitlcal philosophy. and if it is
plausible to compare the polis to an organism. then it is plausible to
compare civil disorder to an illness .... IUness cornes fkom
imbalance. Treatment is aimed at restoring the right balance-in
politicai terms. the right hierarchy. (76-7)
The conaguity between mess and entropy (imbalance or disorder in

Sontag's formulation) seems at the core of our relation to o u r own bodies.
and at the core of our conventional understanding and usage of the terms
iiiness and health. In his book-length study of the effects of asthma on

his He, writer and long-time asthma sufferer Tim Brookes describes the
experience of illness in terms reminiscent of Sontagts: "AU diseases are
skirmishes at the borders between order and chaos, between self and

non-self, between the past and the future" (E3rookes 273-4).29

29 in using the term "sklmilshes."Bcookes obviousiy iwokes a specific tuminology of
war (awar occurrîng at the borders oftwo separate and never-blrringstates) to represent
his experience of iIlaess. The rtietorical f@xrc ofthe body (or the medical establishment)
"battllng' an unseen enemy in the treatment of disease is a fair& common formula,
appearing at evexy level of the regulatory ch- that is in place to ensure the nomal
healthy functloning of the body. In her anaiysis of the role of pain In."the making and
iinmaMngof the world," EIafne Scany idenaes one of the central metaphors used to
describe pain a s the metaphor of the weapon or the extemal agent that metaphoricaïïy acts
upon the sdf'erfng body (151. The mle of the weapon îmagery in relations of pain 1s not.
however, a simple one. as Scarry describes
The feelfngof pain entails the feeling of being acted upon, and the person
may either express this i
n terms of the world acting upon him (Ttfeels
like a knife...")or fn terms of his own body acting on hfm C l t f a lLke the
bones are cutüng through, ..")....
As an actual physfcal fact. a weapon is
an object that goes into the body and produces pain; as a perceptual
fàct. it can liff pain and its attributes out of the bady and make them
visible. (Scarry 16)
The role of the weapon tn metaphorid representatlons of pain [which are. Scany notes in
a later passage, the only representatbns ofpaFn made available by our languagel, then. is
pr&mrflyone dvisibiyr and vocability. rather than one of accuracy, siw most people
who use fmsirres of weapons have actually neasczrptrItnccd assadt using those weapons
The relation between war and îïhess or ptwo states that are m e r enti&y
inteUigible to the hdtpidral persan, the fonner because it is too large to comprehend. the
latter because it is too Agrounded in our need to cxtemaïize pain and iIlness, to
ilmi its cause (and thus its cure) samewhere outside of the "fortressnof our bodies,
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Health and fllness. when defhed in tenus of order and disorder. of

the natural and the unnatural. of the fa*
simply physical conditions, but &O
these defhitions. health-that

and the alien. represent not

moral and soda1 ones. According to

is, a body enürely free fÎom disease in any

mantfestation-is the ody natural state for the human body. Any deviation
from that state presents a threat to the whole system-the

individual

system as well as the sociai system-that must be annihilated with
chemicai dmgs. physical regirnens. psychological counseïing and other
medical/juridicd interventions if the body is to be restored to its naturai,
balanced. properly functioning state. Even the dictionary tracings of the

term "health" carry this connotation of naturalness and normalcy: "Sound
condition of the body: freedom fkom disease.... of spiritual or moral
soundness. Also, salvation.... Condition of the body in respect of its vigour

and soundness" (The New Shorter OED 1204). It is easy to see. then,

how a physiological state-that is. a body free fkom disease and physical
impediment to correct functioning-becomes

easiiy blurred with a moral

and/or spiritual one. This confusion becomes even more evident in the
definitions for m e s s : 'Wickedness, depravity. immoraiity....
Unpleasantness, disagreeableness. hurtfulness; difficulty.... Ill health; the
state of being ffl: (a) disease. (a) sickness. (an)ailment" (Ibid 1310). Al1
but the final entry for thtç term refer not to the state of the physical body.
but to the moral or spirituai nature of the subject. The iitany of nouns

descrfbing moral and spiritual decrepitude far outweighs the brief list of

synonyms that conclude the en-

"(a)disease. (a) sickness. (an)ailment."

As with any regdatory code. then. the code of health iç nwer

simply descriptive. but prescriptive also. In its conflation with the
concept of order. h e m becomes a means of organîzation and control.
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and the medical estabbhment that enforces this state becomes analogous
to a poiicing. goveming body.30 IL1 his essay. 'The PoIitics of Health in

the Eighteenth Century."Michel Foucault describes the evolution of

health as a prescriptive (and thus social and political) regdatory system:
The emergence of health and physical weii-being of the population
in general . ris] one of the essential objectives of political power ....
DifTerent power apparatuses are called upon to take charge of
"bodies."not simply so as to exact blood service from them or levy
dues. but to help and. if necessary, constrain them to ensure their
own good health. The imperative of health: at once the duty of each
and the objective of ali. (277)

..

If iihess is seen simply as chaos. disorder or entropy. then the person
who is iii is a potential social subversive. someone who refuses to foiiow
the d e s of bodily order. Being healthy in our sodety means much more

than being fkee kom illness. this passage suggests: being heaithy means

being "normal."being correct and properly ordered. Health ceases to be
an individual concem that describes the relation between a person and
her body. and becomes instead a social concern of the highest order.

And. paradoxically. whiïe health is represented as the normal. natual
state of the human body. it is aiso a state that must be constantiy

defended against the ever-threatening agents of illness. Much like the
discourses about order and entropy, we must admit that order of the
body-not unme the order of the social statefs incredibly ditIlcult to

achieve, and. once achieved. even more difficult to maintain.

in dfscussions of chronfc illnesses ïike asthma. however. these
widely accepted definitions cannot adequately d h e or explain the
distinctions between the ciinicaily healthy body. and the cluiically sick

one. Because they present health as the naturai state of the body. and
30 See.

for examp1e. Michel Foucault's %2

B M of the C b k
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illness as the error in the systern. these definitions fail to address the

complicated imbrication of health and U n e s in the experience. and

indeed in the treaiment. of asthma. Bl-g

the iines dividing the two

states (on physical, moral and spiritual levels), asthma, not u d k e 0th-

chronic Unesses. complicates the assumption that there is a perfect
state of health which exists in opposition to the (ironically) perfect state

of illness that overtakes it. Asthma can never be entirely eradicated; its

severity can only be diminished by a rigorous regimen of drugs. exercise.

changes in diet and atmosphere.
Health and illness are, according to the conventionai definitions

cited above, mutually exclusive categories by definition: where one is
present. the other must necessariiy be absent. To admit the two ta the

same space would be to question the very meaning of the terms health

and illness. As Tim Brookes notes in Catchhg My Breath: "Heaithis a
fine thing. but it's all too easiïy confuçed with perfection. The notion that
health should coexist with illness is a disappointingiy cluttered view. a
blemished one. one that will never s 0 (Brookes 282). in the "cluttered
case of chronic illness. this '%blemished"
view is the only one

that can sell.

Never entirely healthy. in that they are never entirely fkee nom disease,
asthmatics are also rarely entirely ffl. Asthma attacks can occur as

frequently or idkequently as any other allergic response. often. but not
always. corresponding to a change in season. a change in temperature. a

change in routine or. less often. in response to no change at aii.
Asthmatics. and other suff'ers of chronic illness, seem to f
d
somewhere between the cracks of conventional medicine. or at least the

conventional rhetoric of the medical profession. There is no cure for
asthma. there are only ongoing preventative techniques; there is no one

medicine that. once taken. wili erase the disease from the airways

former. nor is there any particular Mestyle that will assure the asthmatic
of a Me fkee fkom attacks. Brookes. whose book-length study of asthma is

one of the oniy texts written from the perspective of an asthma patient.

notes the tense relationship an asthmatic has w i t h his/her iihess: 'When
we're not actuaily sunering an attack. most asthmatics don't feel ill-we

certaMy don't iike to think of ourseIves as baving a chronic and incurable
illness-and,

hoping against reason. we prefer to believe that our i h e s s

will simply go away by itself. To

seek medical treatment is to admit the

disease" (Brookes 39). An asthmatic. as Brookes notes in another
passage, must become "La Sentinelle1'-the sentry-always standing guard

against another attack (Brookes 21). a sentiment that Mouré echoes in
her poem 'Telepathic":
As if the body is.

most dangerous!
As if the body must be vfgfiant from within.
against its o w n system.
Ready to turn upon itself. its immunityi
(SheepishBeauty. Ciuüim Low 64)

One of the more confusing aspects of asthma. as Mouré's passage

suggests, is that while the symptoms of asthma corne and go. asthma
itself is an ongoing condition-one that never aUows the sufferer the

luxury of believing in hedth without medication or fear. In a recent issue
of Chatelaine. Olympic rower Laryssa Biesenthal. a recently diagnosed
asthmatic. comments: "Asthmawill al-

be a hïndrance. it's always

there" (qtd. in 'To Your Health'' 28). That potential for an attack

continually shadows or haunts the Me of the asthmatic. Standing guard
against an invisible (and often unrecognizable or unknowable) enemy. the

asthma sufferer must rdy on signais kom a body that is. itself. an

unreliable source of information. As M o u e ' s texi impiies. the body's

auto-immune responses-usualiy the body's intemal warning systemmust be prepared to tum on itself. to wam the body of its own protective
mechanisms. And as Brookes remarks, this tense readiness can just as
easily become a trigger. rather than a waming. of an attack: 'Thisis the

parada of chronic iliness: the patient grows around the disease. U e an
oak tree engulfing a barbed-wire fence. My own habits and shortcomings
probably perpetuate the condition; the asthma disappears under the bark

of m y character where 1 am least likely to look for it" (7).As this passage

suggests. and as the vague definitions above support. the only way to
present, and thus understand. the relation between iiIness and health in

chronic U e s s is through the vehfcle of metaphor. a vehicie that c m
never be. yet must be. adequate to the task.

The ineffabiiity of chronic m e s s Is but one symptom of a general
dis-ease with representtng bodily illness in wriüng. in n k s s as
Metaphor, Susan Sontag arrives at prfmarfLy negatîve conclusions about

the tendency to represent illness only through the Uterary lrope of
metaphor: 'My point is that illness is not a metaphor. and that the most

truthful way of regarding iiiness-and the healthiest way of being ffl-is

one most purifled of. most resistant to, metaphoric thinking" (Sontag 3).
What Sontag reacts to in this passage is the tendency to represent illness

in metaphorical tems that either displace entirely the effects of the
illness from the p h ~ i c a body.
l
or represent that physical body o d y in

terms of the Lllness that threatens it. The k w in Sontag's argument.
however, is that she assumes that there ex[&

a direct [that is. non-

In her text, The M

y in Pain, Elaine Scarry comments that

metaphorical constructions in the representation of pain and suffering

are not only a tendency. but rather a necessity. as metaphor represents
the only rneans by which the internai experience of the individual person

can be projected outside of that person and made a d a b l e to other
contexts: "Because the existing vocabulary for pain contains oniy a smaü
handfid of adjectives, one passes through direct descriptions very quickly
and

... almost immediately encounters an 'as if' structure" (15).

Metaphorization is not simply an escape from deaiing with the reaiity of
illness and pain, Scarry suggests,but is absolutely fundamental to an
expression of that state to anyone outside of the confines of the individual

suffering body. Diseases that have no obvbus causes. and thus no obvious

cures, c m be represented only in t e r m s of the "as if" structure of
metaphor. or to return t o Brookes. in t m s of mythologies. Even Sontag

notes this necessity in her discussion of tuberculosis and cancer: "Any

important disease whose causality is mwky, and for which treatment is
ineffectual, tends to be awash in significance" (58).

If there was ever a disease whose causality was murky, it is asthma.
Whiïe not usuaUy a fatal disease if properly regulated (assumtng that

doctor and patient can agree on what that proper reguiation might

mean). asthma is precisely the kind of mysterious i h e s s that should be

"awashin significance."But, quite the contrary, astbma is more often
seen as an inconsequential or trivial disease. one that stems from

neurotic or hysterical problems rather than physiologicai ones. Asthma,
like so many ailments with murky causaiities and even murkier courses of
treatment, ofkn fhds no representation in conventional uses of language

that ground themselves on clarity and predse expression. In her now
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famous essay, "On Being D1," Virginia Wooü comments on the paucity of

words and images avaiiable to represent mess in language generally. and

in Uterature in particular: "Consideringhow cornmon LUness is, how
tremendous the spiritual change that it brings

... it becomes strange

indeed that iiiness has not taken its place with love and battle and
jealousy among the prime themes of iiteratute"(193). WooIf's attention
to not only the physical experience of mess, but also the "spiritual

change"it brings about situates her text as radical. even haif a century
after its pubkation. In a later passage, she asserts that this la& stems

not

a limited

for

and

but, as

importantly, from a general lack of interest in representations of mess:
Finally. to &der the description of illness in Ilterature, there 1s
the poverty of the language. Engiish, which can express the
thoughts of Hamlet and the tragedy of Lear, has no words for the
shiver and the headache.... Yet it is not only a new language that we
need. more primittve, more sensual, more obscene. but a new
hierarchy of the passions; love must be deposed in favour of a
temperature of 104:jealousy give place to the pangs of sciatica;
sleeplessness play the part of the vfllain. (Woolf 194-5)

Wooif's tongue-in-cheek displacement of the "passions"for the symptoms
of chronic pain and iilness marks the hierarchy not only of the passions,

but of m e s s itself. Some tllnesses, as Sontag's qualifier "important"in
the previous passage implies. are worthy of discussion-people who suf5er
from terminai iilnesses such as tuberculosis, cancer and more recently
AIDS. are ofien subjects of (and consequentiy subjected to) discussion-

both medical and iiterary. The less dangerous, but stiil life-altering

occurrences of pain and illness-particuiarly where those occurrences are
chronically present-however. rarely merit more than glancing

references. Woolf.who suffered from migraine headaches among other
ailments. was often unable to leave her bed, iift a book or even hold a pen;
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and yet, these facts of her existence rareiy appear in her pubiished texts.
and are only now beginning to appear in feminist criticai analyses of her

work. Similarly. American poet Adrienne Rich who suf5ers fkom severe
arthritis, and has experienced "fourjoint operations, calcium deposits

...

[and]'long hours at a typewriter" ( B b d , Bread and Poetq 2 15) only
rarely introduces pain as a subject of her pubiished work. although it
most certaLnly conditloned her writing if only because it interfered with
her abiiity to hold a pen or use a typewriter. The reason for its exclusion

is not simply that there does not exïst a language to express pain
(although that certaLnly is a contribumg factor), but also that to admit
pain. to admit bodily m e n t is to reduce the body (and thus the

speaking, writing subject) to the m e s s itself. A writer who suffers from

arthritis quickly becomes. in critical responses to her work. an arthritic
writer when her condition becomes the subject of her written work.

Introducing lived experience into the body of poetry often results in a

reduction of that body of poetry to the facts of the Uved experience-aiï

meaning is traced back to the particdarities of personal lived experience
and thus dismissed as irrelevant to the general human condition. As Rich

writes in "Contradictions:Tracking Poems":
The problem. unstated tlll now. is how
to Uve in a damaged body
in a world where pain is meant to be gagged
uncured un-grieved-over The problem is
to connect, without hysteria. the pain
of any one's body with the pain of the body's world.
(Rich "Contradictions" 100)
How to write ilhess-particuIarIy a chronic illness that always defhes. at

least in part, the person who attempts to define it in writing-ornes

d o m to the issue of how to introduce iived experience into writing

without making that writing entirely reducible to that Uved experience.
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As Rich points out in the above passage. figuring a body that is diseased.

that is unperfect, is an issue that has yet to be addressed in writing.

The invisibility of or silence about chronic illness generaliy seems
particularly true of chronic illnesses that relate to the b c t i o n of
breathfng. But perhaps the general silence about breath and breathing

cornes fkom a slightiy different s o u r c m n e not unrelated to the general
aversion to representlng illness and defects of the body. but more
particularly attached to the specific attributes of breath itself. Because

the air we breathe is invisible, and the act of breathing-for most peopleis primariiy an unconscfous one, breathlng is a bodiiy function that. like

the air upon which f t depends. is aii but invisible to our range of
perception.31 Paradoxicaiiy, breathing is. at one and the same time. a

bodily function that we cannot reduce t o metaphor because no adequate

image exîsts to represent it). and yet can only know by means of
metaphor (because the mechanics of breathing itself are UnESnowable
except through these images). U m e blood whkh we can see, taste and
touch as it flows out of our bodies. unïike saliva. urine. feces and most of
the other products that enter and exit our bodies as a part of our daily
fùnctioning. air. or breath. remafns invisible to sight, unadable to touch

(except in the most intimate circ~~nstances)
and taste. Only hearing and
31 In his poem "me Lungs." bp Mchol explores the M b i l i t y of the breathing process and
the orgarzs that emable that process:
When do you first think oflungs? When you're yomg and tiny and tublue
and you cant get pur breath because somcthing is happening to you Uke my mom
told me it happened to me3
Do you think of them then? in a moment like this,
trying to remember, can you evm say T remthfsabout my lungs'? No. No.
Almost no memories at alL ûnïy the mtfon that they're there pumping away. just
beneath the d a c e of these Unes, however much these Unes do or dont
acknowledge then One of those parts p u c d do wlthoutn (Sekted Organs 28).
In the hyperventilathg. unpunctuated second question, Ntchol inscribes some nuance of
the panicked breathlessness that accompanies almost any attention to the lungs*
(im)
proper futioning.

..,,
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smell can detect the faint whispering tongues of air entering and leaving
the body. As the prominent dictionary definitions of the term suggest.
breath is an dement that means everything (In that our existence
depends upon it) and nothing (in that it is aii but unrecognizable by our

major sensory organs):
breath f. base meaning 'burn. heat' ...

nie faculty or action of breathing: existence. spirit. M e ...
A whfsper an utterance. a speech. (The New Shorter OED 279)
These two entries. stemming directly from the etymological mot. Ilnk

breath with its traditional metaphorical representations-that is. voice.

spirit, Me. Breath is, paradoxicaily. one of the basic physical necessities
of. and yet one of the most abstract ideals about, human existence.

Breath is, then, one of the basic uni& upon which human existence

depends for survlvai. and is also the means of commicating that
existence-through

inspiration, through voice-beyond

the space of the

human body. As Susan Sontag notes in Nness and Metaphor: "A disease

of the lungs is. metaphoridy, a dfsease of the soul" (Sontag 18). By

focusing on the figurative connection befmeen breath and the soul, rather
than on the physiological comection between the breath and the lungs,

Sontag suggests. we can overlook or ignore the profound impact lung
diseases have on physical. material existence of those who suffer from
lung diseases. And our various figures of speech about breath and the act

of breathing seem to bear witness t o Sontag's argument These figures of
speech lift the act of breathing and the breath away nom the body and
into the realm of the emotions: we t a k about a breath of firesh air as a

pleasant change of circumstances or pace: catching one's breath means

"stop breathing for a moment in fear. anücipatiod' [heNew Shoiter
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OED 279); to take someone's breath away is connected to the (f)act of
desiring someone or something, Bnding someone "breathtaking."

Although many of these common figures feature the asthmatic
symptom of breathlessness as their deflnLng trope. the possibiiity that
they might be connected to a physical aiknent rather than an emotionai

state is rareiy raised. To be breathless with desire is not, for aample.

related to the fact that some asthmatics can s d e r mild asthma attacks as

a result of the physical exertion of sex To catch one's breath in fear,
surprise or anticipation cannot represent that catch in breath. or that
interruption of regular breathing. that signals the onset of an attack.
Whiie these metaphoricai constructions emphasize the intrinsic
connection (at the level of the word) between figurative language and the

act of breathing (inspiration). what is missing in these common
expressions is a relation between breath and the mechanfcs of breathing,
the apparatus that enables us to breathethat is. the lungs and their
component parts.
Given the cruciai function that occurs in our lungs W o n s of times

daiiy. it is interesting that there are so few expressions about the organs

that enable us to breathe. Uniike the heart, whfch figures in descriptions
of love. grief. in fact in descriptions of most emotionai States. the lungs
vimially never appear as metaphor in our common language of emotion.

Whiie there are expressions such as full-bellied and full-bodied to
communïcate a sense of completenes and fullness. there is no equivaient

expression-full-lunged perhaps-to

represent the satishction embodied

by the act of drawing a deep breath. Those figures of speech that do
involve the lungs more often relate to an aiiment afIlicting the lungs.
rather than to the more usual hctioning of the lungs in the act of
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breathing: black lung refers to a tree lichen used to treat diseases of the

lung, miner's lung refers to pulminary diseases incurred by miners. lung-

fever is a synonym for pneumonia. and lungworms are parasietc
nematodes that lîve in the lungs of mrrmmais. Only the phrases "lung-

power" and "top of her lungç" c o ~ e cthe
t organs of breathing with one of
the means of Ooud) human communication-that

is. speech. in

cornparison. the rhetorical figures that c o ~ e c emotional
t
or behavioural
states with the heart number j u s t under 100 in The New Shorter Oxfoord

This discrepancy between expressions of the heart and expressions
of the lungs is surprishg given that heart and lung functions in the body

(and in medicai discourses about the body) are so intertwined. Brookes
notes with surprise that there are so few connections between the lungs
and emotional states:

And you'd think such a connection between emotion and breathing
wodd have made its way into the language because poor lung
function has such a dramattic effect on our emotions and our
appearance ... Our condition looks more iike a behaviour than an
aiiment ... W e t e lost our breath. and perhaps it's no coincidence
that in Latin spiritus means not only 'breath' but also We' and
'spirit.' (Brookes 157-8)
Why, given the central f i c t i o n of the lungs in sustaining our We

[certainly comparable to the function of the heart in pumping blood). are

there so few metaphorical representations of the lungs except those
c o ~ e c t e dto disease? 1s the action of the lungs somehow more

mysterious than the actions of the heart, the brain, the blood. the liver?
Or is it quite the contrary. in that the action of the lungs seems so un-

mysterious. so completely cornmonplace. so obvious that it needs no
further metaphorization? If this is the case. it might explain why
asthma-as a disease-is so generally unacknowledged and unexamined. If
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normal breathing is taken as a given, as something that need not be

questioned. explored or represented in any way, if it is, simply. a basic
fact of human existence, then those who fail to breathe normally f a

somewhere beyond representation in language. Asthma, as a condition
that interferes (for often unknown or unclear reasons) with the simple
exchange of o q g e n for carbon diaKide in the alveoli. calls into question
the basic assumption that breathing is a naturai given. Asthma forces

evexyone. even those who do not experience breathing difficulties. to
corne to terms with the cornpîicated, highly variable. and easily damaged
system that enables our often unconsdous act of breathing. As Brookes
remarks in his palnful description of an acute asthma attack. examLning
the mechanics of our o w n breathing is seldom undertaken in any but the

most Me-threatening situations:
It was an eerie. vertiginous feeling: 1 was confronting the normally
unexamined mechanics of stayîng aiive, like the dock face turning
and staring at the movement in its own case. What are the most
vital h c t i o n s ? Breathing. Heartbeat. Brain activity. Of these only
breathing is at aU vohntary ...Only with breathing are we given the
devii's option. the chance to keep ourselves going by force of will.
(7-8)

nie paucity of metaphors for lungs and lung-f'uncti0ni-g (breathingl
in language and literature does not reduce the central importance this
function has for the practice of writing, both figuratively and iiteraiiy.

Even the term inspiration is c o ~ e c t e dto the breath through the Latin
term inspirare meaning 'to breathe.' Since the Wes when Charles Olson

published his inspirational article on the role of the breath in modern
poetry. "Projective Verse." writers-and poets in particular-have been
much more conscious of the h c t i o n of breath. in the construction of the
meMc Une: 'Verse now. 1950. if it is to go ahead. if it is to be of essentid

use, must, 1 take it, catch up and put into itseIf certain laws and

possibilities of the breath, of the breathing of the man who writes as weii

as of his listenings" (Olson 15). Comecting the act of writirig to the
physical body that writes. Olson's theory of poetic inspiration opened new

possibiiities for an entire generation of writers in the foms the& poetic
expressions might take. As importantly, Olson's work became a
reference point for new critical approaches to poetxy that grounded

themselves in the rhythms and cadences of the poetic Une as potentially

meaningful. Even French theorist Jacques Derrida's Of Grammafology
invokes a theory of "naturalwriting' that clearly echoes Olson's eariier
statement: "Naturd writing is immediately united to the voice and to

breath. Its nature is not grammatological but pneumatological" (17). The
breath, then, potentially produces f o m s of writing more immediately
c o ~ e c t e dto the body (Olson) and to the naturd (Demida):

If 1 hammer, if 1 recail in. and keep caliing in, the breath. the
breathing as distinguished from the hearbg, it is for cause. it is to
insist upon a part that breath plays in verse which has not (due, 1
think, to the srnothering of the power of the Une by too set a
concept of foot) has not been suf3ciently observed or practiced, but
which has to be if verse is to advance to its proper force and place
in the day. now, and ahead. (Olson17)
Olson's relation of voice (speech) to breath32 opens up possibiiities for the
asthmatic wrfter that Olson himself couid not have predicted. AIways

somewhat anchored in, or occupied by, thoughts of breath and the act of
breathing. the asthmatic miter is always already examinhg the tools of

her own writing practice, always already definhg the stxucture of the iine
by the measure of breath (or the la& of it). When critic David Solway

describes the style of Mouré's 'Tronouns on the Main" as
32 "Because breath aïbws aU the speech-force dlanguage back in (speechfs the 'soiid' of
verse, fs the secret of a poem's energyl"(Oison 201-
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"hypervenolating"and remarks that the poem seems "out of breath" (29).

for example. he is unconsciously (because he seems unaware of Mouré's
asthma) c o ~ e c t i n gissues of style and subject with the breathing

disorder that defines not simply what she writes, but how she writes it.
Not peripheral to the act of writing, her asthma is a deaning (though not

the only defining) feature of her writing practice. as she says in an
interview with Peter O'Brien conducted in the ear1y eighties: "1 know the

h e and the rhythm are starting points because when asthma constricts
me 1 can't write. My asthma retumed to me a year ago after a Bfteen year

remission. I'm still not used to it: at times I feel disabled poeticaily. The
heart, by way of the breath, to the Une (Olson!)"(O'Brien 42)? The

revolutionary aspect of Olson's theory. which clearly infiuences Mouré

given the emphatic exclamation point following Olson's name. is that he
makes concrete, or literallzes some of the abstract c o ~ e c f f o n sbetween
poetry and bodies. Instead of arguïng. as so many have. that poetry must

corne fkom the heart. or must be an extension of the soul-where neither
term represents a physical relation to actual body parts or functions-

Olson theorizes a mode of writing that is directly related to one of the

body's essential organs-the lungs. Poetic inspiration for Olson comes not
kom outside the body [as classical formulations of inspiration suggest).

rather t t comes from the dramatic action of the lungs as they repeatedly
M a t e with air: "aprojective poet wiIi work, down through the workings

of his own throat to that place where breath comes kom. where breath
33 in his letterç. the Stoic phîïosopher and dramatic playmght Seneca &en r m h
that he writes in lieu of speaking when sufferIng a prolonged attack of asthma: '7 kept on
talIdngto myself ...denüy. needless to say.words bdng out ofthe questionn(Seneca 1û4).
It is interestin&that Seneca does not write verse during these episodes. but rather prose
(letters). as though he stmnarly recognizes the centrality of the breath In the construction
of the poetic Une.

has its beginnings, where drama has to come from, where. the

coincidence is, ail act springs" (Olson 26)9

For Mouré, the function of the breath as it relates to the
construction of the iine is but one element of writing breath (or writing

the lack of breath). As important are the other aspects of asthmaparticuiarly those that relate to the experience of anaphyhctic shock and

the subsequent hospitakation-that flgure (into) her writing practlce.

The comection between iiiness. the medtcal treatments of illness, and
writing is one of the recurrent motifs in Mouré's work, appearing in t e e

as early as Domestfc FueL and resurfacing in her most recent text. Search
Procedures. More often than not, these connections between illness and

writing take the fonn of connectlng the artificial means of W e (the

monitors and tubing that enter into the body's space) and the voice that
has been silenced by the acute allergic attack. In her poem "Intravenal,"
Mouré makes expîicit this (un)naturalrelation:

Leaming to ta&, in spite of. The raw Une
in the throat coming out of the lung &
knitted back into the forearm, visibly strained,
taped fîat like intravenous.
O throat and ils metal needle.. .

.

M y taped arms. taped metal against the skin,
the needle of sorrow. into me. filling my throat up:
O

song in the lung's tube

visible (WSW 2 1-23]

34 it i interesting that although Olson's foxmulatons infiuenced mt o d y several
generations of p e t s but a h generations af Uterary critics and th& approaches to the
poetic Une, fm have taken up his materiakation of breath as a starting point. More ofien.
these writers have spun this theory out away b r n the body again and attached it to its
visible effectthat hi the poeüc Une- Instead of seeing a plethora ofmetaphors about the
lungs. about the movement of a i r through the bronc?hial tubes, we have seen a plethora of
axmiyxs ofline-length in poeby. This absence or silence in our attempts to come at the
body through writing, to inscribe it (orbe inscribecl by it) once again marks the strength of
the puii toward abstraction when working with the body- Oison's breath-Une theory is no
Ionger direct& attached to the üdai motion of air ex&aqpg between the lungs and the
outside world, but refers instead to a spedac mode (ancl a spedflc history) ofpoetic
practice.

The process of speaking [singing) in these Unes is a physically

(con)strained one that relies on the artifleial means of sunrivai-the
intravenous tube carrying adrenahe into veins. But the needie in the
arm [the arm that writes) is knitted not to the

IV pole with its plastic

lung fidl of dmgs and glucose. but to the actuai lung (byway of the throat)
that makes Song not only possible. but visible. The sense of having the

body tumed inside out. of having the intenial processes of heart and lung
functioning projected outside of the body by means of medical

intervention (heart monitors. IV drips). and thus made visible. becomes,

for Mouré. a site of intervention into those medical processes that deûne
her body. Rather than allowing these chical voices (medical charts and
monitor screens) to speak for her. she reclaims her voice-albeit
mediated by the intervention of medical apparata+through

one

the

comection between the W s tubing and her own veins, the connection
between the lungs of her body and the lung that hangs on a pole feeding
drugs tnto her veins:
As if the only answer to the severance of the cord

is the cord of the voice. the cord tom open out of the
arm. brachial artery surging fkom
the lungs where the air has entered, making
speech possible. the

cord of the voice sinmg out of the arm. the metal
needle inserted into the vefn carrying
anti-idammatories . ,
the name of words etched into the drip
monitored by the infrared beam. the processes of the
body where the present fs (WSW 29)

.

This medicalized body is one that refuses to reiinquish its control of voice
and speech despite the silence imposed by the aliergic attack. The voice
shlftç to incorporate these medical appendages into itseE-making

the
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metal needle and plastic IV tube into an extension of the throat that has

mouen dosed during the attack. When her physical body can no longer
utter words. her medicalized body continues to "drip"words through
tubes into veins.

As these poems indicate. the experience of asthma as it relates to
poetic practlce is not a singuiar one defhed solely by the reduced
capacity of the lungs (the breath). But throughout her poetry, it is the
lungs that figure prominently even in those poems that. ostensibly. have
kittle or nothing to do with an asthma attack. She mites in 'The Origin

of Horses" about the central importance of the lung, not merely as organ,
but as physical shape. as word: "Sometimesthe poem's shape cornes of

this, three squares thick with wording. & the lone glyph representing
the lungs. the icon placed in nearly every poem to honour the lungs'

softness" [WSW 67). The respect for the vulnerabiiity of the delicate

lining of the lungs is one that every asthmatic. or indeed anyone who has
sdered a harsh persistent cough, experiences to some extent. Mouré
honours this delicacy. this potenttal weakness. not with fear and shame.
but with tendemess and beauty, a recognition of the lungs'"softness"

rather than their weakness. This icon-appearing, as she says. as the

defhing stnichire in almost every poem in WSW-is

centrai nat only t$

the poems themselves, but to an understanding of Mouré's poetic

practice. Virtually ail of her recurring images-fish. hay. wheat-relate,

in

some form or another, to her experience of aiiergic asthma and to her
tender relationship with her sensitive lungs. Mouré even jokes about the

fkequent recmexice of the lungs as image and subject in her work: "there
ts, she said, your kcut wherefn/pctlon bes.fed by the h g s . Oh. stop/
talklng about the lungsl" (Semch Proceclmes 132). Perhaps the most
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staking of these recurrent images in Mouré's work, however. is that of

the fish. parücularIy the Bsh that is hooked out of its naturaï elementthe water.

Like A Fish Out of Watu: Dtowning in That Temble Oqgenl'
Being cornfortable underwater. or uncornfortable in air. is a

recurrent motif in the texts of asthmatic writers. For some. U e Brookes.
water, or rather the experience of being submerged in water, is directly
W e d to his experience of asthma: 'For years I started wheezing as soon

a s 1 swam underwater. as if the sensatîon of pressure on my chest were a
threat in itself. or a threat of a threat" (Brookes 262). This literal
pressure on the chest is translated into a figurative pressure that bears

the weight of the experience of asthma generdy. Imagery of being

submerged in water represents that terrible pressure on the chest
caused by an asthma attack. and thus represents (and defines) asthma

itseff:
Technically. asthma is caused by not being able to breathe out;
people have died with substantial amounts of air trapped in the&
lungs. It doesn't feel that way to an asthmatic: breathing in is
inspiration. clutchhg for the straw of air. Breathing in is the
beginning of Me,the b t guip as the diver reaches the surface. No
asthmatic works to breathe out. (Brookes 9)
The metaphor of breaking through the surface. of drawing a full-lunged

breath (or a Iungful) is one way of representing, to those who do not

s a e r breathing difftculties. the experience of an asthma attack. Only by
being in an element that threatens to suffocate us at every moment, even

as it feels natural moving in and around our bodies, can the non-asthmatic
have a sense of what it is to live with the threat of an asthma attack.s An
Water. lîke the space that exists outsfde of our amne kya. is one in w k h we cannot be
entire& at home- As Elizabeth Grosz writes in Volcrtlte Bodks,m e body is not open to ail

35
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asthxnattc is not just lUce the scuba c i i v e or a fish out of water on a

metaphorical levei. but is comected by virtue of the& c o m m o n fear-that

of not being able to breathe.
This compuIsion to represent the experience of an element foreign
to us through the image of being submerged in water is one that
translates easfly into an interest in those creatures that can exist
comfortably in that foreign eiement-that

is. water-dwelling creatures.

In

her notebooks. the American poet Elizabeth Bishop. also a chronic
asthma sufferer. Links her "pursuit of 'quiet breath' to the agure of the

mermaid breathing effortlessly in amniotic seas

.... Given her asthma. it is

iittle wonder that she identifies so strongly with a mermaid washed

ashore, or a fish held half out of water and forced to breathe 'that terrible
oxygen"'(Lumbardi 167). Bishop's asthma. which figures only indirecfly
in her published writfng, does create an interest in those creatures that
also fmd air a potentiaiiy threatening element. Like her when she suffers

an asthma attack, the mermaid or the fish held out of water fmd
themselves trapped in an enviroxment that is inimical to the&very
existence. and as Lombardi notes, 'What could be worse than to be left

'gasping'in an aiien atmosphere trying desperately to tear sustenance
fkom a cruelly implacable world" (168).
One of Bishop's most anthologized poems 'The Fish."and perhaps
one of a handful of published poems in which Bishop even gestures
toward her asthma, represents an attempt to introduce fish into the
-

-

-

the whims. wlshes. and hopes of the subject: the human body. for example. cannot fly in the
air. it cannot breathe underwater unaided by prosthesesn(Grosz 187136 It is interesting to add hese that wMe doctms generaDy recommend reguiar physical
exerdse as method of controtUng asthma, the one actMty that most doctors caution
against is scuba dfving. The actMty that drives so many metaphors for asthma, then, is
paradaadcally one forbidden to most asthmatics,
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human element. or. aiternately. to introduce humans to the watery

element of fish:
1 caught a tremendous flsh
and held him beside the boat
half out of water. with my hook
fast in the corner of his mouth ...
W e his giiis were breathing in
the terrible oxygen

(Bishop 820)
The emotional c o ~ e c t t o nthat arises between the speaker and the fish

later in the poem is here flgured through the indirect comection
between a fish forced to breathe "the terrible oxygen" and a poet whose

lffe depends on an element that compromises the quality of her Me. The

Bsh. being "haIf" out of its element. then. represents Bishop's own sense
of displacement within her "natural"environment: "Bishop'swheezing

lungs prevented her fkom taking up a comfortable and lasting residence
in the places she loved. contribumg to an already intense feeling of

homelessness" (Lombardi 155). That sense of not belonging to any
place-of actually being physically displaced kom one's home-hds
perfect representatîon in the figure of the hooked f'ish. Unlike the fish.
however, who is released back into its element at the conclusion of the
poem. Bishop and other asthmatics have no comfortable element of their
own. no home to which they c a .return- Their existence is always that of

the fish (or the mennaid) held haif out of water, gasping in an "den
environment" that they must c d their own.

Mouré. m e Bishop and Brookes. is continually interested in. if not
obsessed by images of a h and being submerged in water. Unïike Bishop.
however. this interest often works its way directly into her pubushed
writing through metaphors of fish. actual descriptions of fishing

expeditions with her brother. and. more obiiquely. through a connection

the figures

fish and

one case,

blindness. In response to an interview question about her near obsession
with £W.Mouré presents a theory of demental displacement-that

is.

being always somewhat out of your natural element- that connects both
to her literal element. air,and to her figurative element, language:

Because Bsh move in a different element than we do ....They breathe
where we would suffocate and drown. Breathing is something
critical to speech, language. and poetry. To ways of speakhg-...Yeu
dont recognize the assumptions you have about the world uniess
something dzrerent happens to you. (BiiUngs 38).
Writing fkom the perspective of. or about. fish. then. constitutes not just

an attempt t o displace a reader's cornfortable perceptions about breath
and the act of breathing. but is also about stretching the acceptable b i t s

of human perspective and experïence. Fish as this passage implies. corne
to represent not only an asthmatic's tense relationship with her own
wheezing lungs and the air that both nourishes and attacks them. but a
writer's relationship with her language. with the element which she-as a
woman and a lesbian__cannot take for granted and must always examine.

In her poem. "Blindness."37 Mouré comects fish imagery as a figure
for the experience of being out of one's element. to the experience of

being a lesbian writer whose desires. whose very existence. are erased by

conventional approaches to language and writing:
Some of our desires are lmown only on the floor
of oceans ,..
are only now being let loose and admitted.
37 In her poem. 'Thpic Lîne." Moure explores the W s dement thn,ugh the metaphors of
sfght and bllndness: m e northern pfke. bunded, its mouth open in the hook's p d /
upward h m the water. reverse gravi& ...Kow ft saw our pattern of Ught on the river
surface,/ our shadows & colours. the last it sa;w/ Blind wfth cold we blinded it with ice
shards"(DomesfkAcef 50- 1). The sense of memais, a€backward pulIs of the Ilne and
hook and the upside-dm visions thmugh water and air. continualïy bIur the sense of
sight with bllndness sa we are never quite sure who, himinn or fish, sees deariy and who fs
blind, Thispoem .and Mouré's marry otherfish poems. fntroduceimages of srght and
blindness to represent that demental displacernent outlined above as,specificaQr, a vision

blurred by a foreign element (ïookingthrough water)

have ody thiç moment stopped being
ashamed ...
mistake. mistake. fuck the lungs. some of our desires
are known oniy on the ocean floor. in the head ...
Some of us have lungs that sdocate in the air. (DF 102-3)

Questioning one's supposedly natural element-those givens upon which

we depend to perpetuate the fictionsthat enable existence-because of a
breathing disorder segues naairally into a questioning of al1 of the
supposedly na-

elements of human existence, particularly the element

of Ianguage. Mouré's poetry suggests that everyone-wornen. lesbians,
people of colour-suffocates (both figuratively and literally) in the "naturai"
element of the "poiis"without even realizing it ("Poetxy,Memory and the

Polis" 201). Writing through and about asthma, then. becomes a social

protest on both iiteral and figurative levels: on the iiteraï level.
interacting in social environments is potentiaily dangerous for asthmatics

as it exposes them to smoke. pollen. car exhaust and other poiiutants
that are a part of our daily existence: on the figurative level. asthma

cornes to represent-at the level of the U n e t h e writer's protest against
an element (language) that only seems naturai. when in fact it threatens

that writer's very presence in language (and thus in Me). Having asthma-

and hding inirnical an element that the body requires to survive--forces
Mouré to reexamine ail of her "natural"elements as potentiaüy

threatening ones.
But Mouré does not experience (or represent) the body's protest as
sïmply negattve; rather she sees it as something that can offer an

altemate approach to the world and to the representation of that world

in wrïting, as she writes in the opening Unes of "Ceiidar
Correspondence":

Those of us who are carrying a thne-bomb in o u cells.
Those of us whose ce& may go amok at any moment.
Those of us who are still proud.
Those of us ready to leam kom the body's mutiny.
(Sheeplsh Be-,
Cluilian Loue 80)

Refusing the shame of a body that does not foiîow the niles of proper

.

functioning. Mouré fiercely açserts her pride in the rebellious quaiity of
her cells, maklng them into a metaphor for her own approach to social

protest. If even the smdest unit of the body-the cd-protests

against

the unnatural elements introduced into the body. or altemately, into
which the body is introduced. then this resistance is available to an
acting. thinking person as weil. Mouré emphasizes this conneetion

between illness and social protest. in this case the protest against war. in

"Parts of a Clock, Or Asthma." In this long poem. pubiished in her most
recent collection Seatch Procedures. Mouré compares the experience of
asthma to the devastating efKects of

a mortar sheiî fired into a crowded

market in Sarajevo during the Bosnian civil war. She does not draw these

connections directly. however, but rather relies on the obiique reference
in the title(s) to bear the weight of the relation. What comects the two
experiences. Mouré seems to suggest, is precisely that which caxmot be
written or represented: she -tes

in the footnote to the fkst poem. "A

war caxmot be put into a poem" (103). This inabiiity [or refusal) to

represent in writing something that is enacted upon bodies is one that
troubles her writïng of asthma in this poem. in which her definitions can
only appear as an unfinished sentence under m u r e -: '

What war and asthma have in common. then. is not only the

potential for terror and death. but a silence that shrouds it fkom the texts

of poets. And transgressing the unwrïtten m i e of comparing the
experience of personal sdering to the gaeraiized suffering of war
(which, in its large numbers and distant geography. is easily abstracted
into nothing more than statistics and rhetoric). Mouré comects the two

using the metaphor of an old clock. broken into parts. for sale in the
Sarajevo marketplace: "A dock broken is these pieces. Some docks s a /

for sale here. The never-ending repetitton of markets

... [wherel we

exchange nothings. Circulation in the broken stands" (105). The old
wornan in the ha1 poem who goes to market to bargain these clock parts

for (and the line remains unanlshed. incomplete. intmpted by the blast
of a mortar shell).holds in her hands the pieces that everyone who
suffers. and everyone who wihiesses suffering. wants to own-those

broken fragments of time. Iost forever in an exploding shell or an acute

asthma attack. The "parts of a clock" that form the frame of this piece
(being both the title, and the subject of the final poem) do not count
years or centuries or generations: rather. these shattered fkagments

fÏeeze the moments. seconds. "68minus 1." that alter lives irrevocably.

This inability to express asthma using conventfond defilnitions-in

the previous example, the defhitions of medical science-is one that
haunts Mouré's iater texts. S t m g , gto fhd a relation that c a . bear out
her experience of a disease that does not simply oppress her. but also
enables her to experience and represent Me and desire fiom a different

perspective. M o u é contInuaily returns to a celebration of the lungst
"softness,"a celebration of her uwn breath and her desire(s1 for Me.
Never far removed fi-om her desire for other women, Moure's desire to

feel the touch of her own body as a sign of its existence is one that is
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invariably c o ~ e c t e dto her experience of asthma and anaphylactic shock.
In thfs relatlon between the qerience of asthma and the experience of

desire for other women, Mouré touches and circles around the dual

movement of desire: both the desire for life that the touch of others
represents. and the desire for others that the touch of Me (recovering

fkom an anaphylactic coma perhaps) represents.
In recognizîng this comection between iliness and sexual desire,
Mouré is not alone. Bishop too recognizes this interesting relation
between her intimate contact with her own breath, and her intimate

contact with other women. In her poem, "O Breath," Bishop positions a
speaker who. as she suffers from night-time asthma. watches her

sleeping lover's chest with a compiicated mixture of envy and desire:
Beneath that loved
and celebrated chest ...
something moving
but invisibly ...
(See the thin flying
of nine black hatrs
four around one
five the other nipple
flying almost intolerably on your own breath).
(Bishop 79)
The chest. and particularly the nipples are charged with erotic desire,

but that desire is never far removed fkom the speaker's own desire for
easy breath as the panting rhythms of the poem

suggest. nie physical

distance that exlsts in the white space in the rniddle of each Une not oniy
represents the c w l n g arms of the rib cage as Lombardi suggests (1651,
but aiso represents the exnotional if not physical distance that exists
between the speaker's gasping chest and her lover's peaceN one. That

space, marked by the "invisible" M e r e n c e of "something moving," is the
space of desirethe space across which the lover cannot move except

through the "as ift structure of metaphor.
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In h a poem. "Lunge"Mouré also comects the experience of
asthma with desirein this poem. the overpowering desire for

medication ( T o u fast cure'') which is only comprehensible when it is

iikened to sexual desire:
You find out there is no such thing as enough time
& you SU
dont have any of it.
You shouldn't have craved the arms of women.
You shouldn't have slept with men..
Time for the medicine.
You lunge over the table. In mid-lunge. Going for the adrenah

...

again....
Your arms make
Amicus. object,
Points of or-

The break-up of order ("or-

..

teferrent
der
(Dontestic Fuel 14)
der'')records the disorder of a body

entirely dependent on the medication that sustains it, even as the "tirne"
for Me, and time for desire, seems to be siipping from her grasp. The

first Unes suggest that there has never been enough ü m e for anything*

and that the speaker shouldn't have wasted what Uttle time she had
craving "the axms of women" and sleeping '%th men";the only thing

there has been-and always must be-time for is the medicine: "Time for
the medicine." Sex and love are swept away in the lung(e) for the

medicine. which cornes to take the place of desired objects, the place of
"thearms of women" and "men. Her own arms. as she injects the
medication. become her only Mend (the "amicus").her only (love) obfect

the sole "referrent"of her desire. And the pinpricks of the needle,
tracked in her arms. are the only points by which she orders (or fails to

order) her physical body, and thus her world.
This intimate comection between an asthmatic and the medication

that saves her Me extends itself into a desire for all objects and
conditions c o ~ e c t e dto her experience of thfs disease. Coming to know
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her own body first through the trappings of her disease and oniy later
through the "arms of women." means that the language of medicine. the
language of her cure. wiU always be intirnsrteiy c o ~ e c t e dwith her semal
knowledge of her own body: "softcirdes monitoring the sound of m y
chest/ The wom hospital of the body' inherited from my mot&/

restless and inbvenal" [WSW 24). Reoccupying not only the language of
medicine. but the actual diagnostic tools of the medicd profession-in
this case, the "sofk circles" of a heart monitor-Mouré

redfscovers a

familial relation to a mother that is as much the medical equipment that

monitors and nurtures her as her biological mother.
Recognizing the intimacy of touch of the medicai equipment that
displaces. if oniy momentariiyt the human touch of 0th- women is. for

Mouré. a necessary step in coming to feel again after a severe attack. The
acute asthma attack resuiting fkom anaphylactic shock. while it may be

experienced as a death.38 is never only represented as a negative event:
Like Lazarus, 1 am raised fkom the dead.
So many times & I never weary.
I t is my lungs make me feel this.
The pain the vein spoke when they pushed intravenous into me,
the surprise.
Lazarus too. surprised to have a body
after all that.
[Domesttc -1
32)

Coming back to her body after death. corning back to the surprise of me.
Mouré t u m s again to the lungs; but the ambiguously phrased "itis m y

lungs make me fed this" neither blames nor celebrates the lungs for this
experience. Rather. this Ilne recognizes the lungs' role in bringing her
38 The Roman poet and playwrrght Sen-a
chronic asthmatic+writes of his experieme
ofthe dlzrase in tams that echo Mouré's poem: "with anythfng else youk rn111. whiie
wlth this you're consîantly at youf last g"sp[.] This is why doctors have Iiicknamed it
'rehearsing death', since sooner or Iaterthe breath does just what it has been trylng to do all

those mesn(104).
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both out of. and consequentiy back into, her body. mat experience of

touch. that feeling is one that she cannot speak [onlythe 'Vein"c m ) .
Mouré writes of the importance of this sense-the

sense of touch-in

an

early essay "111Start Out by Taking": "Itseems to me that touch is one

sense that we take for granted. And yet, when 1 lost my sense of touch in
just three smaU places. 1 felt emotionally a great loss ... and the sense of
something physicaily missing. The sense of touch. 1 know now. is what
keeps us physicaliy in the world ('Talking' 13). The effects of this
temporary loss of feeling are. in this poem. prirnarily positive ones:

coming back to touch after its absence makes the experience of it that
much more potent. It is, rather, anaesthesfa that she fears.39 the
unawareness of the body. The pain of coming back to the body, the pain

feeling, a comection to the tangible wor(1)d. She continues in "I'U Start
Out by Taiking":

Touch is how our bodies speak to and inform us. Now. sometimes.
coming back from allergie shock. feeling on my arm's skin the fine
threads of the sheet, being too drugged to move. my heart racing,
heart monitors stuck on my chest. the touch of the sheet drives me
completely wild with love and need of the world. mid.)

The touch of pain that her vein speaks. the surprise her lungs make her
feel are ail connected to the experience of desire-a desire not

necessarily for sexual connection, but for a sensual. physical relation
with/to the world. Asthma charges the world w i t h desire because it

makes the r e m to that world one of intense sensuai pleasuie for having

been bereft of it. if only momentarfly.

39

Cf.Mouré's essay The Anti-Anaestheefc"publlshed in Open kffer ISprlng 1995).
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This loving sensual connection to the world that her lungs make
possible easily fUps into a re-comection with her lungs that is coloured

by her desire for Me. as she wrîtes in "Speakingof Which":
Inside our lungs small hands are blessing each globe
of air. small Ups are kissing us.
red. unllt, hot oxygen tom out and pushed
into the bloodstream .
(MUS
38-9)

..

Relocating the connection of lovas-the touch of hands. the kiss of lipswithin rather than without the body. Mouré cornes to a sensual relation,

rnetaphorically, with her own intemai organs. Even though her body is
rnapped by medical discourses. this passage tums these discourses, and

indeed the speaker's o w n body, Inside out so that these interventions are
metaphorized as loving caresses and kisses. rather than the mititaristic

metaphors that characterize most asthma writing (medical and other).

Rewriting the language and imagery avaiiable to describe her disease.
Mouré's asthma poetry enacts what Virginia Woolf called for decades
before-that is. she presents a new vocabukry for iiiness where it is both

the enemy to be battled. and the lover to be kissed.

Recliiding Conclusions: in the midst of

Hush a word
A way

Creating a language for the possible in the midst of
(Erin Mouré, Search Procedures)

In writing this ending, I find I continue to circie back to
begtnnings. to the challenge posed by Mouré that the critic should
"create a critical language"to open the work. By introducing the

scientifically-defined term entropy into the critical lexicon circulating

around Mouré's poetry, 1 have med to re-defhe it in terms of its
metaphorical potential in ways that c a n respond to, and open. Mouré's

own applications and re-definitions of the te= in her poetic practice.
The vague and undefined figurative resonances of the term make possible

readings of Mouré's work that extend into multiple kames of reference.
inciuding. but not exclusive to, those opened by 0th- pubiished critics of

her work. In (re]dehing entropy in this way. I am attempting to provide
a set of tools that future critics c m use in their engagements with

Mouré's texts, a toolset that may not yet be complete. but that provides

the rudiments of "alanguage for the possible."
The key words-grammar, entropy and asthma-upon which 1

ground my analysis of Mouréts poetk practice. in their compiicated
imbrication with one another. present but a few of the possible means of

engaging meaninghlly with Mouréts poetry. There are. of course. many
others. In structuring this thesis. I did so with the dear idea that m y
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approach does not preclude, in fact it invites. other approaches that
supplement. interrogate and/or oppose the approaches 1 have presented.
Not predicated an any k e a r argument-but rather focused on clusters of
meaning attached to each of these key terms-my project attempts not
oniy to open Mouré's work. but aiso to itself remain open to the critical

and creative interventions of those whose work has influenced this text,

and those who d l , in tum. be Muenced by the direcaons 1 present.
Through my explorations in each of these chapters. I have stumbled

upon some of the "red spades"-to return to the metaphor presented in
Denisoffs interview with M o u r h f my own reading and writing

strategies. that is. those unexaminecl assumptions and practices by which
I structure m y own critical approach to texts. But rather than ignore or

avoid them for fear of the changes 1 might have to make if 1 acknowledge
their importance, pursuing this study of Mouré's entrbpic writing has

enabled me to embrace the possible directions in which these "red
spades" might take my fùture critlcal work. To return to some of the

metaphors with which 1began this thesis. 1 am learning to listen for the
possible messages contained within the figurative noise of my critical

practices: 1 am learning to recognfie. for example. the hierarchies and
assumptions that are consolidated through our conventional uses of

grammar, and to intervene in that consolidation through a writing that is

conscious of the grammaticai dwices at work within &y verbal

communication: 1 am also learning to view with suspicion. or at least
skepficism. claims by the medical profession that my body, in its natural

state. uncormpted by illness or my bad habits. can be perfect fkee of
disease. and have no need of medicai interventions of any kind. What 1

bring away fkom this project, then. is the empowered sense that 1 can
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take an active, indeed a proactive, position in my critical work that can

change not only how 1 read and mite in an academic contact. but how I
can act, react and interact-r

act act act-in the various social contexts

in which I locate myself.
As 1 moved through the process of writing this thesis. many more

"red spades" presented thernselves than I could possibly pursue within
the limited space of this project. They stiU iinger, however. as possible

directions for hture critical projects-my

own. or those of others.

Mouré's preoccupation with neurological science and the function of
memory within the brain is one of the more exciting of these directions.
perhaps because it is one of the most critically unexarnined. Mouré's

writing on memory works from a body of progressive, and sometimes
controversial, texts withln the field of neuroscience. including Israel
Rosenfeld's The Inuention of Memoy: A New View of the Bmin and

Gerard Edelman's The Remembered Present

.* Beginning fkom the basic

premise that we cannot remember, because we cannot even recognize.
that which our synaptic connections register as foreign or d a r n i l f a r ,
Mouré's entire writing practice is underpinned by her desire to push

these neural processes to their Ilmit, to force us to register. at the level
of our neural cells, the unfamillar, to recognize and. more importantly, to
remember. the red spades. My introduction of the metaphor of entropy
in this project-with

its sense of process and change rather than nxity-

might provide the perfect starting point for this type of criticai analysis.
Grounded as both Rosenfeld's and EdeIman's t w s are on the idea that

mernories, contrary to popular metaphorizatïons. do not &st

*

in our

ThfS appmach also pmides one of the more interesthg connections to writing by other
conternporary Canadian fmters such as Daphne Marlatt, Nicole Brossard,
Phyiiis Webb, and Lola Lemire Tostevin among others, aU of wham theorize their
conceptions of memory extemsively in their creative and critical works.
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brains as stored cornputer mes or static photographfc imprints, but
rather exist as mutable connections. as pathways. as procedures, that our

brain creates to order and categorize the millions of impressions we

receive every moment, Mouré's poetry. as it works outward from these
texts, is necessariiy a poetry in process-a

search procedure perhaps-a

writing that tries contlnuaiiy to disrupt our normal. because famlliar.

pathways of recognition.
Another red spade that has increasingly haunted my recent
readings of Mouré's work fs the growing awareness-perhaps stemming

n o m newiy created neural pathways-f

Moure's poïitical involvement in

both queer and socialist (although the two are not always separate or
separable) communfties. Recognizing the heteronormative and classist
assumptions I bring to bear on poetic texts has been but the first step in
acknowledging these particular red spades. In future projects 1 would
like to follow up on this acknowledgment by engaging more directly with

the often political nahue of Mouré's poetry. to explore my fear of political

involvement and discussion-on a personal as well as an academic leveland perhaps to reoccupy that fear to offer new procedures by which I
might approach and examine texts and contexts in which 1 locate myself.
I have no clearly formuiated Unes of argument for any of these

other possible directions: 1 have only filaments of desire spun out fkom
my current work. Where these pursuits d take me. and what other

directions may present themselves in the process is but part of the
excitement. But wherever 1 go fkom here. I know 1WUlïsten more
closely for the 'T~ush"
within language. the hush that signds a possible

message registering on the periphery of my senses, the hush of
expectation, and the hush of discovery. 1 will leam to read 'TZush a word"
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as both a gesture toward the word. and a gesture toward the sound of the

word as the word itself. 1 wiii leam to read "aword" alone as "away," and
explore how "a word alone "means." But 1 wiU also try to listen for the
ways that silence-the "hush-itself might also mean. "hthe midst of." I

can begin to imagine and "create a language for the possible"-a language
that must exist "inthe midst of." that must exîst as the untlnished

declarative sentence. the dangling prepositîon, that must always gesture
toward, but never reach. its possible conclusions.
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